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AIR -QUALITY 
SUMMARY OF - FINDINGS 
General 
During 1980 at least 111,497 air quality samples were collected and 
analyzed from 86 sampling stations throughout Hillsborough County by the 
Hillsborough County Environmental Protection Commission. Additional 
data generated by the private sector was also used in this report. 
General Air Quality 
According to the Daily Air Pollution Index, which includes the five 
major types of air pollution, there was an improvement in air quality 
during 1980 as compared to 1977 through 1979. For example, in 1979 26% 
of the days were considered to be good days, compared to 44~o of the 
days in 1980. 
Sources of -Air Pollution 
The general pollution emissions from regulated industries in Hills-
borough County amounted to 326,096 tons in 1980. The potential emis-
sions without pollution control devices would have been approximately 9 
to 10 times greater, or over 3 million tons. 
Particulates - (Dust) 
Total Suspended Particulate levels which had improved slightly during 
1979, remained about the same for 1980 at the five dirtiest monitoring 
stations. Eight stations exceeded Federal and/or Florida Annual Air 
Standards. 
The United States Environmental Protection Agency quarterly lead stand-
ard was not exceeded during 1980. 
Sulfur -Dioxide 
Federal and Florida suI fur dioxide standards were not violated during 
1980. Data from 1973-1980 indicated a continuous and gradual decline 
in sulfur dioxide levels through 1978 with levels not changing signif-
icantly through 1980. 
Nitrogen -Dioxide 
The Federal and Florida air quality standards for nitrogen dioxide 
were not exceeded in Hillsborough County in 1980. Data from 1975-1980 
indicated that NO levels had increased at several sampling locations 
through 1978 with 1evels not changing through 1980. 
Carbon - Monoxide 
The carbon monoxide standards were not violated during 1979; however, 
station 11121 (located in downtown Tampa) exceeded the eight-hour con-
centration of 9 ppm once during 1980. 
e 
Ozone 
The Federal Standard for ozone was met or exceeded on four days in 1980. 
State Implementation Plan 
Hillsborough County was designated as a non-attainment area for both 
Total Suspended Particulates and Ozone. A State Implementation Plan 
reV1Slon for both pollutants has been submi tted to EPA in accordance 
with the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977. 
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WATER QUAL! TY 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
General 
During 1980, 78 sampling stations were monitored for a maximum of 
55 parameters resulting in 34,131 analyses. 
General Water Quality 
During 1980, as in previous years, the areas of the Bay with the worst 
general water quality were t~cKay Bay, Hillsborough Bay, Old Tampa Bay 
northeast of the Courtney Campbell Causeway and the Largo Inlet area of 
Old Tampa Bay. The general water quality improved toward the south with 
most of Tampa Bay showing excellent water quality. 
Bacteria 
During 1980, the area within upper Hillsborough Bay affected by bac-
terial contamination was considerably reduced from previous years. The 
only station with excessive bacteria counts more than two months of the 
year was station #2 in the mouth of the Hillsborough River. The public 
beaches on the southeast shore of the Courtney Campbell Causeway and at 
Picnic Island Park were safe for swimming all year. 
Of the 24 tributary stations sampled, 15 averaged greater than 1000 
total coliform bacteria colonies per 100 ml sample. 
Nutrients 
The eastern shore of Hillsborough Bay had the highest concentrations of 
phosphate averaging from 1.0 to 2.0 mg/1 total phosphate. The lower 
portion of Tampa Bay was relatively low averaging less than 0.5 mg/1. 
Within the tributaries, Delaney Creek had the highest average phosphate 
concentration of 8.42 mg/l. Stations on the Alafia River drainage basin 
also had high values with the North Prong of the Alafia averaging 7.40 
mg/l. 
Since nitrogen was the limiting nutrient in the Tampa Bay Basin, nitrate 
and Kjeldahl nitrogen values must be reviewed in conjunction with 
chlorophyll data because of the uptake of nitrogen by algae. Hills-
borough Bay and McKay Bay had relatively high nitrate, kjeldahl and 
chlorophyll concentrations indicating areas of high nitrogen input. 
Within the tributaries, Delaney Creek had the highest geometric mean 
nitrate concentration of 54.22 mg/1. 
Chlorophyll 
During 1980 areas averaging 20.0 ug/1 or more chlorophyll a included 
McKay Bay and Hillsborough Bay. Condi tions improved toward-the mouth 
of Tampa Bay where the waters averaged less than 5.0 ug/1. 
g 
Tributaries which displayed high chlorophyll ~ concentrations were 
Lake Thonotosassa at the mouth of Flint Creek (60.90 ug / 1) and the Tampa 
Bypass Canal ( 30.66 ug / 1) . 
Red tide was detected in lower Tampa Bay during 1980; however, concentra-
tions were low and no fish kills occurred. 
Oxygen Relationships 
During 1980, BOD values were considerabl y reduced in Hillsborough Bay 
compared to prev i ous years. Only one station in McKay Bay averaged 
greater than 4 mg/ l while most of Tampa Bay averaged less than 2 mg/ l. 
Within the tributaries the highest BOD was measured in Turkey Creek 
(6.83 mg/ l ) . Other high BOD's were measured in Lake Thonotosassa at the 
mouth of Flint Creek (6.71 mg/ l) and Sweetwater Creek (5.54 mg/ l). 
Dissolved oxygen patterns within the Tampa Bay Basin during 1980 were 
similar to prev ious years with oxygen stress occurring in East Bay, 
McKay Bay, and Hillsborough Bay (especially the mouths of the Hills-
borough and Alafia Rivers). 
Within the tributaries, the Tampa Bypass Canal had the lowest second 
minimum dissolved oxygen value of 0.6 mg/ l. 
Light Climate 
In 1980 effective light penetration values ranged from 27 inches in 
McKay Bay to 91 inches near Egmont Key. 
During 1980 turbidity values in Hillsborough Bay were considerably 
improved because of the completion of dredging in that section of the 
Bay. 
Within the tributaries, the highest turbidity average occurred at 
Turkey Creek (10.0 NTU ) . 
Water Temperature, Meteorology and Hydrology 
1980 could be classed as a year slightly colder than normal, with about 
8" below normal rainfall, and near normal sunshine and winds. 
Station 52 in upper Hillsborough Bay had the highest average water 
temperature of 24.5 0 C probably resulting from the warm water dis-
charges from Tampa Electric Company's Hookers Point and Gannon Power 
Plants. 
h 
Station 52 in upper Hillsborough Bay had the highest average water 
temperature of 24.5 0 C probably resulting from the warm water dis-
charges from Tampa Electric Company I s Hookers Point and Gannon Power 
Plants. 
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COMMISSION 
Enacted by the Florida Legis lature in October, 1967, and later amended, 
the Hillsborough County Environmental Pr otection Act (Chapter 67-1504 
La'o'ls of Florida ) prov i des for the adoption of rules and regulations 
t o control air, water, and noise pollution in the County. The Hills-
borough County Environmental Protection Commission, composed of all five 
elected County Commissioners, is charged with the monitoring of air and 
'dater quali ty, and the enforcement of related env i ron,nental regula-
tions. Thi s is cur rently accomplished through the coordination of 
t echnical and analytical activities of four departments within the 
agency: Environmental Engineering, Environmental Assessment, Investi-
gations and Enforcement and Support Services. 
Energy 
Responding to the need for energy conservation, the Board of County 
Commissioners in 1977 assigned the responsibility for devising an energy 
plan to the Environmental Protection Commission. Accordingly, an Energy 
Department was established within the EPC to analyze various means for 
residents of Hillsborough county to save energy. Because Florida's 
climate is so different compared to the rest of the nation, most of the 
existing information available from books and journals was not appli-
cable. Consequently, the Energy Department's reasearch has been 
oriented toward areas which have not been traditionally studied by 
similar agencies or the state and federal levels, while taking into 
account Hillsborough County's speci fic env ironment and climate. 
The Energy Department's reports have included a wide range of subjects 
o f use to the county's government and residents and include the 
following: 
(1) "Energy Basis for Hillsborough County: A Past, Present 
and Future Analysis." 
(2) "Energetics Analysis of Resource Recovery Systems for 
Hillsborough County, Florida." 
(3) "An Energy Analysis of the Hillsborough County Energy 
Efficiency Building Code." 
(4) "Vehicle Fleet Report for Hillsborough County." 
(5) "Landscaping: An Energy Conservation Tool." 
(6) "Some Historical Accounts of the Natural Conditions in 
Tampa Bay and Hillsborough County." 
(7) "Solar Water Heating Economic Feasibility Analysis for 
Hillsborough County, Florida." 
(8 ) "The Potential for Earth Sheltered Structures in Hills-
borough County, Florida." 
j 
In addition to publishing reports, the Energy Department has been active 
in r eviewing energy aspects of Development of Regional Impact appli-
cations, changes in county rules and policies, and the energy el~ne nt of 
Hi llsborough County's Horizon 2000 Comprehensive Pl an. The Energy 
Department has also prepared a land use and energetics map fo r the yea r 
1981 and is supporting a project which will analyze ne ighborhood energy 
patterns and will result in recommendations for possible e ner gy 
s avings. The Energy Department has increased the public's awareness of 
ene rgy matters through speaking engagements, expositions and tours . 
Because of budget constraints, the Energy Department was disbanded at 
the end of 1981, although the EPC will continue to hav e an interest in 
energy matters as they relate to environmental protection. 
Air Program 
In order to preserve and improve air quality in Hillsborough County, the 
EPC's activities in 1980 included: 
Monitoring air quality within the 'County on a daily / weekly basis 
throughout the year. A monitoring network of 196 stations (m any 
flleasuring more than one pollutant) assessed the levels of these air 
pollutants: suspended particulates, ozone, carbon monoxide, ni troge:l 
ox ides, hydrocarbons, sulfates, lead, and dustfall. 
An al ysis and interpretation of air pollution data and sampl es. 
R e v ie\~ 8.nd administration of Air Pollution Construction and Operation 
Perm i ts. These permits are officially issued by the Florida Department 
o f Environmental Regulation, but the EPC is r e sponsible for their 
il li t ie l review and subsequent recommendations wi thin the County juri s-
diction. 
Inspection of all permitted as well as potential sources of air pollu-
tion. 
Investigation and enforcement of alleged violations of both stationary 
sources and ambient air quality standards. 
Annual inventory 0 f air pollution emissions wi thin the County. 
Revision of local section of Florida's Sta t e I lnpl ementat i on Plan ( SIP ) 
in compliance with the Clean Air Act Amendments o f 1977. Th'3 United 
Stated Environmental Protection Agency designated Hillsborough County 
as a non-attainment area for failure to meet their photochemical oxiant 
and total suspended particulate standards. The EPC was named "lead 
agency" by Governor Askew to devise a regional plan, enabling Hills-
borough County to meet the required standards. 
Water Program 
Approximately 100 industrial operations and 200 domestic wastewater 
k 
treatment facilities within Hillsborough County constitute actual 
or potential sources of water pollution, in addition to non-point 
sources, such as stormwater runoff. These pollution sources require 
continual monitoring and regulation to protect and improve water quality 
within t he County. Water program activities in 1980 involved: 
Monitoring the ambient water quality of Hillsborough's l akes , s trHams, 
rivers, and ba ys , by monthly sampling at 78 stations. Samples ''iere 
ana l yzed for bio-chemical oxygen demand, bacteria, dissolved and sus-
pe nded s o lids, turbidity, nutrients, and approximately 30 other para-
meters. 
t1onitoring of all domestic and industrial wastewater t "~;'it:nent facil-
ities. 
Inspection of domestic and industrial wastewater treatment facilities. 
Conducting engineering reviews and making subsequent recommendations 
on Florida Department of Environmental Regulation Operating/ Construction 
Perlnit Applications within the jurisdiction of the Count y. 
Performing environmental reviews of proposed major industrial and 
residential developments. These included dredge and fill applications, 
subdivision plat reviews, Development of Regional Irnpact ;) pp l ications, 
phosphate mining applicat~ons and operational records, and proposed 
Hillsborough HUD Community Development projects. 
Inves tigation of specialized water complaints, such as fish kills, 
slime spills, algae blooms, and red tide outbreaks . 
Special studies, such as damage assessment of oil spills, monitoring 
of the Twnpa HHrbor Deepening Project, and seagrass studies. 
Noise 
Hillsborough County has many and varied noise pollution sources. 
Chapter 1-10 o f the Rules and Regulations of Hillsborough County En-
vironmental Protection Commission sets out the noise pollution rules 
for Hillsborough County. Accordingly, the EPC monitors noise levels 
throughout the county, investigates noise complaints from citizens 
and t akes enforce:nent action where appropriate. 
Enforcement and Compl a ints 
A primary tool in enforcement is the Citation. A ri. tatLon requires the 
violator to develop a compliance schedule and timetable to correct the 
specified problem. The Citation is lifted when the violating party is in 
compliance and the problem is rectified. 
Twenty eight Citations were issued during 1980, of which 13 were de-
liv e r e d for water violations, 4 for noise, 5 for solid waste, 5 for air, 
Hnd 2 f u r odo r . TClhl ~;( IJi."I-'!s ;j 11 reakdown of Citations issued by date, 
violator, and violation~ 
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A Notice of Alleged Violation is a formal notification delivered in 
',vritinr,J to a party found violating the Rules of the Hillsborough COI/Il t y 
En v ironmental Protection Commission. It is usually issued on-the- s pot 
f or mi nor violations to infrequent offenders, but may lead t o a 
Ci tq t i on if not complied with. A total of 231 Notices of All e ged 
Violation we re serve d b y the Environmental Protection Commission staff 
during 1980. 
Citizen complaints received and investigated by the Hillsborough Count y 
En v i r Orl,n f:'!'ltal Protection Commission dur ing 1980 totaled 1209. There 
were 282 wate r c();np18ints, 177 air complaints, 148 noise co;nplaints, 
11 8 solid waste complaints, 163 odor complaints, 189 open bur n i ng 
co,oplaints, and 132 others. 
m 
Table a 
Citations 1980 
Solid 
Date Violator Noise Air Water Waste Odor 
2/27 H. T. Newell X 
3/ 12 J. P. Barry X 
3/18 Verlite Co. X 
3/18 Worthington Park STP X 
3/19 Schlitz Brewing Co. X 
3/ 27 Coffee Cup Restaurant X 
3/ 31 Larry F.Miller X 
3/ 31 Ruskin Laundromat X 
3/3 1 Kempton Bros. Auto Salvage X 
4/ 18 Wiley Jackson Co. X 
4/ 18 Florida Dept. of Transportation X 
5/ 1 William H. Kirby X 
6/ 19 Florida St. Fair Authority X 
6/19 Colonial Coach MHP X 
6/ 19 City of Tampa-13th St. Pumping 
Station X 
6/26 General Portland, Inc. X 
7/ 28 Wayne Jennings/ CTW Contracting X 
7/31 Southeastern Utility Co. X 
7/31 Henry Dingus X 
9/ 11 Windemere WTP/L. Worley X 
9/11 Lee's MHP/J. Lee X 
9/ 11 Frank Shroyer X 
9/ 15 Peter A. & Roy Geraci X 
9/29 Kings Scrap Metal X 
10/31 Charles H. Black X 
11/7 Paktank Fla., Inc. X 
11/10 Chloride, Inc. X 
11 / 14 Seamco X 
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INTRElDIJETHlN 
The public has no choice about breathing the air of Hillsborough County. 
Consequently, air over this county should be considered public property 
for the benefit of its citizens, and not as a pollution sink for indus-
try. The purpose of this publication is to keep the public informed as 
to the current Air Quality in Hillsborough County, as well as progress 
towards its improvement. 
This report summarizes at least 111,497 air pollutant samples collected 
at about 86 sampling stations throughout Hillsborough County during 
1980. Enclosed maps attempt to depict the cleaner and dirtier areas of 
Hillsborough County, while data summaries show where and how often air 
quality standards were exceeded during 1980. 
Air quality data gathered by the Hillsborough County Environmental 
Protection Commission is routinely submitted to the Florida Department 
of Environmental Regulation and to the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency. This data is used by all three agencies for State 
Implementation Plan revisions when air standards are being violated, 
transportation control planning when certain transportation-related air 
pollutants exceed or are predicted to exceed standards, and prevention 
of significant deterioration. 
Air Quality data is modeled to determine present and future impacts on 
the environment. Calibration of these models requ i res input of reliable 
sampling averages, standard geometric deviations, sampler locations, 
source locations and emissions as well as stack characteristics, and 
projections of emissions. Much of this information is included in this 
report. 
The data base must be completely reliable so that Plan Revisions and 
Modeling efforts are not founded on erroneous assumptions. Accordingly, 
a continuous Quality Control Program (Appendix A) and verification 
procedures assure top quality and sufficient air data for decision 
making and modeling purposes. Representativeness of the data assures 
lack of bias and explains nearby source effects. 
Most importantly, clean air can be restored and preserved only with the 
spur 0 f community pressure by citizens furnished with accurate and 
reliable information. The Air Quality Section of the 1980 Environmental 
Qaulity Report is an attempt to bring forth such information. 
Chapter 1 of this section describes in general terms the various types 
of air pollution, how they are sampled and their effects on man and the 
environment. One useful method of reporting air pollution levels, the 
Air Quality Index, is described. A comparison of air quality in Tampa 
and Hillsborough County relative to other cities is included. 
Chapter 2 lists the sources of air pollution in Hillsborough County as 
well as the types and quantities of pollutants discharged to the atmos-
1 
phere. Most of the data for this chapter comes from information furn-
ished by industry on an annual basis and from standard emission factors 
furnished by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
Chapters 3 through 7 report on the various types of air pollutants, 
their effects, standards, sampling, data and trends. 
Chapter 8 describes the State Implementation Plan (SIP), a plan by 
which the air quality of the State of Florida and Hillsborough County 
can be restored and preserved. 
Chapter 9 provides meteorological information important to an analysis 
of air pollution. 
Chapter 10 lists the air quality monitoring stations and includes 
a loca tion map. 
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CHAPTER 1 
DENERAl-AIR - ~UAlITY 
Types - of Air -Pollution 
There are hundreds 0 f di fferent types of chemicals and substances in 
the form of gases, solids (dust) and liquids (mists), mixed and sus-
pended in the air we breathe. Fortunately, only a few of these are 
of major concern as pollutants. 
Scientists generally agree that in most urban environments the most 
common and important air pollutants are particulates (dust), suI fur 
oxides, ni trogen oxides, carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants 
(ozone) and lead. Each of these pollutants is discussed in detail in 
Chapters 3 through 7. 
Sources -of Air Pollution 
Air pollution is generally attributed to the activities of man. Most 
air pollution is the result of combustion. The combustion process is 
used in automobiles, power plants, furnaces, incinerators and in land 
clearing. Industrial activities contributing to air pollution include 
cement manufacture, grain handling, kraft paper pulping, petroleum 
refining and storage, metal smelters and mills, fertilizer production 
and many other forms of chemical manufacturing. 
Effects-of -AirPollution 
The National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) were designed to 
protect public health. This includes protecting those persons who 
are particularly sensitive to air pollution. 
Health effects of air pollutants have been studied extensively by both 
the government and private sector, often with controversial results. 
Three types of studies are used in determining the adverse effects of 
air pollution. Animal experiments provide information on a broad 
range of toxicologic effects and give insight into biological mech-
anisms of response. However, due to interspecies di fferences, it is 
difficult to extrapolate the animal results to human exposure. Experi-
mental human studies are used to quantify human response to pollutants. 
However, since these studies are not conducted on sensitive persons, the 
effects on these persons cannot be directly measured. Epidemiologic 
studies on exposed human populations can study the effects of real-life 
exposures in various population groups, however, it is di fficul tto 
attribute the observed health effects to specific concentrations of any 
one pollutant. 
Information gathered from all three methods does show dose-response 
relationships and provide a good basis for regulations protecting 
pub lic heal th. 
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The high risk segments of the population are particularly important in 
the determination of NAAQS. These segments include children under 10, 
pregnant women and infants, the elderly and persons with heart and/ or 
lung ailments. 
Children are more adversely affected by air pollution for several 
reasons. They have a much greater lung capacity to body mass ratio than 
adul ts. Any harmful substance in the air will be proportionally more 
concentrated in the bodies of children. Children have a higher respira-
tory rate than adul ts causing more pollutants to be taken in. Also 
children tend to spend more time out of doors increasing the exposure 
time to air pollution. The ambient lead standard was specifically 
designed around the adverse effects of long term exposures of children 
to low levels of lead. 
Persons with heart disease or respiratory problems are generally already 
in a weakened state. Exposure to air pollution can put further strain 
on the heart and cause even greater difficulties in breathing. 
The elderly form another large high-risk segment of the population. 
Even healthy persons over 65 generally have reduced lung capacity 
causing greater susceptibility to lung irritants. Hillsborough County 
has a large senior citizen population, many of whom live here for health 
reasons. A large number of our senior citizens have heart and/or lung 
ailments giving special significance to the study and control of air 
pollution in Hillsborough County. 
Air pollution can corrode metal and erode stone. 
brittle, leather disintegrate, and rubber crack. 
dirty. 
It can make paper 
It makes everything 
Air pollution is not confined to the city, either. It has been known 
to cripple and even kill cattle. Laboratory experiments indicate that 
it can cause chickens to lay fewer eggs, sheep to have a thinner coat 
of wool, and cows to give less milk. 
Farmers suffer greatly from the damage wrought by air pollution. 
They have seen it mar or totally kill vegetables, flowers, grains, and 
trees. Air pollution can injure vegetation as much as a hundred miles 
away from the source of the pollution. 
It is estimated that damage to health, property, materials and vegeta-
tion is costing 20 billion dollars a year in the United States. 
Sampling - of Air Pollution 
A_ network of 86 air quality monitoring sites was operated by the 
Hlllsborough _ County Environmental Protection Commission during 1980. 
Chapter 10 glves a complete description of the monitoring network. A 
fold-out map locating all sampling sites can be found at the end of 
the Air Quali ty Section of this report. Many different types of data 
were collected from these sites producing 111,497 samples. 
4 
Historically, air monitoring was performed in Hillsborough County 
as early as 1959 by the F lorida State Board of Health. This early 
monitoring effort was established primarily to monitor fluorides and 
other pollutants emitted by the phosphate industry. 
Ten years later in 1969, the Hillsborough County Environmental Protec-
tion Commission (at that time called the Pollution Control Commission) 
established a permanent air monitoring network. This initial program 
produced over 16,000 samples from 42 sites. 
Each year thereafter air monitoring has increased and has become 
much more complex, sophisticated and accurate. The data is presently 
more reliable due to standardized methods, technological advances and 
quality assurance programs. 
Air -Pollution - Index 
A major concern in the field of air pollution control is how to best 
report daily air quality to the public. A joint report by the United 
States Council on Environmental Quality and the United States Environ-
mental Protection Agency indicated that of the 55 largest U. S. metro-
politan air pollution control agencies, 33 used an air pollution 
index. Wi th minor exceptions, no two indices were found to be exactly 
the same. 
To relieve this public confusion, EPA devised the Pollutant Standards 
Index (PSI), which creates a uni form method of reporting daily pollu-
tant values in a health-related manner. It advises the public on a 
daily basis of any possible adverse effects due to pollution. 
The index presently includes five pollutants: Total Suspended Particles 
(!SP), Sul!u~ Dioxide (SO ), Carbon Monoxide (CO), Ozone (0 3 ) and N1trogen D1OX1de (NO). tndex levels were established according to 
Primary National Ambi~nt Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and Air Pollution 
Episode Standards (Alert, Warning and Emergency). 
A calculation is performed relating air pollution concentrations to 
an index number. For example, the index equals 100 when the National 
Standard for each pollutant is reached; while the index equals 500 
when the Significant Harm Level for each pollutant is reached. 
The index number should be easier for the general public to understand 
because it does not require one to know speci fic National Standards 
or the many Federal Episode and Significant Harm Levels for each pol-
lutant. -
As of January 1, 1977, the Hillsborough County Environmental Protection 
Commission began utilizing the Pollutant Standards Index (Tampa Air 
Pollution Index). The index is calculated daily (excluding Saturdays, 
Sundays, and holidays) and is available around 4:00 p.m. to the news 
media and general public. The daily index can be obtained by telephon-
ing Tampa: 248-1512 -- anytime day or night, although the latest 
index 1\18Y not be available until nearly 4:00 p.m. on the tape recording. 
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There are several drawbacks to the PSI. One problem is that this 
does not take into consideration the adverse effects associated with 
the combinations of pollutants (synergism). For example, some pollu-
tants when combined lessen the impact of each other, whereas others in 
combination compound the problem. In addition, the index emphasis is 
upon acute heal th effects occurring over very short time periods (24 
hours or less) rather than chronic effects occurring over months or 
years. 
The index should not be used for ranking urban areas in terms of the 
severi ty of their air pollution problems. Such rankings require the 
use of many other kinds of environmental data not incorporated in the 
index. 
In order to err on the side of public safety, the index stresses 
reporting stations with the highest pollutant concentrations and assumes 
that other unsampled portions of the community will also experience 
high concentrations. 
Despite these drawbacks, the pollutant Standards Index serves as an 
interim solution until a more meaningful air quality index can be 
created. 
Table 1-1 relates each index value to the corresponding concentration 
for each of the five pollutants. Each index value is also related to 
a word and a statement describing the potential health affects as well 
as a cautionary statement. 
Table 1-2 shows a monthly breakdown of percent of days occurring in each 
index range. This table includes Tampa data from 1977 to 1980 to 
provide historic comparison. Table 1-3 relates index monthly averages 
and maximum values. Table 1-4 summarizes PSI data for downtown com-
posite monitoring sites in nine major metropolitan areas for 1980. As 
these cities vary in population and geography, and as the index does not 
include all necessary environmental data, it should not be used for 
ranking these areas in terms of the severity of their problems. 
In Figure 1-1, yearly index averages show trends in total air pollution 
for 1974-1980. Figures 1-2 through 1-6 graph individual pollutant 
trends. 
Air Pollution - Advisory 
When ambient concentrations of ozone, suspended particulates sul fur 
dioxide or carbon monoxide exceed the secondary standard,' an air 
pollution advisory is issued for that day. Advisory procedures differ 
for the various pollutants depending on sampling methods and frequency 
of operator checks. 
I. OZONE 
As of February 8, 1979, the primary National Ambient Air Quality Stan-
dard for ozone was changed from 80 ppb to 120 ppb. Now an ozone reading 
6 
of 80 parts per billion corresponds to an index of 66 or moderate. 
An air pollution advisory is issued for Hillsborough County when ozone 
concentrations reach 120 ppb or higher for more than one hour. 
If ozone concentrations are 100 ppb for 12 hours or more, Florida's 
Department of Environmental Regulation may issue an air pollution alert. 
Advisories will not be issued on weekends or holidays. 
values will be reflected in the daily pollution index. 
II. PARTICULATE 
High ozone 
Total Suspended Particulate is measured daily at Davis Islands for 
the air pollution index. The sampler operate.r 24 hours from noon to 
noon. If the daily hi-vol exceeds 150 ug/m , an air pollution ad-
visory is issued for Hillsborough County. 
III. SULFUR DIOXIDE, CONTINUOUS 
Sulfur dioxide is measured continuously at several locations throughout 
the county. The SO analyzer at Davis Islands is checked twice 
daily, morning and afternoon. The secondary standard for 502 is 500 ppb for a 3-hour average and 100 ppb for a 24-hour average. When either 
of the 502 secondary standards is violated, an air pollution advisory is issued. 
IV CARBON MONOXIDE 
Carbon monoxide is measured continuously at five locations in Tampa. 
The analyzers are checked every working day. I f the morning 8-hour 
average is greater than one part per million, an air pollution advisory 
is issued. 
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Table 1-1 
INDEX INTERPRETATION 
----_ . ---~~--
POLLUTANT LEVelS 
TS? S02 CO OJ N02 HEALTH 
I:'-I DEX AIR OUALITY 124-/1ourl. (24-hourl. (S ·hourl. (1 ·hou,l. (1·hoo,l. EFFECT 
VALUE LEVEL Ilg/m3 ppb ppb ppb DESCRIPTOR 
GENERAL HEAL TH EFFECTS CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS ppm 
-~CO- _SIGNIFICANT _ r--l000- -100G- ,-- 50-r--600- f-2000 HARM 
PnmllUIt dUlh 01 illlnd elduly. All person, 'hould um"n Indoo ... 
Healthy peopl. will upe' i.n~ ~d · kupln9 window, Ind doD .. clo,ed. 
nne ,ymplom, that Illtcl Ihei, All pelion, 'hould mlnlm,,, p/1y,i · 
nOlmalactivily. ul caellion Ind .. old I .. H,c. 
f--400-f-EMERGENCY - r-- S75 800--40 500-f-1600- HAZARDOUS 
Pr,mature Ol)ut QI certain di,tau, Elderly Ind per IOn, Wllh ex "ling 
in addition to .ignificanl aggrIYI' d,ltuCI 'hould nty IndoDl' Ind 
tion 01 .ymptom. Ind decreased Ivold phYllc.;ol ,,,,"on. Cln ... 1 
exe,ch, tole,anc. in healthv person •. populi' Ion ,hould IYold oUldoor 
actiVity . 
I- 60G--300-I--WARNING - - 625-
- 30 400- f-1200 
Significtnt aggrn'lion ol.vmplom. Elderly Ind pu.on. Wllh .... llng 
VERY .nd decreased txerci.e tolerlnce in h .. rl or lun; d,ItUI .hould .IIy 
I UNHEALTHFUL pelion. with heart or lung disu.e. indoors and .. duce phYSlUI 
~'OO+ALERT with widuprud ,vmptom. in the ICI .. lly . C healthv POpulltion. 375- - 300-I-- 15 200- I-- 600 
Mild aggravation olsvmptom. in p."on, With •• Inlng h •• ,t 0' 
-'" -1- NAAOS lusceptible pilson,. wilh irril'''on 'U9"",ory loImln .. ,hould "duct UNHEALTHFUL .ymptom. in the h .. llhy popul •. phYSlc,1 e •• rtlon .nd QutdOOf tion. aChw.ty 260-I- 140-I-- 9 . 0-1-120-f- • 
I 
f-- 50Jso% OF NAAOS 
MODERATE 
_ 7Sb _ I-- 30
h 
_ r- 4.5 - I- 60_ 
- • I 
GOOD 
0 0 0 0 0 e· 
aNo index values reported at concentration levels below those specified by "Alert Level" criteria. 
bAnnual primary NAAQS . 
c For PSI index 200 ppb appears to be a more consistent breakpoint betwee n the descriptor words 
"unhealthful" and "very unhealthful" than the 03 Alert Level of 100 ppb . 
TABLE 1 - 2 
TAMPA 
INDEX HISTORY 
1977 - 1980 
Percent of Percent of Percent of 
Good Days Moderate Days Unhealthful Days 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1977 1978 1979 1980 1977 1978 1979 1980 
January 3.0 4.9 4.4 4.9 5.5 3.3 4.4 3.6 .0 .0 .0 .0 
February 1.9 2.2 1.2 4.6 5.5 5.5 7.2 3.3 .3 .0 .0 .0 
March .8 1.1 .4 4.9 7.1 7.1 7.6 3.6 .5 .3 .8 .0 
April .0 .2 1.6 3.3 6.0 7.1 6.8 4.9 2.2 .8 .0 .0 
May 1.1 .8 1.6 2.7 4.7 6.3 7.2 5.5 2.7 1.4 .0 .3 
June .0 2.2 .8 2.4 3.8 4.9 7.6 5.5 4.4 1.4 .0 .3 
July 1.6 2.4 3.2 3.6 5.5 6.3 4.8 4.9 1.4 .0 .0 .0 
August 6.0 2.4 2.8 4.1 2.2 6.3 6.4 4.4 .3 .0 .0 .0 
September 1.6 .2 4.8 4.6 5.5 6.3 2.8 3.6 1.1 1.6 .0 .0 
October 1.4 .8 1.2 2.4 5.5 5.8 8.0 6.0 1.6 .3 .0 .0 
November 1.6 .0 2.4 3.8 6.3 7.7 5.2 4.4 .3 .5 .0 .0 
December 4.9 2.2 2.0 3.0 3.6 6.0 5.2 5.5 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Year 24.1 19.7 26.3 44.5 61.1 72.6 72 .9 54.9 14.8* 6.3* .8* .6* 
*Mostly due to ozone. 
Table 1 - 3 
MONTHLY AVERAGE OF PSI VALUES AND MAXIMUM DAILY INDEX VALUES 
Month Average Maximum 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1977 1978 1979 1980 
January 53 50 51 46 75 71 81 66 
February 69 55 67 46 244** 88 98 88 
March 71 60 75 47 113 100 106 69 
April 89 76 64 51 138 110 94 83 
May 87 74 56 57 137 137 95 103 
June 94 68 67 57 150 117 95 112 
July 69 61 50 50 . 146 94 83 · 78 
August 46 65 55 50 104 94 87 76 
September 71 79 44 46 125 133 57 60 
October 73 65 57 55 117 104 74 74 
November 65 71 50 49 125 117 60 77 
December 47 53 53 50 94 70 98 78 
**Unusually high concentration on TSP sample due to dust storm from western U. S. 
Lower index values beginning 1979 on both tables are partially due to the 
change in the ozone standard. 
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Metropo l i tan Number Annual Maximum 
Area Of Days Average PSI 
Reported PSI 
los Angel es" 366 - 3~0 . 0 
Chicago 366 60 . ~ 168.7 
Phi ladelph ia 366 63 . 8 175 . 0 
San Francisco 366 - 200.0 
Boston 209 - 191 . 0 
Da lias 232 ~9.0 3~~.0 
St. loul s 235 5~.0 79.0 
Denver 359 - 388.0 
Seattle 366 - 19~.0 
Tampa, Florida 366 50.3 112.0 
Jacksonv I I Ie 366 ~7.0 131.0 
Miami 2~3 ~9.0 138.0 
Ft. lauderda 1 e 366 37.0 7~.0 
(Reported 11 A.H.) 
Pensacola 2~3 29 . 7 71.0 
St. Pe tersburg 366 ~5 . 0 119.0 
Table 1-4 
INDEX SUMMARY OF U. S. CITIES 
1980 DATA 
Number of Days PSI Values Classified As 
Very 
Good Moderate Unhealthful Unhealthful Hazardou 
(0-50) (51-100) ( 101 - 199) (200-299) (300+) 
236 55 7~ I 
112 2~2 12 0 0 
119 230 17 0 0 
- -
- -
-
137 65 7 0 0 
130 99 I 0 I 
31 203 0 0 0 
5 231 96 23 
" 
73 275 18 0 0 
163 201 2 0 D 
227 138 2 0 0 
103 139 1 0 0 
31~ 52 0 0 0 
, 
222 2 I 0 0 0 
262 102 2 0 0 
East San Gabriel Valley Area, selected due to report of highest Haxlmum PSI . 
Percent Most Frequently Report ed 
P r Days Pollutant for PSI 
PSI 
100 1s t 2nd 3rd 
35 . 0% Ozone (Onl y Some Carbon 
Monoxide) 
Days 
3.3% Ozone(138) N02(100) CO/TSP(51) 
~.6% CO (I ~8) Ozone(I~3) S02(65) 
- Ozone CO TSP 
3.3% Ozone - -
<.1 . 0% TSP Ozone -
0.0% TSP (230) Ozone (~) -
3~.0% CO TSP Ozone 
~ . 9% CO TSP -
,( 1.0% TSP (2~8) Ozone (92) CO (211) 
<.1 . 0% Ozone TSP CO 
<.1.0% TSP (230) Ozone (12) N0 2 (1) 
0.0% Ozone(129) TSP (128) CO (109) 
0.0% Ozone S02 -
<.1 . 0% Ozone(330) TSP (29) CO (ll 
Information compi led by : 
Linda Novak 
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CHAPTER 2 
SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION 
General 
Air pollution can be emitted by Point Sources or Area Sources (also 
known as Non-point Sources). Point Sources are usually specific indus-
tries from which air pollution is emitted directly via stacks or as 
fugitive dust from building openings, piles of . material, or from gen-
erally dusty areas. Area Sources may be combined small Point Sources 
such as highway vehicles, small boilers, aircraft, etc., or non-
traditional sources such as gasoline filling and dispensing operations, 
highway and parking lot construction, open burning and forest fires, 
etc. 
Emissions Inventory 
The Federal government and all fifty states have adopted regulations 
designed to control the amount of air contaminants released from indus-
trial point sources. In Hillsborough County the air pollution control 
regulations are contained in Chapter 1-3 of the Rules of the Hills-
borough County Environmental Protection Commission~ Section 10 of 
the Hillsborough County Environmental Protection Act (Chapter 67-1504, 
as amended) requires that operators of sources of pollution shall submit 
at the written request of the environmental director, "information 
relating to the processes and methods of manufacture; the composition 
and source of airborne effluents; rate and period of emissions; and 
other such information as the Commission may prescribe." 
In addition to the above requirements, the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and the Florida Department of Environmental 
Regulation (DER) require the compilation of a comprehensive "emissions 
inventory" of all major permitted sources of air pollution, and engine-
ering estimates of the amount of pollution generated by activities of 
an areawide nature (eg. transportation sources, small boilers, etc.). 
Transport and Natural Sources 
Two other general factors account for the remainder of Hillsborough 
County's air pollution. These are Transport and Nature. 
Due to the prevailing winds, fronts and other climatological phenomena, 
pollutant emissions can be carried hundreds of miles from their point 
of origin. Hillsborough County receives air pollution not only from 
neighboring counties, but, at times, from the large industrial complex 
along the Eastern Seaboard. 
Nature also contributes to the level of impurities in the air. Thous-
ands of tons of dust fallon the planet every year from the disintegra-
tion of meteors entering the earth's atmosphere. Green plants release 
hydrocarbons as by-products of their respiratory activity. A dramatic 
illustration of the effects of these "biogenic" emissions may be seen 
in the perpetual haze which has given the Great Smoky Mountains their 
name. 
15 
Emissions from natural sources are in equilibrium with biological 
systems and are generally considered as "background". 
Mobile Sources 
The years since World War II have been marked by a dr~matic increase 
in the use of fossil fuels to power the transportatlon systems of 
industrialized countries. The release of these fuels' energy in an 
internal combustion engine also generates pollution by-products. 
Collectively, these transportation-related emitters of air pollution 
.are called "mobile sources". This category includes cars, trucks, 
motorcycles, airplanes, ships, etc. 
Mobile sources emit over hal f of the man-made hydrocarbons in Hills-
borough County. More than twenty percent of the nitrogen dioxide and 
up to ninety-five percent of the carbon monoxide in the county's air 
comes from these sources. 
Two-thirds of the particulate emissions originate with mobile sources. 
This not only includes exhaust emissions, but also dust which becomes 
airborne due to traffic on paved and unpaved roads in the county. 
Stationary Sources 
This agency performs an annual comprehensive inventory of air pol l ution 
emissions from permitted f acilities. Total yearly emissions of particu-
lates, sulfur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide 
and lead are calculated in tons per year. The calculations are based on 
permit applications, source tests, f i eld inspections and emission 
factors. The total tons per year emitted from speci fic stationary 
sources are listed in Table 2-1. These permitted industries released 
hundreds of thousands of tons of contaminants into the county's air in 
1980. The tonnage breakdown according to speci fic pollutants is as 
follows: 
Particulates = 8,201 TPY ( Tons Per Year) 
Sulfur Dioxide = 236,343 TPY Oxides of Nitrogen = 76,500 TPY 
Hydrocarbons 
= 2,401 TPY Carbon Monoxide 
= 2,649 TPY 
Lead 
= 2 TPY ._--
TOTAL POLLUTANTS FROM 
STATIONARY SOURCES 
= 326,096 TPY 
The 1980 a i r emissions from regulated industries in Hillsborough 
C~unty surpassed 326,000 tons. The potential emissions without pollu-
bon control devices would have been 9 or 10 times greater or over 3 
million tons. ' 
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0094 
0102 
0075 
0079 
0093 
0095 
0137 
0091 
0096 
0084 
0086 
0162 
OlOl 
0005 
0051 
0164 
0103 
0037 
0066 
0182 
0002 
0050 
0035 
0185 
0105 
0053 
0106 
0011 
. 0012 
0108 
0076 
0048 
0014 
0022 
0087 
0068 
0110 
0047 
0020 
0056 
0008 
0018 
0001 
0114 
0057 
0118 
0115 
0116 
0117 
0031 
Table 2-1 
1980 EMISSIONS INVENTORY 
STATIONARY SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION 
Tons/Year 
PARTI-
NAME CULATE S02 NOx 
Agrico Chemical Co. 4 
AMAX (Big 4) 93 644 75 
AMAX Chemical Co. 221 636 74 
Amcon Concrete 2 
Amcon Concrete 1 
Anheuser Busch 0-5) 2 1 33 
Animal C. C. Hills. Co. 1 
Asgrow Florida Co. 2 
Ashland Chemical 
Bay Concrete 2 
Bay Concrete 2 
Brandon Co. Hosp. 1 
Brewster Phos. 49 867 235 
C. F. Industries 277 1622 18 
C. F. Industries (4-5) 5 
Camden Grain Co. 3 
Cargill Grain Recv. 2 
Cargill-Nutrena Feed 3 
Carnation Company 3 
Carns Concrete Pipe 1 
Cast Metals Corp 1 
Chloride Metals 4 900 6 
Citrus Products Inc. 1 3 1 
City Ready Mix (2-3) 1 1 
Commercial Met~ls 1 1 
Concrete Prod., Tampa 2 2 
Concrete Prod., Tampa 3 1 
Cone Brothers Cont. 14 1 
Cone Brothers Cont. 27 1 
David J. Joseph (1-4) 18 
Delta Asp. Paving Co. 17 18 20 
Detsco Term. Inc. 27 
Eastern Ass. Term. C 58 
Exxon Tampa Assp. BA 1 5 2 
Fla. Prestressed Co. 4 
Florida Iron & Metal 1 
Florida Rock Ind. 1 
Florida Rock Ind. 1 
Florida Steel Corp. 251 1 87 
GAF Corp. 41 
Gard~n~er Inc. 2322 1942 262 
Gen. Portland (36-39) 2049 3412 2220 
Globe Battery Div. 
Greco Concrete Co. 2 
Gulf Coast Lead Co. 3 800 
Hardaway Constructor 1 1 
I 
Helena Chemicals 1 
Honeywell Inc. 1 
Huco Inc. (2-3) 7 1 
Ideal Basic (12-13) 3 
17 
HC CO Pb 
1 6 
6 7 
1 2 
5 
.. 
4 21 
2 2 
2 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 
11 17 
236 92 
2 
1 
I 
2 
I I 
1 
1 2 
~-
0024 
0006 
0160 
0065 
0025 
0141 
0027 
0023 
0028 
0029 
0092 
0059 
0123 
0124 
0019 
0125 
0072 
0044 
0003 
0150 
0054 
0033 
0159 
0069 
0090 
0130 
0030 
0171 
0089 
0131 
0082 
0073 
0155 
0061 
0152 
0049 
0041 
0032 
0163 
0074 
0010 
0009 
0039 
0040 
0038 
0045 
0007 
0166 
0036 
0135 
1980 EMISSIONS INVENTORY 
(Continued) 
[PARTI- I 
NAME CULATE S02 NOx 
International Min. 117 1 55 
Jos. Schlitz Brewing 1 1 10 
Jos. Schlitz Contnr. 1 1 8 
Joyner Concrete (New) 5 
Kaiser Agrichem. 1 11 10 
MacDill AFB (3-6) 1 5 6 
Mineral Aggregates 12 4 13 
MRI Corp. 1 1 
National Gypsum (4-7) 28 6 52 
Nitram Inc. 135 98 462 
Paktank of Fla. Inc. 2 
Paktank of Fla. Inc. 16 
Phillips Petro (1-3) 
Plant City Ready Mix 2 1 1 
Ralston Purina Co. 6 
Reynolds A1. Can. Recy. 1 
Reynolds metals 
Robbins mfg. Inc. (1-4) 7 
Royster Company 1 1 1 
S . 1. Lime Co. (2-3) 2 
Scrap-All Inc. 2 
Seaboard Coastline (3-5) 64 
So. Fla. Baptist Hosp. 1 
Southeastern Galv. 1 1 2 
Southeastern Wire 1 1 1 
Southern Mill Creek 1 
Southland Frozen Fds. 1 8 4 
Speedling 3 3 1 
St. Joseph's Hosp. 1 
Stauffer Chemical Co. 1 
Sulfur Termnl (1-2) 4 48 23 
Superior Fert. & Chem. 1 
Swift Processed Meat 2 15 6 
Tampa Armature 10 
Tampa Bay Crematory 1 
Tampa Block Plant 2 10 3 
Tampa General Hosp. 2 9 4 
Tampa Sand & Matrl. 9 
Tampa Soap (01-02) 1 9 
Tampa Stevedoring 1 2 
Tampa Water Dept. 1 
Tampa Water PMP(1-2) 9 97 57 
TECO-Big Bend 1078 176764 42445 
TECO-F J Gannon 907 47838 27411 
TECO-Hookers Point 125 378 2139 
Thatcher Glass Mfg. 72 176 729 
Town 'N' Country Hosp. 1 
Treasure Isle 1 
Univ. Comm. Hosp. 1 1 1 
USF Medical Center L 1 
18 
I I I 
HC CO Pb 
1 8 
1 1 
161 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 6 
1 5 
779 
1 1 
962 
1 1 
I 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 2 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 2 
15 1423 
135 968 
50 56 
2 2 
1 1 
NAME 
0088 VA Hospital 
0136 Verlite Company 
0097 W. R. BonsaI Co. 
0078 W. R. Grace & Co. 
0077 W. R. Grace Constr. 
0046 Wenczel Tile 
0070 Weyerhaeuser Company 
0151 Women's Hospital 
I 
1980 EMISSIONS INVENTORY 
(Continued) 
I PARTI-
CULATE S02 
- . 1 1 
5 1 
10 
1 
I 
I 
I 21 
1 
19 
NOx HC CO Pb 
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Industrial Emissions 
Total Suspended particulates ( TSP ) : 
Three companies were responsible for 79% of the Total Suspended Partic-
ulate ( TSP ) emissions from stationary sources in 1980 ( Figure 2-1). 
Gardinier, Inc. I located at U.S. 41 and the Alafia River was the 
Count y 's largest source of TSP emissions contributing 2 8 ~ri of the TSP 
from stationary sources. Gardinier is significantly reducing these high 
TSP emission levels by switching to a ne \~ process that util izes a wet 
rock product and eliminat es the dirt y transfer and grinding of dry 
phosphate rock. 
Tampa Electric Company ( TECO) contributed 26~ri of the industrial TSP. 
TECO operates 15 fossil fuel fired steam generators at three power 
plants located at Hooker's Point, Port Sutton, and Big Bend. TECO has 
submitted plans to build another generator at the Big Bend plant. The 
third large industrial TSP source was General Portland Cement Company, 
which contributed 25% of the TSP. General Portland manufactures cement 
by reacting the raw materials in high temperature kilns. They then 
grind, store and transfer the product to bags and trucks. In an attempt 
to r educe General Portland's air pollution, a plan has be e n developed 
that eliminates two kilns and their associated transfer operations. 
The majority of the remaining 21~ri of TSP comes from other phosphatic 
materials manufacturing, transfer and shipping oper a tions, concrete and 
asphalt batch plants, and glass manufacturing. 
Sulfur Dioxide (S02 ) : 
The S02 emissions from Hillsborough County's permitted industrial 
sources totalled 236,343 tons during 1980. A lis ting of i ndustr ial 
facili ties which had significant changes in SO emissions during 1980 
is contained in Table 2-3. 2 
Tampa Electric Company ( TECO ) is the County's largest industrial source 
contributing over 95~ri of the County's SO ( Figure 2-2). TECO's SO 
emissions increased 21% in 1980 due to seve~al factors. In power plant~ 
~O? is a . by-prod~ct of burni~g suI fur-containing fuels. Most of the 
In~rea~e . In TECO s S02 emlssions were caused by the high demand for 
electncity and the lncreased use of the coal-fired units to produce 
e l ectricity. This was compounded by a slight increase in the suI fur 
content of the fuels available. 
The remaining 21~ri of sulfur dioxide emissions were due primarily to 
phosphate manufacturers, but also included cement and glass manufac-
turers and secondary lead smelters. Due to elevated costs and sporadic 
availability of low suI fur fuels, the phosphate companies and other 
manufacturers burned higher sulfur fuel oil. 
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Table 2-2 
SOURCES OF PARTICULATE (DUST) 
FACILITY 
Gardinier 
General Portland 
Florida Steel 
Nitram Inc. 
TECO-Big Bend 
TECO-Hooker's Pt. 
TECO-Gannon 
Tampa Incinerator 
Thatcher Glass 
Amax 
Brewster Phosphate 
Big Four Mine (Amax) 
Seaboard Coast Line Terminal 
C.F. Industries 
1979 
TOTAL PARTICULATE 
~MISSIONS (TPY)* 
2,185 
2,207 
262 
122 
1,236 
382 
919 
646 
64 
207 
67 
43 
66 
357 
1980 
TOTAL PARTICULATE 
EMISSIONS (TPY) 
2,322 
2,049 
251 
135 
1,078 
125 
907 
(Closed) o 
72 
221 
49 
93 
64 
277 
*Includes Point Sources and Estimated 
Fugitive particulate Emissions 
TPY = Tons per Year 
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Miscellaneous 
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Nltram 
Ama~ 
Florida Steel 
C.Fo Industries 
see 'Table 2-2 for tonnage breakdown 
Table 2-3 
SOURCES OF SULFUR DIOXIDE (S02) 
FACILI TY 
TECO-Hooker's Pt. 
TECO-Gannon 
TECO-Big Bend 
General Portland 
Thatcher Glass 
Chloride Metals 
Gulf Coast Lead 
Amax (Plant City) 
Nitram 
Brewster Phosphate 
Big Four Mine (Amax) 
Municipal Incinerator 
C.F. Industries 
1979 
SO EMISSION~ ( TPY)* 
4,662 
45,136 
131,630 
3,706 
176 
700 
630 
355 
108 
1,038 
157 
267 
2,315 
*As Tons per Year (TPY) 
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1980 
S02 . 
EMISSIONS ( TPY ) 
3,786 
47,838 
176,764 
3,412 
176 
900 
800 
636 
98 
867 
644 
(Closed) 
° 
1,622 
j 
I 
TECO I 
~ 95.2% 
j 
I 
\ 
1980 SULPHUR DIOXIDE EMISSIONS 
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ALL OTHERS 
4.8% 
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", ... ,~ . -/',// TOTAL EMISSIONS: 239,795 TONS 
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Oxides of Nitrogen: 
Oxides of nitrogen (NO) are formed during high-temperature combustion 
of any burnable materi~l. The earth's atmosphere is nearly 8m~ ele-
mental nitrogen (N 7). This gas does not normally combine with oxygen 
at standard templ!rature and pressure; however, the rapid, high-
temperature oxidation which occurs in furnaces, boilers, motor vehicle 
engines, kilns and other enclosed processes, causes chemical reactions 
to form "oxides of nitrogen". 
Tampa Electric Company was responsible for over 94% of the NO emitted 
from stationary sources in Hillsborough County during 1980~ Since 
large amounts were generated by mobile sources, TECO' s percentage of 
the overall total was on the order of 70-75%. 
Other major contributors to the annual tonnage of NO emitted into 
Hillsborough's atmosphere included phosphate drying a~d processing, 
portland cement manufacture, glass-making, incineration and breweries. 
Table 2-4 shows the speci fic industrial sources of nitrogen oxides 
which have had significant changes in mass emissions since 1979. Total 
NO industrial emissions increased during 1980 by 6,248 tons, from 70~252 tp 76,500 TPY. 
Hydrocarbons: 
The majority of man-made hydrocarbon emissions comes from motor vehicles 
and other mobile sources, accounting for approximately 50-6m~ of the 
total annual tonnage. 
The remainder of hydrocarbons are emitted from sources using car-
bon-containing fuels, petroleum storage facilities, can manufacturers, 
surface-coating operations and incineration. 
The largest industrial sources of hydrocarbons are 3 local can manufac-
turers. Petroleum storage and transfer operations comprise the largest 
overall category of hydrocarbon sources. 
Carbon Monoxide: 
The 1980 emission inventory indicated a total of 2,649 tons of carbon 
monoxide (CO) were emitted by industrial sources into the atmosphere 
of Hillsborough County. This reflects a reduction of 3,729 tons due to 
the closing of the Tampa Municipal Incinerator. It is estimated that 
emissions of CO from mobile sources (cars, trucks, etc.) comprise 90-95% 
of the total annual tonnage. 
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Table 2-4 
SOURCES OF OXIDES OF NITROGEN (NO) 
x 
FACILI TY 
Gardinier, Inc. 
General Portland 
Florida Steel 
Ni tram Inc. 
TECO-Hooker's Pt. 
TECD-Gannon 
TECD-Big Bend 
Amax 
Brewster Phosphate 
Big Four Mine (Amax) 
Thatcher Glass 
Municipal Incinerator 
1979 
NO EMISSION~ ( TPY)* 
314 
2,020 
92 
484 
2,598 
27 ,220 
35,732 
74 
255 
75 
729 
321 
*As Tons per Year 
26 
1980 
NO 
EMISSIDNS ( TPY ) 
262 
2,220 
87 
462 
2,139 
27,411 
42,445 
74 
235 
75 
729 
(Closed) 0 
N 
--...J 
TECO 
94% 
1980 OXIDES OF "NITROGEN EMISSIONS 
FROM STATIONARY SOURCES 
Gannon 
38% 
............. 3" "-
~ "-
""'-... " ~ 
Big Bend 
69% 
Figure 2-3 
ALL OTHERS 
6% 
TECO EMISSIONS: 71,995 TONS 
TOTAL EMISSIONS: "76,512 TONS 
CHAPTER 3 
PARTICULATES 
General 
Particulates are minute pieces of solids or liquids dispersed in the 
air. Nature provides particulate matter such as bacterla, soil and 
meteoritlc dust, spores, pollen, volcanic ash and salt. To this natural 
background man adds flyash, smoke, iron oxide, cement and countless 
other materials which are produced by combustion, escape from factories, 
or are made airborne by traffic or man's activities. 
Particulates of major concern as air pollution range in size from 
0.005 microns to 250 microns in diameter ( a micron is one-millionth of 
a meter; the size of the period at the end of this sentence is about 
1000 microns ) . Particles of this size range stay in the air anywhere 
from a few seconds to several months. Gravitational settling is 
probably the main mechanism by which particles are removed from the air 
but unfortunately these particles fall or impinge on buildings, trees, 
people, cars and other objects. Rain also removes particles but this 
effect is negligible at diameters of less than 2 microns. 
Effects 
Particulates constitute a la r ge fraction of the pollutants in the 
air and are often the most hazardous to health and welfare. Respiratory 
problems, burning and irritated e yes, and dermatological conditions 
are the most common health effects of airborne particulates. Par-
ticulates also constitute a nuisance when they settle out as dust or 
dirt on cars, houses and other buildings. 
Standards 
There are two standards governing the amount of Total Suspended Particu-
lates in the air--primary and secondary. The primary ( or Federal) 
standards were designed to protect human health; while the secondary 
( or Florida ) standards were developed to protect welfare ( materials, 
vegetation, etc. ) . 
The primary standard requires that the annual geometric mean for each 
sampling location not e xceed 75 ug / m3 and that the 24-hour maximum 
concentration of 260 ug / m3 not be exceeded more than once a year. 
The secondary standard requires that the annual geometric mean for 
each sampling location not exceed 60 ug / m3 and that the 24-hour 
ma ximum standard 0 f 150 ug / m3 not be exceeded more than once a year. 
Sampling 
To determine the e xtent of particulate air pollution in Hillsborough 
County , the Hillsborough County Environmental Protection Commission 
measured Total Suspended Particulates, Sulfates, Lead, Pollen, and 
Dust fall. 
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Total Suspended Particulates 
Total Suspended Particulates ~n the a~r were measured with High Volume 
Air Samplers (Hi-vols). Hi-vols perform somewhat like vacuum cleaners. 
Air is drawn through a pre-weighed glass-fiber filter at a known rate 
for 24 hours, after which the filter is re-weighed. The increased 
weight is ~e to particulates and is expressed in micrograms per cubic 
meter (ug/m ) of air filtered per day. 
Hi-vols were operated at 35 sites in or near Hillsborough County during 
1980 to collect suspended particulates. Seventeen of these sites 
were operated by the Environmental Protection Commission. A map of 
all sampling locations is shown at the end of the Air Section of this 
report. For statistical purposes the EPA random 6-day sampling schedule 
including weekends was used to approximate daily sampling. 
Data - Total Suspended Particulates 
The 24-hour primary standard of 260 ug/m3 for Total Suspended Par-
ticulates was not exceeded in Hillsborough County during 1980; however, 
the annual primary standard of 75 ug/m3 was exceeded at station itl 
(Health Department) and station #103 (N. Hooker's Point). 
The 24-hour secondary standard of 150 ug/m3 was exceeded at if63 
(Central Davis Island) two times, station #82 (Orient Road) three times, 
and station #117 (Ga:fdinier Park) two times. The annual secondary 
standard of 60 ug/m was exceeded at four locations during 1980. 
Table 3-1 is a complete summary of Total Suspended particulates data 
for 1980. Figure 3-1 represents contour mapping (using a computer 
program called SYMAP) of the average suspended particulate levels in 
Hillsborough County. An area, approximately two miles wide, stretching 
from the southeast industrial area of Tampa to the airport experienced 
the highest average levels during 1980. This represents a four-fold 
incr]ase in area reflecting a violation of the primary standard (over 75 
ug/m annual geometric mean) over the 1979 SYMAP. The SYMAP does not 
accurately represent the extreme southeastern end of the county and the 
effects of increased phosphate mining activity because data normally 
supplied by private industry was not sufficiently complete to incor-
porate into this computer mapping. 
Another special mapping technique for 1980 average particulates better 
demonstrates the location of peak pollution levels (Fig. 3-2). This 
contouring was accomplished by means of the SYMVU Computer Program. 
General background levels are depicted by the height of the base, upon 
which the source-caused pollution is superimposed in the shape of hills, 
peaks and valleys. 
Trends - Total Suspended Particulates 
Particulate sampling has been on-going extensively ~n Hillsborough 
County since at least 1970. 
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Table 3-2 is a summary of historical particulate data for the dirtier 
locations sampled in Hillsborough County where at least seven years' 
record was available. Included in this table is one background location 
(Station 7, Brandon ) . Stations 1, 82, and 103 exhibited a slightly 
deteriorating trend in 1980 while stations 7, 15, and 63 showed slight 
improvement. 
The long-term particulate trend can be depicted most clearly when 
quarterly averages of particulate levels for the five dirtiest sampled 
locations are merged to obtain an index of Hillsborough County's worst 
particulate air quality ( Fig. 3-3). Worst air quality for particulates 
improved from 1971 through 1972, leveled off from 1973 through 1974, 
improved again from 1975 through 1976, worsened during 1977 and 1978 
and began to level off and improve slightly in 1979 and the first half 
of 1980, and started to worsen slightly during the second half of 1980. 
Particulate Geometric Means for the years 1972-1980 are presented 
(Table 3-3) for 24 sampling ... locations in Hillsborough County for 
possible trend determination, where sufficient data was available. 
Sulfates 
A portion of the suspended particulate matter collected on high volume 
filter paper consists of sulfates, present either as soluble ions 
or insoluble salts. The primary route of sulfate formation in the 
atmosp~ere remains ~omewha~ obscure but it appears that S02 undergoes 
a serIes of reactIons WIth NO, O2 , and reactive hydrocarbons to form H2S04 • 
Sulfate particles caused a great deal of concern in 1974 and 1975 
when epidemiological studies in several U.S. cities suggested that high 
daily levels of sul fate were associated with acute and chronic res-
piratory diseases and could result in adverse health effects in children 
and adults. As a result of recent toxicological and chemical evidence, 
the health effects of sulfates · at ambient levels are considered less 
signi ficant and EPA will probably not set a primary standard for sul-
fates. A secondary sulfate standard based on visibility degradation 
and/or precipitation acidity may be forthcoming as other recent EPA 
studies have indicated that sulfates may be the principal cause for air 
pollution-related visibility reduction and of precipitation pH de-
creases. Another important research study concludes that sulfuric acid 
emissions from automobiles equipped with catalytic converters contribute 
negligible amounts of sul fates to the observed ambient sul fate con-
centrations. 
Sulfate monitoring in Hillsborough County began in 1976 and has continu-
ed to the present. Nine di fferent locations have been monitored for 
sulfates over the past three years and eight of these sites have three 
or more years of uninterrupted data. Data from Stations fl8 (Plant 
City), fl9 (Ruskin), 1163 (Davis Island ) , 1192 (Adamo Drive and 50th 
Street) and 1193 (Union Hall and Highway 41) were compared. 
In 1978 the combined average yearly value for all eight sites was 8.8 
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STANDARDS: Federal** 
ANNUAL GEON. HEAN 75 
MAXIMUM 24-HOURS 260 
STA % OF 
NO. LOCATION YEAR YEAR 
1 Health 1980 16 
Department 1979 16 
1978 17 
1977 12 
1976 8 
1975 10 
1974 5 
7 Brandon 1980 16 
1979 15 
1978 16 
1978 12 
1976 15 
1975 16 
1974 17 
1973 16 
15 Palma Ceia 1980 12 
1979 14 
1978 16 
1977 14 
1976 16 
1975 13 
1974 16 
1973 15 
63 Central Davis 1980 33 
Island 1979 31 
1978 94 
1977 90 
1976 55 
1975 14 
1974 18 
1973 13 
82 Orient Road 1980 30 
1979 29 
1978 32 
1977 12 
1976 14 
1975 16 
1974 15 
1973 16 
103 N. Hooker's 1980 20 
Point 1979 23 
1978 20 
1977 15 
1976 16 
1975 16 
1974 16 
1973 13 
Table 3-2 
SUSPENDED PARTICULATES 
(MICROGRk~S/CUBIC METER) 
24-HR HIGH VOLUME Sfu~PLER 
1973-1980 
Florida* 
60 
150 
GEOM. HIGHEST READINGS 
MEAN 24-HOUR 
79** 148 114 
74* 139 134 
70* 150 108 
66* 123 116 
58 99 86 
58 119 112 
70* 100 99 
43 71 68 
44 88 82 
40 87 71 
42 110 104 
40 88 73 
45 93 92 
46 103 84 
45 214;< 120 
52 95 82 
54 110 101 
51 79 74 
46 82 77 
53 98 96 
56 128 93 
60* 103 93 
68* 265** 208* 
72* 161* 158* 
77* 192* 173* 
68* 223* 168* 
62* 245* 171* 
57 126 124 
75* 140 135 
84** 197* 187* 
86** 227* 216* 
72* 194* 168* 
69* 236* 150* 
65* 156* 135 
52 131 125 
63* 115 107 
63* 129 III 
82** 277** 232* 
69 285** 160* 
81** 143 139 
74* 163* 147 
69* 160* 139 
67* 106 94 
68* 149 122 
68* 122 117 
78** 153* 139 
68* 253* 120 
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STA 
NO 
1 
5 
7 
8 
9 
15 
50 
54 
58 
63 
82 
85 
86 
89 
92 
93 
103 
115 
116 
117 
303 
703 
807 
911 
LOCATION 
Downtown Tampa 
Temple Terrace 
Brandon 
Plant City 
Ruskin 
Palma Ceia 
Sun ci ty Center 
County Barn-Hwy 672 
TECO-Gannon 
Central Davis Island 
County Barn-orient Rd 
N. Davis Islands 
Hwy 41 & S. 22 St. 
Fort Lonesome 
Hwys 41S & 60 
Hwy 41S 
S. 22nd St . 
Hooker's Point 
Apo 11 0 Be ach 
Gardinier Park 
Florida Steel 
Brewster 
S. Davis Islands 
Amax (Borden) 
Table 3-3 
SUSPENDED PARTICULATES - HI-VOL 
GEOMETRIC MEANS 1972-1980 
(Micrograms/Cu. M/Day) 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 
71 -- 69 59 59 
50 37 40 39 37 
49 45 46 45 40 
53 49 51 49 47 
40 37 34 40 38 
62 68 60 56 53 
35 29 37 33 31 
44 38 41 38 38 
-- --
- 47 50 
102 86 84 75 57 
70 69 82 63 63 
92 80 71 76 69 
82 71 69 58 65 
37 42 29 39 34 
64 56 80 72 69 
55 41 45 43 40 
70 68 78 68 68 
-- -- -- - --
-
-- --
-
--
-- -- --
-
--
--
-
-- -- 100 
-- -- --
- 42 
71 58 50 55 58 
-- -- -- -- --
* Data ~s flagged because of road construction. 
1977 1978 1979 1980 
60 70 74 79 
29 37 41 42 
42 40 44 43 
43 48 48 47 
31 36 39 42 
46 51 54 52 
32 38 43 46 
38 44 50 --
50 49 53 56 
62 68 77 72 
52 65 69 72 
64 59 72 61 
57 55 61 71 
25 31 38 33 
67 77 85 80* 
33 54 52 56 
67 69 74 81 
-- 77 76 68 
--
- 39 41 
-- 46 59 61 
90 58 58 59 
56 48 50 48 
53 52 54 52 
33 46 77 102 
ugS04/m~ • In 1979 and 1980 the averages were 8.6 and 9.6 u9S04/ m3 respectlvely. Data from emission inventories using sulfur dioxide 
emissions as an indicator suggests that sul fates should have declined 
gradually from 1978 to 1979 and begun to rise in 1980. The sulfur 
dioxide inventory dropped from 224,020 TPY in 1978 to 193,174 TPY 
in 1979 and increased to it's highest level in the three year period to 
239,795 TPY in 1980. The combined yearly averages for the eight 
stations reflect the general trend of the sulfur dioxide inventories, 
but it is di fficul t to assign ambient sul fate levels to sources from 
within the county. Recent evidence suggests ambient sulfate levels are 
a combination of both distant and local sources. 
Figure 3-4 shows the SYMAP representation of the sulfate concentrations 
over the county for 1980 and Table 3-4 lists the observed average 
sulfate data for at least years 1978, 1979, and 1980. The greatest 
concentration of sul fates extends from the Tampa urban area east to 
Brandon and south to the Ruskin area. The areas surrounding Plant City 
and following the coastline south of Ruskin reflect the next highest 
concentration range. 
Lead 
Since 1970, six federal agencies acting under eight separate laws 
have developed control regulations or screening programs designed to 
protect the public from the hazards of lead. In spite of all these 
efforts a recent report published by the National Academy of Sciences 
stated that "Every member of the general population of the U.S. is 
exposed to elevated levels of lead in air, drinking water, and foods. II 
Today, United States industry uses 1.3 million tons of lead annually 
to make such products as batteries, pigments, solders, pottery, and 
the anti-knock compounds added to gasolines. The smelting and refining 
of lead and the burning of leaded gasoline in our automobiles send 
more than 600,000 tons of lead into the atmosphere to be inhaled or 
ingested by the U.S. population after settling onto food crops and water 
supplies. More than 90% of airborne lead comes from automotive exhausts 
and is due to the use of tetraethyl lead in gasoline to prevent engine 
knock. Local sources contributing to airborne lead levels include 
scrap metal companies, steel foundries and battery manufacturers. 
There are many sources of human exposure to led in addition to airborne 
lead sources--lead from paint and inks, pesticides, water supplies, 
and fresh and processed foods. Lead enters the body through inhalation 
or ingestion with consequent absorption into the bloodstream and distri-
bution to all body tissues. Although lead accumulating in the body 
throughout life is, to a large extent, immobilized in the bone, three 
systems wi thin the body seem to be the most sensitive to lead inter-
ference--the blood-forming system, the nervous system, and the renal 
system. Young children are the most critically sensitive to lead 
because hematological and neurological effects in children are shown 
to occur at lower lead levels than adults and because children have 
a greater risk of exposure to lead in dust and soil from normal hand-to-
mouth activity. 
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Table 3-4 
SULFATES 
(MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER) 
24-HR HIGH VOLUME SAMPLER 
1976-1980 
% OF GEOM. 
YEAR YEAR MEAN 
1980 8 10.3 
1979 8 9.6 
1978 8 9.8 
1980 8 7.5 
1979 7 6.4 
1978 9 7.1 
1977 8 5.6 
1976 8 8.2 
1980 15 7.8 
1979 8 7.8 
1978 8 6.8 
1977 8 4.5 
1976 8 7.2 
Central Davis 1980 16 10.9 
Island 1979 8 1l.3 
1978 9 9.6 
1977 20 7.7 
1976 16 9.5 
County Barn- 1980 8 9.8 
Orient Road 1979 8 5.1 
1978 8 8.4 
Hwys 41S & 60 1980 6 10.6 
1979 8 9.3 
1978 9 9.1 
1977 15 7.2 
1976 15 10.0 
Hwy 41S 1980 8 8.7 
1979 8 8.5 
1978 9 8.7 
1977 15 5.5 
1976 14 8.2 
Hooker's 1980 8 1l.0 
Point 1979 8 11.1 
1978 4 10.7 
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HIGHEST READINGS 
24-HOUR 
20 16 
18 17 
24 20 
17 16 
10 10 
11 11 
16 15 
15 12 
17 15 
20 13 
14 12 
15 11 
12 12 
22 21 
26 24 
18 18 
28 27 
23 18 
24 23 
15 15 
15 13 
19 17 
17 15 
18 15 
18 18 
29 18 
18 18 
15 14 
18 14 
19 16 
19 17 
19 16 
23 22 
23 13 
EPA's initial approach to control lead in air was to limi t the lead 
emissions from automobiles. In January of 1972, EPA proposed regula-
tions for the phase down of lead in gasoline. The regulations were 
promulgated in 1973 and put into effect in 1976. As of Ja~uary 1, 
1978 refiners were to adjust the average lead content of then total 
gasoline output (both leaded and unleaded) down to 0.8 grams per 
gallon. By October, 1979, the final standard of 0.5 grams of lead per 
gallon of gasoline was to go into effect. However, because of the 
presumed gasoline shortage during 1979, EPA relaxed its lead phase-down 
and pushed back the 0.5 grams of lead per gallon standard to October, 
1980 for large oil refineries and to September, 1982 for small oil 
refineries. At present EPA estimates that its lead phase-down program 
and ambient lead program were responsible for a reduction of 26~~ in 
airborne lead levels from 1970-1977. The amount of lead scheduled for 
gasoline sales declined by 30% during that same time period. 
In 1975, suit was brought against EPA by the National Resources Defense 
Council (NRDC) and others to list lead as a pollutant for which air 
quality criteria would be developed and a National Ambient Air Quality 
Standard be established. After losing the NRDC suit, EPA listed lead 
in March of 1976 and began to develop air quality criteria and the 
standard. The proposed rules for lead were published in the Federal 
Register in December of 1977 and the lead standard was set at 1.5 
micrograms per cubic meter of air, to be figured on a monthly average. 
On October 5,1978, EPA issued the final national ambient air quality 
standard, setting lead at 1.5 micrograms per cubic meter to be figured 
on a quarterly average. Under the final standard, the states must 
submit compliance plans to EPA by June, 1979 and must meet the ambient 
air standard by 1982. 
High volume TSP fil ters from Station 1 were analyzed by EPA. Maximum 
lead levels from 1968 to 1977 are presented in Table 3-5. 
The proposed lead standard of 1977 set the ambient air level at 1.5 
micrograms per cubic meter, the value obtained as a monthly average 
and specified 24-hour samplings at six day intervals. (Since the stan-
dard \~as only an interim one, Hillsborough County Environmental Pro-
tection Commission decided to sample at twelve-day intervals and utilize 
its stations set aside for hi-vol sulfate analysis. The stations chosen 
in Hillsborough County Enviromental Protection Commission's first 
ambient lead monitoring system included areas of relatively low lead, 
areas with a suspected lead problem due to both industrial and automo-
tive sources, and the Health Department Building which had historical 
data from EPA. Ambient lead analysis began with the first run in 
January, 1978, and continued at twelve-day intervals until the end of 
the year. The analytical method employed by EPC consisted of a hot 
nitric acid extraction of ambient air suspended particulate matter 
collected on a glass-fiber filter paper. Acid extraction solubilized 
the lead which was then analyzed by atomic absorption spectrometry. 
The 1980 Lead Monitoring Network was basically a continuation of the 
1978 and 1979 program, still sampling at twelve day intervals for the 
most part. The hi-vol sample from the Health Department station was 
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YEAR 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
Table 3-5 
MAXIMUM LEAD LEVELS IN TAMPA 
(EPA ANALYZED) 
MAXIMUM LEAD LEVELS (ug/mJ) 
41 
3.60 
2.00 
1.63 
1. 95 
1.10 
0.98 
0.86 
2.52 
analyzed at 6 day intervals and if the 12 day sampling from one of the 
other stations approached the EPC limi t, it was analyzed on a 6 day 
interval . 
The data generated by the Hillsborough County Environmental Protection 
Commission has been tabulated and is presented here as both quarterly 
average lead levels and the annual average for each station dur~ng 1978, 
1979, and 1980 in Hillsborough County Environmental ProtectlOn Com-
mission's airborne lead monitoring network. ( Table 3-6). 
Based on EPA's final lead standard of 1978, the quarterly average of 1.5 
micrograms per cubic meter was not exceeded during 1980. The highest 
quarterly average wa~ recorded at station 92 for the first quarter of 
the year ( 1.1 ugPb / m ) . The maxi mum and minimum 24 hour lead levels 
and annual averages for each station over the 3 year period (1978-1980) 
are given in Table 3-7. During 1980, the highest single 24 hour lead 
levels were recorded at stations 1, 82, 92, and 93. The overall lead 
levels in Hillsborough County have dropped significantly since sampling 
began in 1978. 
The 1980 lead analysis performed by EPC was its third full year of 
anal yti cal data, and certain conclusions can be drawn. Station 92 . 
( Highways 60 and 41) had the highest annual average level and reflected 
airbo rne lead levels due primarily to automobile em i ssions. Plant City 
and Ruskin registered the lowest levels in the county" registering a 
si ngl e maximum lead level of 0.8 ug / m3 and 0.7 ug / m.) respectively. 
Although industry does contribute to Tampa's ambient lead level, the 
majority of Tampa's airborne lead probably comes from automobile 
ex hausts. 
Annual averages from lead sampling stations were mapped by SYMAP for 
1980 ( F igure 3-5). The SYMAP indicates a level of moderate pollution 
was found in the east Tampa industrial park to Brandon area. The 
remainder of Hillsborough County was relatively clean. 
Dust fall 
Particulate ai r pollutants vary considerably in size. The larger 
particles which fallout rapidly after emission from a source are 
measured monthly as dustfall. The smaller particles are collected using 
the High Volume samples described earlier in this chapter. 
High dustfall values are associated wi th excessive soiling of auto-
mobil es , porches, window sills and other horizontal surfaces. 
Dustfall is collected in a plastic container wi th a known collection 
surface area . From the weight of the dust collected and the surface 
a rea of the container, tons per square mile per month of dustfall can 
be calculated . The dustfall method is admittedly crude however the 
data is quite useful to determine long-term trends 'for an area. 
Dustfall has been measured on Davis Islands since 1967. Dustfall 
tre nds from the area are especially relevant in view of the numerous 
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Table 3-6 
LEAD IN TOTAL SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATTER 
Quarterly Average in Micrograms/Cubic Meter (ug/m3) 
1978-1980 
STANDARD: I FEDERAL I 
QUARTERLY (ug/m3 ) I 1.5 I 
STA QUARTER ANNUAL AVERAGE 
NO. LOCATION YEAR I II III IV (ug/m3/quarter) 
1 Health Department 1980 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.4 
1980< 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.4 
1979 0.9 0.6 . 0.7 0.7 0.7 
1978 0.6 0.6 2.0* 0.9 1.0 
8 Plant City 1980 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 
1979 --- 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 
1978 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 
9 Ruskin 1980 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 
1979 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 
1978 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 
63 Davis Island 1980 0 . 3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
1979 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.6 
1978 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.5 
82 Orient Barn 1980 0.5 0.8 0 . 4 0.4 0.5 
1979 1.3 1.1 0.8 0.5 0.9 
1978 0 .9 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.8 
92 Hwys 60 & 41 1980 1.1 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.8 
1979 2.1* 1.4 1.4 0.9 1.4 
1979< 1.6* 1.4 1.5* --- ---
1978 0.8 1.3 2.4* 1.4 1.5 
93 Union 1980 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.2 
1979 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.5 
1978 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.5 
llS Hooker's Point 1980 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
1979 0 . 6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 
1978 --- --- 2.4+ 0.9 ---
ll8 Ballast Point 1980 --- 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 
< Samples run on a 6-day cycle 
* EPA quarterly standard of 1.5 ug/m3/calendar quarter met or exceeded 
+ Analysis began an August 6, 1978-data for Quarter III incomplete for EPA exceedance 
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YEAR 1 
1980 2.5 
1979 1.9 
1978 10.0 
YEAR 1 
1980 0 . 1 
1979 0.1 
1978 0.1 
YEAR 1 
1980 0.4 
1979 0.7 
1978 1.0 
Table 3-7 
LEAD LEVELS I N HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY 
1978-1980 
MAXIMUM 24-HOUR LEAD LEVELS 
STATION NUMBER 
8 9 63 82 92 93 
0.5 0.3 0.5 1.9 2.0 1.6 
0.8 0.7 2.2 4.0 3 . 9 1.4 
0.8 0.7 1.3 2 .1 4.6 1.3 
MINIMUM 24-HOUR LEAD LEVELS 
STATION NUMBER 
8 9 63 82 92 93 
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 
0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 
0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.1 
ANNUAL AVERAGES 
STATION NUMBER 
8 9 63 82 92 93 
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.2 
0.2 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.4 0.5 
0.2 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.5 0.5 
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lls 118 
0.8 0.3 
1.4 ---
8.6 ---
lls 118 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 ---
0.2 ---
115 118 
0.2 0.1 
0.5 ---
--- ---
Figure 3-5 
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· . d b the Hillsborough County Environmental Protection comp~al~ts ~ecethlVe astY and present from the residents of Davis Islands. Commlsslon ln e p 
Station locations are shown in Figure 3-6. 
Figure 3-7 depicts the trend of the a~erage ~f the 3 dustfall s.tations 
on Davis I slands. A significantly lnCreaslng trend, surpasswg the 
1974 level was indicated in 1979. The average 1980 val~e, however, 
fell below ~oth the 1979 and 1974 levels and indicates some lmprov ement. 
A statistical summary of all dust fall data from 1980 ~s located below 
(Table 3-8). Average background dustfall measured prevlously at remote 
stations is approximately 3 tons/ square mile/ month. 
Table 3-8 
DUSTFALL 
TONS/SQ. MILE/DAY 
1980 
IIOF MIN MIN CEO ARITH STAND ~AX 
OBS 1 2 MEAN ~IE AN DEV 1 
MAX 
2 
12 5.000 6.200 9.064 9.358 2.299 13.200 11. 300 
9 8.300 12.300 16.620 18.477 9.736 38.200 30.700 
12 5.500 8.100 12.807 13.758 5.357 25.800 19.700 
Pollen 
Pollen studies and counts were made in Tampa from 1960 to 1962 by 
the State on Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services 
(formerly Florida State Board of Health). As a result of many requests 
by the general public, daily ~ampling was reinstituted in 1968 by 
this agency and continued through July, 1971. 
Pollen counts ceased in 1971 because seasonal patterns were found to be 
very similiar year after year. All previous data seemed to indicate 
that ragweed pollen was gradually increasing. The months of September, 
October and November can be called the ragweed season; however, small 
amounts of ragweed are found practically every month of the year. 
The months of December through April have the lowest counts, often 
completely free of ragweed. 
Each year in Hillsborough County a number of complaints of yellOW 
dust are received. Most of these complaints have been caused by pollen 
from oak and pine trees. Pine tree pollen is released in January and 
February each year followed by the release of oak pollen into the 
atmosphere in March. These two types of pollen account for the bulk 
of seasonal complaints of yellow dust. The pollen fallout can be 
very heavy, forming thick yellow rings around swimming pools, yellow 
pat~h~s or streaks on lakes, and heavy deposits on automobiles. In 
addl bon, health effects have been exper ienced by sOlile ci tizens in the 
form of hayfever-like symtoms. 
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DUSTFALL TRENDS 
AVERAGE OF NORTH, 
CENTRAL, AND SOUTH 
DAVIS ISLAND DUSTFALL 
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Microscopy 
Knowledge of atmospheric dust composition is important for evaluating 
possible toxic or nuisance effects and for determining their source. 
The atmosphere contains high quantities of naturally produced particles 
such as bacteria, fungus spores, soil, pollen and salt. Man's activi-
ties add flyash, smoke, iron oxide, cement and many others. 
Only microscopic techniques enable one to analyze a dust sample, at 
least semi-quantitatively, in terms of the many chemical entities 
present. Using this technique, 67 dust samples were examined in 1980. 
Most of these were analyzed as a result of citizen complaints. The 
majority of these were found to be related to specific industrial dust 
emissions such as cement from a cement manufacturer or phosphate from a 
fertilizer producer. 
Each year a number of dust complaints are received which are of natural 
ongln. For example, during the months of February and March oak and 
pine trees release huge quantities of yellow pollen into the atmos-
sphere. Industrial sulfur emissions are visually identical to this 
pollen and can only be distinguished microscopically. Also, a common 
dust complaint which is often mistaken for an industrial emission is 
only insect droppings. 
High volume filter samples containing more than 150.0 ug/m3 total 
suspended particulate are routinely annalyzed under the microscope. 
Thirteen were examined in 1980 and most contained substantial quantities 
of industrial type dust. This information is used for enforcement 
purposes directed towards specific industries and for in-house priority 
setting. 
Since 1977 the United States Environmental Protection Agency has offered 
free microscopic filter analyses to agencies in Region IV. Twenty (20) 
of the 1980 filter samples routinely collected as part of the air 
monitoring program were submitted to EPA. The filters were analyzed 
under contract by the GCA/Technology Division, a private laboratory. 
The reports, unlike previous years, were not as informative because the 
results were expressed in terms too generalized. Microscopy Report #1 
for high volume filter paper #198171 collected at station 50 in Sun City, 
Florida on March 28, 1980 is an example of the GCA analysis reports. 
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M' copy Reporr~ ICros 
-OCA/ TECH:--JOLOGY DIVISION ®(JA HI-VOl. FILTER ANALYSIS SHEET fi Iter 198171 
8ampw. 10079 ·1 Date: TAna,yst: R. J. Bouchard 
... .. --- .-- - - -
-.. - -_ .
c~onf)fl't 235.5 llg/m 3 vot. % Wt.% SIze Range (In I-'m) and Remarks 
~INERALS 1 
Quartz 10 10.3 1-40 
Calcite 10 10.3 1-35 
Gypsum 5 5 1-20 
-
F'eldHplll" 
---
CIIlY 
--
>.-._--
--1------------.------ .. -.-
Mjcu: 
- -
Othl!r: glass 5 5 1-40 
COMBUS'l'lON PRODtlCTS 
Sphl!r1<:sl F1 Y1l8h 
-
Irregular, Lncy Flyash 20 17 1-70 
-
-
COI\J r'rngmcnta 
-
Soot (011 or other) 20 17 1-75 
Burlh:d Wood c; 4.3 Irregular oJ 
.-
J ron Oxide 10 21. 7 <1-5 
-
-BIOl.OCTCAI. 
Pollen nnd Spo r(?H 
-
.. _._------
-Stell atc Hnl n~ 
--I--
-----CelluloAc FiberH 15 8.1 
--I--. 
---_._-
Starch 
-. 
-
-1 n'H'C t PnrtH 
Other: 
---
-
-MISCELLANEOUS -. - . 
Rubber Pa rt id ('R 
Auto F.miIlH!onA 
--_._ .. _ .. _ ._---
-
Fine carbonate <1 <1 <1 
-
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CHAPTER 4 
SULFUR DIOXIDE 
General 
Sulfur dioxide . (50 2 ) is the major oxide of sulfur found in the 
atmosphere and 1S most commonly produced when fossil fuels containing 
suI fur compounds are burned ( such as occurs in power plants). SO 
oxidizes in the plume to form SuI fur Trioxide (SO) which combine~ 
rapidly with water vapor to form Sulfuric Acid. This SuI furic Acid 
reacts further to form Sulfates, both of which can be carried by wind 
and may fall as acid rain miles from the source. 
Effects 
Sulfur dioxide pollution can result in irritations to the upper respira-
tory tract and to the eyes in the form of burning and tearing. 502 
may also damage lung tissue, especially when it is carried into the 
lungs on particulate matter. 
50 2 can also damage vegetation, stone, paper, metal, fabrics and leather. Incidents of crop damage have occurred in Hillsborough County 
in the past; however, these incidents were typically associated with 
unusual meteorological conditions. Control measures such as raising 
stack heights to achieve greater dispersion and the use of lower 
sulfur fuels have greatly reduced such incidents. 
Metal corrosion was measured and studied in Tampa during 1968 and 1969. 
Contrary to popular opinion air pollution, especially sulfur dioxide 
rather than moisture, was found to be the most important factor in 
metal corrosion. 
Sulfur Dioxide Standards 
The Federal long-term (annual) standard for sulfur dioxide is 30 parts 
per billion (ppb); while the 24-hour standard is 140 ppb. The Florid~ 
annual standard is 20 ppb; while the Florida 24-hour standard is 100 
ppb. There is also a Florida 3-hour standard of 500 ppb. These are 
not to be exceeded more than once per year. 
Nei ther the Federal nor the Florida standards for 502 were violated 
during 1980. 
Sampling 
To determine the extent of SO pollution in Hillsborough County 
during 1980, the Hillsborough Coun~y Environmental Protection Commission 
measured SO by means of Continuous Analyzers and Bubblers, and 
Sulfation by 2means of Lead Plates. 
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Continuous Sulfur -Dioxide Analyzers 
Continuous SO Analyzers make possible hourly measurements of 502 
concentrations 2 24 hours a day. Thermo-Electron Model 43 Analyzers 
using the pulsed-fluorescence method of detection were used for most 
SO measurements. These analyzers were operated at the most critical sa~pling locations in order to produce the most complete picture of 
SO concentrations throughout Hillsborough County. Three hour an~ 24-hour concentrations were obtained by averaging the appropriate 
number of hourly readings. Continuous SO Analyzers were operated 
by the Hillsborough County Environmental ~rotection Commission at 
six locations during 1980: Big Bend Road (Station #54), Davis Islands 
(#63), Downtown Tampa (#81), Apollo Beach (#116), Hooker's Point (#115) 
and Ballast Point Park (#118). Tampa Electric Company operated several 
additional analyzers in Hillsborough County. A map of all sampling 
stations is shown at the end of the Air Quality Section of this report. 
Sulfur Dioxide Bubblers 
The Federal Reference Method (FRM) for sulfur dioxide measures an 
integrated 24-hour concentration using bubblers which sample on a 
random 6-day schedule. Bubblers were located at 16 sites during 1980. 
S~nce 502 was measure~/by the Federal Reference Method only every 
slxth day (less than 17. of the year), 83% of the year was unsampled. 
F or this reason, approved continuous methods should be more reliable 
for determination of 502 compliance with Standards. 
Sulfation 
SuI fation, which has been measured with lead peroxide plates since 
1970, is a measurement of the activity or dose of sulfur dioxide in the 
atmosphere at the sampling location. Sulfation is directly related to 
the deterioration of paint and building materials (steel, marble, 
cement, etc.). 
The sulfation sampler consists of a plate covered with a paste contain-
ing lead peroxide. Lead peroxide reacts with suI fur dioxide to form 
lead sulfates. The plates are exposed to the atmosphere for one month 
and the amount of suI fation is determined by the turbidimetric barium 
sulfate method. 
The sulfation rate is expressed as milligrams 503 per 100 ~qua~e 
centimeters per day and can be converted to equivalent sulfur dioxlde ln 
parts per billion by the following derived formula: 
y = 14.28 x 
Where y is the annual average 502 (ppb converted equiva-le2t) and x is the annual average sulfation (mgS03/1 00 
cm /day). 
Sulfation plates were located at 51 sites widely dispersed throughout 
Hillsborough County. 
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Sulfur Dioxide Data 
A statistical summary of measured 1-hour and 24-hour SO levels 
from continuous instruments is presented in Table 4-1. Tw~nty-four 
hour Federal Reference Method bubbler data is presented in Table 4-2. 
Table 4-3 is a statistical summary of sulfation data for 1980. 
Annual averages from all SO samplers operated during 1980 were 
mapped by SYMAP (Figure 4-1). 2rhe same set of data was also mapped for 
comparison by SYMVU (Figure 4-2) to better visualize the location of 
peak pollution levels. Sulfur dioxide background levels are represented 
as a base upon which source-caused pollution is superimposed in the 
shape of hills, valleys and peaks. Sulfation data was mapped using 
SYMAP (F igure 4-3). The mapping of suI fur dioxide levels shows that 
al though there is only light 502 pollution throughout Hillsborough County, the higher levels are concentrated around the Tampa urban area 
and in the vicinity of the electrical generating plants. 
Sulfur Dioxide Trends 
Sulfur dioxide has been measured using the continuous method at Davis 
Islands (Station 1163) since 1973. The data shows that levels of 507 decreased significantly from 1973 through 1979 (Table 4-4) with nO 
further decrease in 1980. The same trend is indicated for Downtown 
Tampa (1181). Data from the other continuous monitoring stations show 
slightly decreasing levels of 502 with the exception of Apollo Beach 
where a slight increase is indica~ed. , 
Bubbler 50
2 
trend data is available for seven stations (Table 4-5), 
SO levels have remained very low and steady in Brandon and Fort 
Lo~esome. However, a small increase in levels is indicated in Ruskin 
and at Highway 41 South. 
Ten years of suI fation data show that sulfur dioxide levels in the 
urban area decreased markedly' from 1970 through 1976. These levels 
have been steady since 1976. The outlying areas of the county have 
shown no significant changes in 502 concentrations (Figure 4-4). 
Sulfur Dioxide Pollution Roses 
Continuous SO measurements produce average hourly concentration 
values. Hour19 values greater than 25 ppb. were examine~ to ~eter~ine 
what wind directions occurred at the same tlme. These Wlnd dlrectlons 
and corresponding SO concentration ranges were plotted t~ identify 
the direction of most likely 502 sources for each contlnuou.s ~02 
monitor (Figures 4-5 and 4-6). As ex~ected, most of the sulfur dloxlde 
appears to be coming from Tampa Electrlc Company power plants. 
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STA SAROAO #OF 
NO f\UMBER 08S 
tJIN 
Table 4-1 
SULFLR CICXICE (FARTS PER BILLIC~) 
24-f-~ .AVERAGE 
198e 
ARIT/-, SlANe 
VALLE tJEAN CEV 
GEC CALC ~ AX 
tJEAr-. GECDEV VALUE 
----------------------------------------------------------------------54 10lEOCC21 321 1.ce :3. S 2 4.1<;3 2.62 2.190 28.0C 
63 10436C035 340 1.ce 7.~t t.C4E : • C 5 1.16'7 33.00 
81 10436C021 309 1 • C C 7.e9 6.te2 lo.cC; 1.<127 38.00 
115 10436C051 313 1.CC 7.04 7.026 4.51 2.065 44.00 
116 10lCCC084 318 1.CC 4.37 5.215 2.75 2.531 42.1)0 
118 104360053 343 1.ce 5.12 4.58C 3.: 1 1.951 2<;.00 
STA CALC F R E Q L E N C Y C I <: T R I 8 U T I C N NO tJAXl 1 c:t 25' 5C ~ 7O'" set 95~ g9% 
----------------------------------------------------------------------54 2E.QO 1.CO 
63 33.42 1.CO 
81 3<;.32 1.CO 
115 45.56 1.CO 
116 43.12 1.CO 
118 2<;.38 1.CO 
** 
PRIMARY 
1. C C 2.CC 4.CC 
2.CC c.cc s.ce 2.ce 5.CO E.CC 2.oe 5.CC e.cc 
1. C C 2.ce 4.CC 2.0C 4.CO 6.CC 
E)(CEECEC 
* 
SECCI\OAln 
SULFUR OIOXICE (PARTS PER BILLION) 
1-HR AVERAGE 
1980 
g.co 13.00 21.0C 
17.CO 19.00 25.0C 
16.00 22.00 27.0e 
14.CC 23.00 34.0C 
1e.co 15.CC 24.0C 
10.CO 14.C{) 23.0C 
EXCEECEC 
STA SAROAD #OF MIN ARIT 
NO NUMBE~ OBS VALUE ~EA~ STCAEND GEO CALC MAX 
-----------------____ V MEAN GEOOEV VALUE 
54 101800021 7197 -1-00--------------------------------------------63 104360035 8071 1·00 j·~I 1121.09557 2.06 4.616 285.00 
81 104360021 7454 l·CO· • 4 3.80 2.584 265.00 
115 104360051 7644 l·CO 7.89 14.592 3.63 3.083 220.00 
116 101800084 7882 1·00 r·j~ 1133. 45406 3.43 3.209 292.00 118 104360053 8322 1 ·00 5-61 10· 9 2.13 4.477 348.00 
• • .613 2.75 3.209 435.00 
STA CALC _~~ _____ ~~~~ ______ ~~!_:_:_~~~_~_~_~~~ y D16~S T Rq6~B U Tq§;O N · 99% 
54 668.54 1 00 1 00 ----------------------------------63 180.15 1:00 1·00 j·goo 2.00 10.00 15.00 45.00 
81 320.37 1.CO 1·00 • 8.00 20.00 30.00 55.00 tt~ 346.37 1.00 1·00 ~.gg 8.00 18.00 30.00 75.00 
118 ~§~:~b !:88 t:gg 2:00 ~:g8 18:gg ig:88 ~g:g8 
• 2.00 5.00 12.00 20.00 42.00 
** PRIMARY EXCEEDED 
* SECONDARY EXCEEDED 
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Table 4-2 
19RO SULFUR DIOXIDE - FfDF.RAL REFERENCE METHOD 
PARTS PER BILLION 24-1I0Ur.. AVF.RAGE 
tlO. DAYS 
STAT If OF ARITH 9 5 ~~ C ONF • INT. STAND EXCEEDED PERCENT LESS THAN STATtll VALUE 
NO OBS AVG LOHER UPPER DEV NAXl ~IAX 2 PRI SEC MIN 10 ~' 30 ;' 50i: 7 () ~~ 90 ~; 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7 57 1.25 1.0 1.4 0.785 6 .0 3.0 1.0 1. 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 
8 58 2. 53 1.9 3.1 2.1.58 11.0 10.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 7 .0 
9 55 4 .58 2.9 6.2 6.548 31.0 27.0 1.0 1 .0 1.0 2.0 4.() 15.0 
54 91 2.48 1.9 3.0 3.046 17.4 15.4 1.0 1.0 l.0 1.0 2.4 5.4 
58 109 1.50 1.2 1.7 1.762 11. 3 11.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.1 
85 90 6.05 4.7 7.3 6.ge6 35.5 2R.5 1.0 1.0 1 .0 1.2 6.9 13.6 
86 107 4.82 3.8 5.7 5.756 29.8 24.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.4 5.fl 12.6 
93 53 5.04 3.3 6.7 6.699 33.0 28.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 11.0 
117 57 4.09 3.0 5.1 4.264 18.0 16.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 12.0 
701 39 1.13 0.8 1.3 0.818 6.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
702 46 1.08 0.9 1.2 0.527 4.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
703 51 1.07 0.9 1.2 0.501 4.5 1.0 1.0 1 .0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
807 108 3.13 2.5 3.7 3.860 21. 9 1n.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.5 8.6 
817 112 1. 9 7 1.5 2.3 2.504 17 • 2 11.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4 .5 VI 911 28x 2.87 1.6 4.0 3.240 15.6 8.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.6 7 .6 VI 
912 60 3.05 2.1 3.9 3.601 19.8 16.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2. (, 7 .6 
913 60 2.22 1.6 2.8 2.553 14.1 8. 7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 5. 7 
x INSUFFICIENT DATA ** PRIMARY EXCEEDED * SECONDARY EXCEEDED 
Table 4-3 
SULFATION 
tiC S03/100 CH2/DAY 
1980 
STA #OF tHt-: HIN CEO ARITH STAND ~!AX HAX 
NO OBS 1 2 HEAN MEAN DEV 1 2 
1 12 0.150 0.160 0.28!) 0.300 0.091 0.49Q 0.360 
3 12 0.140 0.170 0.273 0.285 0.081 0.420 O. 31i 0 
4 12 0.120 0.150 n.211 O. 218 n.054 0.2 0 0 0.27 0 
5 11 0 .050 0.070 f).105 (l.113 n.n48 n.220 0.160 
6 12 0.130 n.1S0 0.255 0 .274 O.l cn 0.3QO 0.380 
7 11 n.02o 0.030 0.065 0.078 0.046 0.170 0.140 
8 10 0.050 0.050 0.101 0.112 0.049 0.200 0.170 9 12 0.070 0.080 0.12 3 0.134 0.05f, O.2~n 0.220 
13 12 0.090 0.280 0.352 0.378 0.114 0.520 O.48() 14 12 0.140 0.210 0.257 0.265 0.f)71 0.440 0.300 15 10 0.190 0.220 0.277 0.282 0.051 0.350 0.340 19 12 0.12() 0.230 0.314 0.333 0.103 0.4f;f) 0.460 21 12 0.100 0.120 0.179 0.190 0.067 0.280 0.270 22 12 0.070 0.120 0.191 0.208 0.086 0.400 0.270 24 12 0.060 0.090 0.130 0.138 0.045 0.210 0.200 27 12 0.200 0.230 0.277 0.280 0.043 0.350 0.350 28 12 0.150 0.180 0.230 0.235 0.048 0.320 0.290 29 12 0.170 0.230 0.310 0.320 0.076 0.450 0.410 47 10 0.080 0.080 0.136 0.154 0.085 0.350 0.230 49 11 0.050 0.070 0.113 0.123 0.049 0.190 0.170 50 11 0.190 0.230 0.32R 0.344 0.10R 0.510 0.480 51 10 0.110 0.130 0.211 0.227 0.084 0.350 0.320 54 12 0.100 0.120 0.163 0.168 0.041 0.230 0.220 55 12 0.080 0.110 0.181 0.200 0.0911 0.440 0.260 59 12 0.060 0.120 0.177 0.191 0.068 0.310 0.250 60 12 0.030 0.060 0.115 0.134 0.073 0.300 0.200 63 12 0.140 0.240 0.335 0.356 0.120 0.550 0.470 64 11 0.060 0.070 0.137 0.147 0.051 0.230 0.200 66 12 0.230 0.260 0.356 0.368 0.099 0.600 0.450 68 12 0.140 0.180 0.296 0.317 0.123 0.610 0.420 69 12 0.220 0.220 0.363 0.378 0.105 0.550 0.500 70 12 0.090 0.120 0.154 0.161 0.052 0.270 0.220 73 11 0.110 0.290 0.345 0.365 0.098 0.460 0.450 74 12 0.100 0.200 0.317 0.351 0.150 0.600 0.550 75 12 0.260 0.300 0.390 0.406 0.122 0.610 0.600 76 11 0.220 0.230 0.374 0.390 0.115 0.550 0.510 77 12 0.120 0.130 0.212 0.225 0.084 0.430 0.280 78 12 0.030 0.100 0.127 0.143 0.063 0.270 0.220 79 12 0.080 0.160 0.199 0.207 0.053 0.290 0.260 91 12 0.060 0.080 0.187 0.208 0.085 0.350 0.300 92 12 0.180 0.240 0.324 0.339 0.105 0.540 0.480 93 12 0.100 0.100 0.170 0.186 0.087 0.400 0.270 95 12 0.080 0.110 0.157 0.165 0.053 0.270 · 0.230 97 12 0.050 0.080 0.136 0.148 0.059 0.260 0.230 98 12 0.070 0.070 0.150 0.165 0.069 0.270 0.250 99 9 0.090 0.090 0.134 0.140 0.044 0.230 0.180 100 11 0.070 0.090 0.183 0.201 O.08f) 0.310 0.300 101 12 0.060 0.100 0.178 0.197 0.083 0.320 0.310 102 11 0.060 0.090 0.141 0.152 0.057 0.250 0.210 103 12 0.100 0.120 0.213 0.240 0.139 0.630 0.300 
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1980 SULFUR DIOXIDE . 
FEDERAL REFERENCE METHOD OR CONTINUOUS 
ARITHMETIC MEAN 
LIGHT POllUTION 0 TO 4 PI'S 
LIGHT POLLUTION 4 TO 6 PPR 
LIGHT POLLUT I eN 6 TO 8 PI'S 
L t GHT POLLUTt eN 8 TO 10 PI'S 
BELOw SECONDARY STANDARDS 10 TO 20 PPS 
VIOLATION OF SEC. STAND. 20 TO 30 PI'S 
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Figure 4-3 
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STANDARDS FEDERAL** 
ANNUAL ARITH . AVE. 30 PPB 
MAXIMUM 24-HOUR AVE. 140 PPB 
MAXIMUM 3-HOUR AVE. 
ONE-HOUR 
STATION % OF YEAR ARITH. 
NO. YEAR SAMPLED AVE. (PPB) 
54 1980 89 4.4 
Big 1979 66 5.0 
Bend Rd. 1978 95 3.4 
1977 33 6.6 
63 1980 92 7.9 
Davis 1979 81 7.5 
Island 1978 89 9.8 
1977 83 11. 7 
1976 85 15.2 
1975 91 21.8 
1974 80 26.2 
1973 34 31.0 
81 1980 85 7.9 
Downtown 1976 54 12.8 
Tampa 1975 89 20.3 
1974 78 22.0 
1973 66 30.3 
1971 74 25.3 
115 1980 87 7.5 
Hooker's 1979 74 9.7 
Point 1978 48 8.5 
116 1980 90 4.7 
Apollo 1979 91 4.3 
Beach 1978 38 4.0 
118 1980 95 5.6 
Ballast 1979 75 6.3 
Point 
Table 4-4 
SULFUR DIOXIDE (CONTINUOUS) 
(PARTS PER BILLION) 
BASED ON 1-HR AVERAGE CONCENTRATIONS 
FLORIDA* 
20 PPB 
100 PPB 
500 PPB 
24-HOUR ONE-HOUR 
% OF YEAR ARITH HIGHEST CONSECUTIVE 
SAMPLED AVE. (PPB) 24-HOUR CONC. (PPB) 
88 3.9 43 27 
65 4.5 46 40 
91 3.0 22 19 
33 6.0 30 22 
93 7.4 34 33 
81 6.8 33 33 
90 8.9 44 35 
79 10 . 6 46 43 
80 14.5 60 57 
85 21.7* 74 72 
75 26.4* 98 94 
30 32.3** 230** 156** 
84 7.1 42 39 
50 12.1 49 47 
83 20.3* 114* 114* 
73 21.8* 168** 92 
61 30.7** 265** 206** 
72 25.2* 180** 176** 
86 7.0 48 40 
71 9.2 39 33 
46 8.0 52 41 
87 4.4 44 37 
90 3.9 48 29 
37 3.7 26 19 
94 5.1 30 28 
75 5.8 21 21 
ONE-HOUR I ONE-HOUR I 
HIGHEST CALENDAR HIGHEST 3-HR 
DAY AVE. CONC.(PPB) AVE. CONC. (PPB) 
29 24 177 138 
35 30 227 227 
21 18 126 93 
21 19 93 58 
33 30 189 153 
28 27 110 108 
33 28 118 114 
40 39 217 173 
56 47 173 160 
67 66 253 240 
88 83 367 220 
206** 104* 467 397 j 
39 34 170 162 
46 42 183 170 
114* 101 * 523* 487 
165** 90 673* (553* ) 
180** 141** 890* 747* 
180** 176** 833* 650* 
44 35 182 179 
39 31 125 111 
48 31 103 93 
43 34 183 177 
47 28 273 215 
25 17 118 98 
29 25 183 108 
20 20 70 69 
" 
S"fANi)ARD S : 
ANNUAL MEAl'l" 
MAX. 24-HR 
STA 
NO LOCATION 
7 Brandon 
8 Plant C~ty 
9 Ruskin 
Table 4-5 
SULFUR DIOXIDE (FEDERAL REFERENCE METHOD) 
(PARTS PER BILLION) 
24-HOUR SAMPLE 
FEDERAL** FLORIDA* 
30 20 
140 100 
% OF ARITH .- HIGHEST READINGS 
YEAR YEAR MEAN 24-HOUR 
1980 16 1.3 6.0 3.0 
1979 13 1.0 2.0' 1.0 
1978 16 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1977 16 1.3 8.0 3.0 
1976 15 1.2 3.0 3.0 
1975 16 1.2 5.0 3.0 
1974 17 3.2 13.0 12.0 
1973 15 4.5 26.0 23.0 
1972 12 2.5 10.5 9.0 
1980 16 2.5 11.0 10.0 
1979 13 1.8 8.0 6.0 
1978 16 1.2 3.0 3.0 
1980 15 4.6 31.0 27.0 
1979 16 3.9 40.0 23.6 
1978 17 3.3 29.0 18.0 
1977 18 2.9 23.0 13.0 
1976 1"6 4.3 57.0 36.0 
1975 16 3.6 38.0 34.0 
1974 16 4.2 23.0 18.0 
1973 10 10.2 51.0 48.0 
85 N. Davis Island 1980 25 6.1 35.5 28.5 
1979 26 6.0 25.2 21.3 
1978 19 4.6 19.4 18.6 
1977 26 5.5 35.0 28.0 
1976 38 2.2 8.0 7.8 
93 Hwy 41 S. 1980 14 · 5.0 33.0 28.0 
1979 15 3.2 48.0 14.0 
1978 16 4.3 40.0 39.0 
1977 18 3.6 27.0 16.0 
1976 14 4.0 18.0 15.0 
1975 14 4.3 44.0 18.0 
1974 14 8.2 89.0 61.0 
1973 14 12.8 176.0** 50.0 
1972 10 5.8 27.0 23.0 
701 Fort Lonesome 1980 11 1.1 6.1 1.0 
(Brewster) 1979 12 1.1 4.7 1.0 
1978 13 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1977 4 1.0 1:0 1.0 
1976 16 1.0 1.0 1.0 
912 Amax (Borden) 1980 16 3.1 19.8 16.0 
1979 15 2.4 18.3 11.4 
1978 16 2.8 13.7 10.3 
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CHAPTER 5 
NITROGEN OXIDES 
General 
Ni trogen gas, normally a relatively inert substance comprises about 
80% of the air around us. When combustion occurs at'high temperatures 
(such as in automobile engines and in power plants) nitrogen can combine 
wi th oxygen in the air to form several different gaseous compounds 
collecti vely called the oxides of nitrogen (NO ). Of these, nitric 
oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (N02) are the t~o most important from the standpoint of air pollution. 
Effects 
Certain of the oxides of nitrogen are known to be highly toxic to 
various animals, as well as to man. High levels can kill; while lower 
levels affect the delicate structure of lung tissue. This leads, 
in experimental animals, to a lung disease that resembles emphysema in 
man. Exposure to NO lowers the resistance of animals to such di-
seases as pneumonia a~d influenza; the same may possibly occur in man. 
Exposure to high levels causes humans to suffer lung irritations and 
potential damage. Exposure of people to lower levels has been asso-
ciated with increased respiratory disease. 
Oxides of nitrogen can, at certain concentrations, cause serious injury 
to vegetation, including the bleaching or death of plant tissue, the 
loss of leaves, and a reduced growth rate. 
Oxides of nitrogen can cause fabric dyes to fade and fabrics themselves 
to deteriorate. 
Nitrogen dioxide reacts with raindrops or water vapor in the air to 
produce nitric acid which, even in small concentrations, can corrode 
metal surfaces. This pollutant may be the major contributor to acid 
rain. 
Nitrogen dioxide has a sweetish but pungent odor detectable at concen-
trations as low as one part per billion (pp~). N0 2 .is a strong 
absorber of ultraviolet light from the sun and 1S the tngger for the 
photochemical reaction that produces the Los Angeles type smog. 
Standards 
The Federal 
of 50 ppb. 
during 1980. 
Sampling 
and Florida health standard for N~2 is an annual average 
This standard was not exceeded 1n Hillsborough County 
To determine the extent of nitrogen oxide pollution in Hillsborough 
County during 1980, the Hillsborough County Environmental Protection 
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Commission utilized a continuous NO and N0 2 analyzer as well as NO Z bubblers. 
NO and NO were measured continuously at the Environmental Protection 
CommissionZoffice at 1900 - 9th Avenue (Station #120). The Monitor Labs 
Model 8440 nitrogen oxides analyzer using the chemiluminescence method 
was used for analysis. Nitrogen dioxide was also measured using a 
bubbler method which produced integrated 24-h~ur concentrat.ions. N0 2 bubblers were operated at five sampling locatlons by the Hlllsborougfi 
County Environmental Protection Commission during 1980 utilizing the 
same 6-day random sampling schedule as for suspended particulates and 
S02 bubblers. Five additional N02 bubblers were operated by various inaustries throughout Hillsborough County. 
Data 
A statistical summary of 24-hour NO Z bubbler data is presented in Table 5-1. 
Annual averages for all N0 2 bubblers operated during 1980 were mapped by SYMAP (Figure 5-1). Hie same data was also mapped for comparison 
by SYMVU (Figure 5-2) to better visualize the location of peak pollution 
levels. Nitrogen dioxide background levels are represented as a base 
upon which source-caused pollution is superimposed in the shape of 
hills, valleys and peaks. 
The mapping shows that the highest levels of N0 2 pollution (20-35 ppb) were concentrated in the Tampa urban area, especially downtown and 
on the heavily traveled Dale Mabry Highway. These levels resulted 
primarily from automobiles and from electrical power generation. 
A statistical summary of measured one hour NO and NO levels from 
the continuous analyzer (Station #120) is presented in Table 5-2. 
The annual average of hourly readings for NO and NO have been graphed 
(Figure 5-3) to show the diurnal variations in ~oncentrations due 
to morning and late afternoon automobile traffic. 
Natural background N0 2 was calculated to be between 4 and 8 ppb. 
Trends 
Bubbler N02 data has been available at four sampling locations since 
1975. Trends at these locations show that NO levels had increased 
from 1975 through 1978 but have generally level~d off in the past t~o 
years (Table 5-3). There was insufficient data to determine trends 
derived from the continuous analyzer. 
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Table 6-1 
1980 NITROGEN DIOXIDE - SODIU~ ARSENITE 
PARTS PER BILLION 24-1l0UR AVERAGE 
NO. DAYS 
STAT IIOF ARITH 95% CONF. INT. STAND EXCEEDED PERCENT LESS THAN STATED VALUE 
NO OBS AVG LO\,zER UPPER DEV flAX1 HAX2 PRI SEC MIll 10 % 30% 50% 70% 90% 
------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------
7 58 13. 07 11. 9 14.2 4.689 28.0 24.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 15.1) 20.0 
54 91 20.50 18.6 22.4 10.497 54.2 48.2 2.9 9.7 14.1 18.5 23.9 34.1 
0\ 58 88 24.89 23.1 26.6 9.38l. 64.5 55.2 6.4 15.1 19.6 23.9 27.6 34.0 
-....J 85 103 29.18 27.3 31.0 11.072 7R.9 64.7 7.3 17.5 22.6 28.6 33.4 41.9 
86 110 32.17 30.0 34.2 13.190 72.6 72.5 1.3 18.4 22.9 30.0 37.2 47.9 
94 52 33.33 30.5 36.1 10.802 58.0 56.0 12.0 21.0 28.0 34.0 30./) 47.0 
110 56 23.05 20.5 25.5 10.202 51.0 45.0 6.0 9.0 18.0 22.0 27.0 37.0 
115 54 17.31 15.0 19.6 9.090 42.0 38.0 2.0 7.0 11.0 16.0 22.0 30.0 
118 55 16.51 14.4 18.5 8.357 54.0 32.0 4.0 7.0 13.0 17.0 1n.n 27"0 
807 105 24.48 22.6 26.3 11. 234 65.9 63.1 4.5 12.4 17.0 23.5 28.0 39.4 
817 103 15.72 14.1 17.2 9.286 49.8 47.9 2.7 6.6 9.3 13.7 !f'.2 29.9 
x INSUFFICIENT DATA ** PRIMARY EXCEEDED * SECONDARY EXCEEDED 
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Table 5-2 
n [ r:u c ex [ [' E - C I-' E I-'l I L U tvt P J ESC E i'i T (PARTS P=F BILLlC~~) 
1-HQ. AVEP.Af;E 
1 q 8 ''; 
;::!, ~ n ~ l i; ~ F ., I >1,\9 I TH 
" ~ WH~'-:~ CIf'S V..'.L' .J:: IJiE6.~1 
STANe' 
DE V 
12 . 1 436 > .. 52 b215 5 • ' ~ j 23.24 44.192 11.27 
ST 4 
'10 
CALC 
~'AX 1 
5 .!) 'j 5.00 5.00 le.o r: 
t:ALC 
G::: COEV 
,.227 
** PRIMARY EXCEEDED * SECCNDARY EXCEEDED 
NITROGEN DIOXIDE - CHE~ILUMINESCENT (PAKTS PER BILLION) 
I-HR AVERAGE 
. 198,1 
7'1 ) • ! ', 
STl SAI-tOAO #JF f~I:\I APITH STAND GEO CALC ~AX 
NO r:IJMBfR OP,S VALUE ~EAN OEV "'EAN GEODEV VALUE 
----------------------------------------------------------------------L2,) 1.)4360·j52 8269 2.0J 20.07 12.646 1f:.C1 1.646 92.() l) 
ST~ CALC F R E QUE N C Y 0 1ST RIB UTI ON . 
\10 ~~l(L L:~l 25~ ':iC% 70~ 9C~ 95% q9~ 
-----------------------------~----------------------------------------12'" 1')3.39 5.0 ') 1G.O :~1 18.i),\ 25.( 1) 38.0 ') 45.00 58.0(. 
*~ PRIMARY EXCEEDED * SECO~DAPY EXCEEDED 
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Table 5-3 
NITROGEN DIOXIDE-SODIUM ARSENITE 
PARTS PER BILLION 
24-HR HIGH VOLUME SAMPLER 
1975-1980 
STANDARDS: I Federal I 
ANNUAL MEAN I 50 I 
- . STA % OF ARITH. HIGHEST READINGS 
NO LOCATION YEAR YEAR MEAN 24-HOUR 
7 Brandon 1980 16 13.1 28 24 
1979 13 13.2 27 27 
1978 16 12.5 32 22 
1977 14 12.1 25 20 
1976 14 12 . 8 25 25 
1975 15 12.9 21 21 
58 Hwy 41 1980 24 24.9 65 55 
(TECO) 1979 26 29.2 70 60 
1978 24 27.0 98 95 
1977 26 14.1 31 25 
1976 41 9.4 27 26 
1975 6 8.3 19 18 
94 Cypress 1980 14 33.3 58 56 
& 1979 15 31.9 61 58 
Dale Mabry 1978 17 35.0 70 57 
1977 21 36.1 57 53 
1976 24 31.0 58 55 
1975 14 30.6 51 51 
110 Hillsborough 1980 15 23.1 51 45 Community 1979 15 26 . 7 54 52 
College 1978 21 26.7 51 47 115 Hooker's 1980 15 17.3 42 38 
Point 1979 15 22.6 45 44 
1978 12 21.0 41 37 118 Ballast 1980 15 16.5 54 32 Point 1979 15 23.5 51 49 807 Yacht Club 1980 29 24.5 66 63 Davis Island 1979 27 26.9 72 66 (TECO) 1978 22 22.4 64 61 
1977 20 15 . 8 212 37 1976 38 9.6 38 28 1975 8 6.7 17 13 817 Big Bend 1980 28 15.7 50 48 Road 1979 24 18.7 58 57 1978 19 19.4 60 54 
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CHAPTER 6 
CARBON MONOX IDE 
General 
Carbon monoxi?e (CO) is a colorless, odorless, toxic gas. CO is formed 
~rom ~ombust10n proce~s~s (automobile engines, power plants, etc.) 
1n wh1ch carbon 1S oX1dued partially to carbon monoxide instead of 
fully to carbon dioxide. 
Total emissions of CO to the atmosphere exceed those of all other 
pollutants combined. Because of its characteristics, the internal 
combustion engine, especially in automobiles, is responsible for, by 
far, the largest fraction of emissions of carbon monoxide. 
Effects 
Compared to other common air pollutants, carbon monoxide has a unique 
mechanism of action. It does not irritate the respiratory tract but 
rather passes through the lungs directly into the bloodstream where 
it out-competes oxygen in combining with hemoglobin. Because hemoglobin 
binds carbon monoxide over 200 times as strongly as oxygen, a low 
concentration of carbon monoxide in the ambient air can have a greatly 
magni fied effect on the body. Since the heart and brain are the two 
tissues most sensitive to oxygen deprivation, they show the most serious 
effects from carbon monoxide exposure. Thus at high concentrations 
(1000 ppm and more) carbon monoxide kills by paralyzing normal brain 
function, but such high levels do not occur in ambient air. In control-
led laboratory experiments it was found that at approximatley 100 
ppm most people get dizzy, develop headaches, and feel other symptoms 
of poisoning. One hundred ppm is a concentration that is not uncommon 
in heavy traffic. 
Because of its unique mode of action, carbon monoxide is not known 
to have adverse effects on vegetation, visibility or material objects. 
Standards 
The Federal and Florida standards for carbon monoxide include a one-hour 
concentration of 35 ppm and an eight-hour concentration of 9 ppm, 
each not to be exceeded more than once a year. 
The carbon monoxide standards were not violated during 1980; howe~er, 
station #121 (located in downtown Tampa) exceeded the eight-hour concen-
tration of 9 ppm once during 1980. 
Sampling 
To determine the level of carbon monoxide pollution i~ Hillsb~ro~gh 
County, the Hillsborough County Environmental Protect10n ~omm1ss10n 
sampled CO continuously at five stations during 1980. !h1s repre-
sented an increase of three stations over the prev10us year. 
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Through careful site selection for these mO.nitor.ing stations, several 
types of urban population areas have been 1denb fled and the corres-
ponding carbon monoxide exposure measured. B~ckman . Mod~l 866 CO Ana-
lyzers using the E.P.A. reference method, non-d1spers1ve 1nfrared (NDIR), 
were used for analysis at all stations. 
Station #63 located at the Coast Guard Station on Davis island, started 
collecting data in February of 1980 and data was collected for 77~o of 
the year. This site was selected to represent a low-lying neighborhood 
population center downwind of an urban center with minimal influence 
from any major traffic artery. 
Station #110, located at the intersection of Dale Mabry Highway and 
Tampa Bay Blvd. collected data for 92% of the year. This station 
location was selected for two reasons. First, the station was a traffic 
corridor monitoring site designed to detect maximum CO concentrations 
for the most highly traveled road in Tampa (Dale Mabry Highway). 
Second, the site's proximity to Tampa Stadium made it valuable as an 
indicator of the impact of large numbers of automobiles present at 
special events. 
Station #'120, located at the E.P .C. building in Ybor City began oper-
ating in February of 1980 and collected data for 79% of the year. This 
site was selected to represent an urban neighborhood in the vicinity of, 
but not adjacent to, a major highway artery. In this case the site is 
near but not contiguous to Interstate-4 and the 1-4/1-75 interchange. 
Station #121 located in the Hillsborough Building at the intersection 
of Madison Street and Florida Avenue in the downtown Tampa business 
district, collected data for 67~o of the year. The site was oriented 
toward collection of maximum carbon monoxide concentrations, generated 
by mobile sources (automobiles), at approximately street level in an 
urban street canyon with significant pedestrian traffic. 
Station #122, located at Seminole Elementary School began collecting d~ta in December of 1980 and collected data for 8~o ~f the year. This 
Sl t~ was se.lected. to represent a neighborhood center of average popu-
lat10n dens1ty adjacent to interstate traffic (1-75). 
Data 
A statis~ical summary of CO sampling data for 1980 is presented in Table 
6-1. F1gure 6-1 depicts hourly carbon monoxide concentrations for 
Station #110, Station #121, and a composite of Stations 63, 110, 120, 
and 121. The graph shows diurnal variation due to peak traffic hours 
and in the case of Station 121 a more sustained level of traffic. 
Trends 
Carbon monoxide has been measured at various locations in Hillsborough 
County since 1971. A summary of CO samplings (Table 6-2) shows data for 
five locations. 
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5TA SAROAD 1I0F 
NO NUMf'ER 01\$ "UN 
Table 8-1 
CAP BON ~'ONOX I DE (PARTS PERMlllICN' 
I-HR AVERAGE 
1980 
ARITH STAND 
VALUE t-':EAN DEV 
GEO CALC MAX 
tJEM, GEOOEV "VALUE 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
63 104 ~6r:,(J3'l 6807 0.20 0.41 0.358 0.34 2.539 "" "5.00 
11 0 1G436()u45 8G87 0.20 1.21 1.2Bh 0.81 2.242 16.00 
120 11.'436 Ij ,')52 6938 0.20 0.82 0.734 0.63 2.516 11.00 
121 1) 43 6() IJ ') 6 5 9U 5 " 0.2') 1.70 1.73f1 1.10 2.014 11.80 
122 1 ,)436lJ 0 6 ;) h84 O.2lJ 1. 89 1.749 1. 35 I.B!}! lij.80 
STA CALC F R E QUE N C Y D I S T R [ BUT ION 
'10 r~A x 1 10". 25% 5C~ 70~ 9(j~ 951: Qq~ 
----------------------------------------------------------------------63 0.59 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.50 0.70 1.00 1.80 llO 17. II (,.3u 0.50 0.80 1.50 2.50 3.50 6.50 
12q U!.3'J (-.2 IJ C.50 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 3.50 
121 18.70 O.3U 0.50 1.CO 2.00 4.00 5.UO B.OO 
122 1}.OS 0.1)0 0.80 1.5U 2.00 3.80 5.51) 9.00 
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STANDARD: FEDERAL** 
MAXIMUM. I-HOUR AVERAGE 35 PPM 
HAXIMUM. 8-HOUR AVERAGE 9 PPM 
STA % OF ARITH. 
YEAR YEAR MEAN 
63 1980 77 0.41 
Davis 1975 61 1. 05 
Islands 1974 66 0.80 
1976 86 2.02 
94 1975 64 2.40 
Cypress & 1974 24 2.40 
Dale Mabry 
1972 47 4.50 
110 1980 92 1.21 
Hills- 1979 63 1.19 
borough 1978 54 1.34 
Community 
College 
120 1980 79 0.82 
HCEPC 
1900-9th 
Ave. 
121 1980 67 1. 70 
Hillsboro 1979 36 1.89 
Building 
Table 6-2 
CARBON MONOXIDE 
(PARTS PER MILLION) 
1-HOUR AVERAGE 
1980 
HIGHEST I-HOUR 
CONCENTRATIONS 
5.0 5.0 
14.0 11.5 
15.0 14.0 
18.5 17 .5 
27.5 23.0 
21.5 14.5 
20.0 19.0 
16.0 14.0 
10.8 10.0 
17.5 10.0 
11.0 10.0 
17.8 13 .5 
15.5 14.0 
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HIGHEST 8-HOUR NO. OF STANDARD 
CONCENTRATIONS EXCEEDAl'ITCES 
3.9 2.6 
4.8 4.4 
5.9 4.3 
10.2** 8.4 1 
9.0** 7.7 1 
8.3 7.9 
16.0** 11.7** 16 
8.4 7.6 
5.5 4.8 
5.0 4.2 
6.1 5.8 
11 .1** 8.3 1 
10.4** 8.1 1 
-
CHAPTER 7 
OZONE AND PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANTS 
General 
Photochemical oxidant is the technical term for smog. The word "oxi-
dant" is a catch-all term that includes many di fferent compounds, but in 
the afternoon when oxidant levels are highest, about 90% of the "oxi-
dants" is ozone (0 ), a form of oxygen. Ozone is produced in the 
atmosphere when hyd;ocarbons and nitrogen oxides undergo complex chemi-
cal reactions in the presence of sunlight. 
Hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides are emitted by a variety of man-made 
and natural sources. Any time fossil fuels are burned or evaporated, 
hydrocarbons are released into the air. Consequently, man-made hydro-
carbon sources include automobile exhausts, refineries, gasoline 
storage areas, service stations, factories, dry cleaning establishments, 
or even an individual painting his house with oil-based paint. Nitrogen 
oxides are released from automobile exhausts, power plants and fer-
tilizer manufacturers. 
Hydrocarbons may also be produced from natural sources, such as forests. 
Washington State University, using sophisticated analytical equipment, 
measured hydrocarbon emissions from natural sources in Hillsborough 
and Pinellas Counties. . It was estimated that at least half of the 
total non-methane hydrocarbon emissions in this two-county area were 
attributable to natural sources, mainly from oak, gum, cypress, hickory, 
pine, shrub and palmetto. Much of these natural hydrocarbons were 
isoprene (daylight hours only) or terpenes (temperature dependent, not 
light dependent) and many may convert to particulate matter instead of 
to ozone. If all natural hydrocarbon emissions were averaged, their 
average concentration might be in the range of 10 to 20 parts per 
billion (ppb). If all these hydrocarbons were convertible to ozone, the 
resultant ozone due to natural hydrocarbon emissions might amount 
to about 1 to 2 ppb ozone, a negligible amount compared to measured 
ozone levels. The contribution from natural hydrocarbon sources to 
ozone creation is classed as the background level. 
The ozone layer in the upper atmosphere is produced by sunlight from the 
o~ygen present in the air. The height of the ozone layer is about 7 
mlles above the earth and screens out harmful ultraviolet rays. This 
layer of ozone is totally unrelated to the ozone pollution in the air we 
breathe. 
Because hydrocarbons may be carried 50 or more miles by the wind, 
hydrocarb~n emissions from one city may eventually add to oxidant 
concentratlons breathed by another city or rural area. Smoggy air 
masses have been reported over the Gulf of Mexico and in other areas 
normally free of any sources of pollution. 
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Effects 
One of the earliest warning flags about oxidants went up when a west-
coast study showed that long-distance runners on a high hIt k 
t . . b 1 sc 00 rac eam l~varla y posted slower times on days when oxidant concentrations 
were hlgh. 
Later, a carefu~, ~wo-~ear study of 200 healthy, young nurses found that 
headaches, eye lrrltatlons, coughing, and chest discomfort increased as 
the oxida~t level ~ncreased. The nurses did not know that air pollution 
was ev~n lnvolved ln the study. They were asked to keep diaries record-
ing palnful symptoms of any kind. 
Findings from the nurses' diaries began to take on meaning when examined 
in the light of known pollution levels. The nurses reported the follow-
ing complaints. 
An increase in the number of headaches when oxidant levels were 
slightly above the national standard. 
An increase in cases of eye irritation even when oxidant levels 
were slightly below the National standard. 
An increase in chest pains and a prevalence of coughing when 
oxidant levels were above twice the national standard. 
These symptoms were observed in a group of normal, healthy, young 
adults. People with chronic heart and lung disease, such as asthmatics, 
have been observed to experience adverse effects from exposure to 
oxidant levels only about 50% above the national standard. 
In Japan, scientists have studied young school children's reaction 
to smog episodes in which maximum hourly concentrations reached 240 ppb, 
a level quite common in many American cities. The students experienced 
increased coughing, eye irritation, headaches, and throat pain during 
these peak concentration periods. Furthermore, the students developed 
the same symptoms when oxidant levels were much lower (100 ppb) but 
persisted over a 24-hour period. 
In carefully controlled laboratory experiments, using human subjects, 
ozone has been observed to cause a decrease in lung capacity, chest 
discomfort, windpipe irritation, decrease in general visual acuity 
(especially decreased night vision), and difficulty in mental concen-
tration. While results from such experiments indicate these symptoms 
occur only when the ozone level is two to four times higher than the 
national standard, medical experts caution that: 
Such experiments are performed using only normal healthy adults. 
Experiments do not measure the combined effect of exposure to 
more than one pollutant at the same time. 
Effects are measured only for short-term exposure. 
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~b ' 1 there are limitations to the type of experiments that can V10US y, . t ' t f tl be conducted with human subjects. Consequently, SC1en 1S s requ~n y 
use animals to try to obtain knowledge of the health effects of ox:dant 
exposure. While a wide variety of harmful .healtheffects (from slmp~e 
slow-down of activity to increased mortallty) h~ve be~n observed. ln 
experiments with animals, perhaps those most d1sturb1ng to med1cal 
researchers have been: 
Chromosome breakage, 
Irreparable damage to lung tissue, 
Breakdown in ability of the body to resist infectious bacteria, 
The combined effect of exposure to ozone and other pollutants. 
I t is hard to relate observed effects in animals to expected effects 
in humans, but the disturbing fact is that these symptoms have been 
observed when animals breathe ozone in concentrations quite similar to 
that found in the atmosphere. 
Standards 
During 1978 the United States Environmental Protection Agency's standard 
for oxidants was 80 ppb, not to be exceeded for more than one hour, 
once a year. 
Early in 1979 the EPA standard was raised to 120 ppb and the chemical 
designation was changed from photochemical oxidants to ozone to dis-
tinguish ozone from other oxidant compounds which are produced in 
considerably smaller quantities. 
Florida may consider raising the ozone standard of 80 ppm to match EPA's 
standard of 120 ppm. 
Sampling 
T~ determine the ambient level of ozone pollution in the County, the 
H1llsborough County Environmental Protection Commission operated two 
ozon~ m~nitoring stations during 1980. Ozone was measured by the 
Chem1lum1nescent method using Bendix Model 8002 instruments and by the 
Dasibi Model 1003-AH ultraviolet photometer. 
Data 
Table 7-1 provides a summary of ozone data collected during 1980. 
The t .able shows the number of hourly observations at each of the two 
sampllng stati~ns~ maxi.mum values, and frequency distribution, as well 
a~ other sta~lstlcal 1nformation. The frequency distribution table 
1 sts the max1mu~ values at the corresponding percentage values. For 
example, at Stat10n 63, twenty-five percent of the values are less than 
or equal to 5 parts per billion. 
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Table 7-2 provides a summary of ozone data collected in Hills-
b~rough Co~nty during 1980, as well as previous years. The table 
Ilsts the hlghest one-hour concentration, the number of hours exceeding 
80 and 120 ppb and t~e number of days exceeding 80 and 120 ppb. An 
exceedance of the Florlda standard is indicated by an asterisk while an 
exceedance of the Federal standard is indicated by a double asterisk. 
To determine hourly patterns of ozone concentration, data from the 
two sampling stations operated in 1980 were graphed (Figure 7-1). Both 
sampling stations were found to follow similar hourly patterns. Highest 
hourly mean ozone levels occurred on the average at about 2 :00 p.m., 
while lowest levels occurred about the time of morning rush hour 
traffic. Hour ly maximum ozone levels also followed a similar pattern 
at both sampling stations. 
To determine monthly patterns of ozone concentrations, a graph was 
produced showing the number of days during each month of 1980 when 
the secondary standard (80 ppb) was exceeded at least once (Figure 
7-2). April through October appeared to be the peak ozone season 
during 1980. During these months the atmosphere is normally very 
stable. Stagnant conditions often occur due to lack of atmospheric 
mixing. This lack of mixing is conducive to increased formation of 
ozone. 
Since hydrocarbons and nitrogen dioxide are considered to be the main 
precursors for ozone formation, one would expect high concentrations 
of these substances preliminary to high ozone levels. Peak hydrocarbons 
and nitrogen oxides occurred 6 :00 to 8 :00 a.m. EST during normal rush 
hour traffic; while peak ozone occurred about seven hours later than 
peaks for the precursors. 
Trends 
Since ozone standards may be exceeded more than once a day at any 
one sampling station and may also be exceeded at one or more sampling 
stations on the same day, a more stable and comparable statistic for 
the ozone problem is the number of days when ozone standards were 
equalled or exceeded at least once at at least one of the sampling 
stations (Table 7-3 and Figure 7-3). 
Despite the population growth of the county, overall there appears to be 
a slight downward trend in ozone levels. This may be due to a reduction 
of automobile exhaust emissions resulting from more stringent emission 
standards. 
The Florida Department of Environmental Regulation h~s rece~tly estab-
lished new emission limiting standards for all .ma.Jo.r po~nt sou~ces 
of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in areas exhlbltlng hlgh amblent 
ozone levels. Hillsborough County is designated as one of these areas. 
As these new standards are incorporated over the next three years, 
ozone levels should decrease substantially. 
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Table 7-1 
OZONE (PARTS PER BILLION' 
I-HRAVERAGE 
1980 
ARITH STAND 
VALUE t-1EAN [lEV GEO CALC t~AX MEAN G[ODEV VALUE 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
63 lU43M)035 1441 2.00 21.69 19.020 13.88 1.814 140.00** 
119 l U4360;)55 6513 2.00 20.38 11.325 12.18 1.716 125.0U** 
STA CALC F R E Q U f N C Y DIS T RIB UTI 0 N NO ~IAX 1 lO~ 25% 5C~ 70% 90% 95% 99:t 
----------------------------------------------------------------------63 111.09*1.< 3.0i) 5.00 18.0U 28.0r; 48.00 60.00 85.00 
119 134.91** 3.0U 5.00 18.0(' 28.00 45.00 52.00 72.00 
*~ PRIMARY EXCEEDED * SECONDARY EXCEEDED 
'Table 7-2 
TOTAL OXIDANTS (AS OZONE) 
I-HOUR AVERAGE 
STANDARD (PPB) IFEDERAL**I FLORIDA* I 
MAXIHUM I-HR AVG. I 120 I 80 I 
PERCENT ARITH. HIGHEST I-HOUR it HOURS it DAYS 
STA. OF YEAR MEAN CONCENTRATIONS ON EXCEEDING EXCEEDING 
NO. YEAR SAMPLED (PPB) SEPARATE DAYS (PPB) 80 120 80 120 
63 1980 85 21.7 140** 140** 114 9 25 3 
Davis 1979 57 26.2 115* 115* 88 0 28 0 
Island 1978 88 22.5 125** 120* 65 3 18 2 
1977 91 25.2 140** 135** 193 10 49 10 
1976 95 25.7 130** 125** 190 2 55 2 
1975 92 20.9 145** 140** 77 4 23 2 
1974 95 27.3 175** 170** 232 24 59 10 
109 1978 42 26.5 102* 100* 31 0 10 0 
Citrus 1977 51 20.1 110* 108* 29 0 10 0 
Park 1976 30 29.1 110* 110* 56 0 15 0 
1975 90 23.1 130** 125** 68 4 26 4 
111 1978 73 19.8 120* 115* 34 1 14 1 
7402 N. 1977 77 22.9 145** 130** 95 3 25 3 
56th 1976 7 16.0 55 0 0 0 0 
St. 
113 1979 33 33.4 112* 108* 50 0 10 0 
Sinnnons 1978 43 27.7 138** 128** 77 2 25 2 
Park 
119 1980 74 20.4 125** 120* 38 2 17 1 
Beach 
Park 
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Table 7-3 
DAYS WHEN GIVEN CONCENTRATIONS 
WERE EQUALLED OR EXCEEDED AT 
AT LEAST ONE OZONE STATION 
NUMBER MAX. MAX. 
80 SECONDARY 120 PRIMARY OF STATIONS 1 2 
1971 1 0 2 100 75 
1972 2 0 1 90 80 
1973 45 28 2 185 175 
1974 74 35 3 175 170 
1975 46 9 3 145 140 
1976 36 2 3 130 125 
1977 48 17 3 145 140 
1978 44 6 5 138 128 
1979 31 0 4 115 112 
1980 37 3 2 140 140 
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CHAPTER 8 
STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (SIP) 
Introduction 
The Federal Clean Air Act of 1970 required the United States Environ-
mental Protection Agency to promulgate national primary and secondary 
ambient air quality standards. Furthermore, the Act required the 
States to promulgate a comprehensive State Implementation Plan (SIP) 
establishing ambient air quality standards and appropriate emission 
standards to achieve the established air quality standards. 
Accordingly, in January, 1972, the Board of the Florida Department 
of Air and Water Pollution Control promulgated the Florida State Imple-
mentation Plan. This SIP established the national secondary ambient 
air quality standards as Florida's air quality standards and promulgated 
emission regulations for stationary sources in the State. 
The Clean Air Act of 1970 was amended in, 1977 and the Amendments were 
incorporated into law by the President of the United States on August 
7, 1977. Under these Amendments, the State and local governments 
are required to revise the SIPs for those areas where ambient air 
quality standards have not been attained, otherwise known as nonattain-
ment areas. These revised plans must provide for at tairunent of the 
ambient air quality standards by December 31, 1982. However, in the 
case of ozone or carbon monoxide nonattainment areas an extension to 
December 31, 1987 is provided with appropriate justifications, in the 
event attainment cannot be reached by the 1982 deadline. 
Designation of Nonattainment Areas 
Under Section 107 (d) (1) of the Clean Air Act Amendments, each State 
was required to submit to the Administrator of the United States En-
vironmental Protection Agency by December 7, 1977 pertinent information 
on air quality in each of the Air Quality Control Regions or portions 
thereof that did not meet the standards. Accordingly, the Florida 
Department of Environmental Regulation submitted to the Administrator 
on December 7, 1977 a list of air quality violations together with 
the locations where those violations had occurred. 
As a result, the 
areas in Florida. 
nonattainment for 
Administrator promulgated a list of nonattairunent 
Hillsborough County was designated in this list as 
both total suspended particulate (TSP) and ozone. 
Total Suspended Particulate Nonattainment (TSP) Area 
The designated nonattainment area for TSP ~s graphically described 
by, Figure 8-1: , It encompasses that portion of Hillsborough County 
,:,h~ch f all,s wHh~n the area of a circle having a center point at the 
~ntersect~on of U.S . Rt. 41 and State Road 60 and a 12 km radius. 
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Tampa Bay 
Figure 8-1 
Nonattainment Area 
for 
Suspended Particulates 
Hillsborough County, Florida 
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· was based on 1977 ambient air quality violations of This designat~on 
both the 24-hour and annual standards. These violations are summarized 
by Table 8-1. 
The monitoring sites which exceeded the ambient a~r quality standards 
are: 
l. Station 1 - annual average violated 
2. Station 63 - annual average and 24-hour standards violated 
3. Station 92 - annual average violated 
4. Station 103 - annual average violated 
Contributors to the TSP Problem 
An emission inventory was compiled for the year 1977 in order to 
tify those sources which contribute to the particulate problem. 
inventory is summarized by Table 8-2. 
iden-
This 
As indicated by Figure 8-2, the inventory disclosed that 53.9% of 
all the particulate em~ss~ons in 1977 were generated by paved roads , in 
the area. 
Since the monitoring sites previously mentioned registered violations 
of the annual average standard, the Air Quality Display Model (AQDM) 
was used to determine average concentration contribution from each of 
the sources in the inventory to each of the monitoring sites in ques-
tion. Table 8-3 summarized those sources which according to AQDM were 
the major contributors to the violations registered at Stations 1, 63, 
92 and 103. 
Microscopic analyses of 1977 hi-volume filter samples for the monitoring 
sites ~n question were performed by Ms. Jan Graf, research chemist 
with Illinois Institute of Technology. Table 8-4 summarizes her find-
ings on a qualitative basis. As indicated in Table 8-4, Ms. Graf 
concluded in her studies that .major contributors to the particulate 
problem were a steel mill, a cement plant, an incinerator, and re-
entrained dust from paved roads. Her results agreed with those of AQDM. 
In addition, thorough review of the Inventory, AQDM results, and micro-
scopic studies strongly indicate that fugitive particulate emissions 
play a major role in the particulate problem. 
Eighteen (18) Month Extension Request 
As already stated in the preceding section, reentrained dust from 
paved roads and fugitive particulate emissions (non-traditional sources) 
are major contributors to the particulate problem. Furthermore, an 
e~ission reduction analysis performed by the Hillsborough County En-
v~ronm~ntal Protection Commission staff for those monitoring sites in 
v~olat~~n of the standards has revealed that necessary reductions cannot 
be obta~ned unless adequate emission limitations for fugitive particu-
lates and effective control strategies for reentrained dust are de-
veloped. Such limitations and strategies have not been developed to 
date. This emission analysis took into consideration that the Tampa 
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Table B-1 
1977 OBSERVED TOTAL SlfSPENDED PAFTICULATES HI-VOL f,AMPLER 
HICROGRAHS/CU .HETER/nAY 2l!-llOUR AVERAGE 
ANNUAL NO. DAYS 
STAT IIOF GEO 95% CONF. INT. STAND 24 HR. 24 HR. EXCEEDED Pf.RCENT LESS TH/.N STATED VALlIE 
NO OBS AVG LOWER UPPER GEO DEV HAXI MAX2 PRI SEC HIN 10% 30r. 50': 7('% 90% 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 l.5 65.55* 59.8 71. 7 1. 380 123.0 116 .0 34.8 40.1 53.0 f,6.0 7~'. 8 99.9 
5 54 29.51 25.9 33.5 1.667 81.0 57.0 3.0 20.0 27.0 31.0 3 t:. 0 4£1.0 
7 45 42.38 38.0 47.2 1.470 110.0 104.0 17.0 2~.0 35.0 l ·6 .0 5(1.0 64.0 
R 55 42.87 39.4 46.5 1.396 A3.0 80.0 19 .0 2 f:. 0 35.0 L6.0 5;.0 66.0 
9 54 31. 35 28.4 34.4 1. 461 74.0 55.0 7.0 21.0 25.0 32.0 4(\.0 47.0 
15 52 46.30 42.7 50.1 1. 35 7 82.0 77.0 26.0 3(\.0 37.0 [..8.0 5 ~I. 0 66.0 
29 55 35.48 32.1 39.0 1. 475 84.0 67.0 12.0 2('.0 30.0 36.0 4~.0 60.0 
47 55 26.41 24.1 28.8 1. 420 67.0 61.0 13.0 1C.0 21.0 25.0 3~.0 43.0 
50 52 31. 79 28.7 35.1 1. 477 79.0 69.0 12.0 21.0 27.0 31.0 l,(,: .0 49.0 
51 57 40.73 37.7 43.9 1. 371 91.0 88.0 22.0 28.0 34.0 40.0 47.0 59.0 
54 58 37.(,4 34.0 41.6 1. 513 110.0 ·103.0 12.0 24.0 30.0 35.0 43.0 71.0 
55 43 34.46 29.5 40.2 1. 707 8R.0 75.0 3.0 22.0 29.0 37.0 43.0 59.0 
58 42 49.57 43.4 56.5 1.566 170.9* 102.6 1 14.7 29.4 39.0 51.3 60.7 76.0 
63 327 61.74* 60.7 62.7 1. 559 245.0* 171.0* 6 19.0 35.0 50.0 (,4.0 7f..0 109.0 
81 8x 46.93 36.8 59.7 1. 337 87.0 51.0 32.0 32.0 42.0 l:3.0 4~.0 f.7.0 
'" 
82 44 52.34 46.4 58.9 1.517 131.0 125.0 24.0 32.0 39.0 54.0 63.0 94.0 ~ 85 25x 63.88* 54.3 75.0 1. 499 133.4 102.6 18.2 41.0 57.0 74.6 7(. 4 93.0 
86 35 56.84 50.8 63.5 1. 409 122.9 106.6 28.7 35.4 49.0 57.2 6 f. .0 . 90.a 
88 40 37.25 32.7 42.4 1. 537 114.7 80.5 ll:.9 19.8 29.9 35.5 45.6 f.0.8 
89 18x 24.72 21. 7 28.1 1. 304 39.9 35.6 14.7 If,. 4 22.2 24.7 2(:.0 35.6 
92 55 67.31* 62. 9 71.9 1.30B 110.0 109.0 36.0 46.0 61.0 £.9.0 7 t,. 0 9fl.0 
93 56 33.31 28.5 38.8 10874 87.0 83.0 4.0 15.0 29.0 36.0 45.0 £,1.0 
103 54 66.68* 62.8 70.7 1. 263 106.0 9[ •• 0 31.0 51.0 61.0 f,7.0 H .• O C8.0 
201 54 32.43 29.2 35.9 1. 499 79.8 56.7 10.9 19.0 27.1 31.4 43.1 51. 2 
202 54 45.53 40.9 50.5 1. 518 124.1 9 f,. 5 1.5.9 27.1 36.1 L3.6 61.6 70.2 
302 58 68.25* 62.4 74.6 1.449 185.0* 163.0* 3 3 E;. 0 45.0 55.0 (,4 0 0 77 .0 123.0 
303 57 89.68** 80.9 99.3 1.520 217 .0* 204.0* 11 40.0 57.0 68.0 f,4.0 103.0 176.0 
304 60 65.17 * 58.9 72.0 1. 534 157.0* 150.0 1 28.0 39.0 49.0 f,1.0 . 8[, .0 117.0 
305 59 50.49 46.5 54.7 1.404 112.0 10(,.0 Ie.O 3~.0 43.0 53.0 5~·. 0 76.0 
306 58 58.94 53.0 65.5 1. 551 135.0 134.0 18.0 34.0 44.0 58.0 71.0 111.0 
401 12x 53.04 42.9 65.5 1.403 88.1 80.9 27.1 35.5 50.2 51.3 5 f : . 3 80.9 
501 45x 32.B3 28.9 37.2 loS€? 84.0 83.0 12.0 21.0 25.0 31.0 37.0 f7.0 
701 56 57.33 51. 5 63.7 1. 541 150.0 130.0 14.0 35.0 44.0 53.0 75.0 100.0 
702 57 52.55 46.0 59.9 1.717 194.0* 127.0 1 17 .0 27.0 42.0 52.0 6f;.0 116.0 
703 59 55.58 49.9 61.8 1. 569 163.0* 122.0 1 17 .0 32.0 42.0 (,0.0 72.0 93.0 
807 41 53.02 [16. 7 60.1 1. 524 144.6 103.3 22.7 29.1 42.a fO.4 67.8 86.1 
808 ax 40.47 26.9 60.7 1.628 60.7 59.4 14.7 14.7 39.3 L.O.3 5 f; . 7 60.7 
812 45 37.47 33.5 41. 8 1.475 110.7 71. 4 15.3 22.a 31.4 36.9 45.2 61. 7 
911 4x 32.77 22~ 5 47.5 1. 267 46.0 32.0 27.0 27.0 29.0 29.0 32.0 46.0 
912 4x 20.76 8.5 50.5 1. 759 43.0 2/ •• 0 12.0 12.0 15.0 15.0 2L.-.O 43.0 
913 4x 18.50 9.2 36.9 1. 552 28.0 22.0 10.0 10.0 19.0 ]9.0 22.0 2C .0 
x INSUFFICIENT DATA ** PRIMARY EXCEEDED * SECONDARY EXCEEDED 
Table 8-2 
1977 TSP* EMISSIONS INVENTORY 
Type of Source 
Residential Fuel Burning 
Electric Power Generation 
Industrial Fuel Burning 
Commercial Institutional Fuel 
Solid Waste Disposal-Incineration 
Transportation-Total 
Miscellaneous - Road Dust, etc. 
Industrial Processes 
TOTAL: 
*Total Suspended Particulate (Dust) 
92 
Estimated Tons/Year 
60.7 
3917.0 
178.8 
108.8 
843.5 
4693.0 
23220.2 
2859.0 
35,881.0 
• 
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DISP 
Table 8-3 
AQDM DATA ON MAJOR CONTRIBUTORS TO PARTICULATE PROBLEM 
AT STATIONS 1, 92, 63, AND 103 
POINT SOURCES 
1. Municipal Incinerator * 
2. General Portland Cement 
3. Florida Steel Corporation 
4. Gardinier, Inc. 
5. Eastern Associated Terminals 
6. Seaboard Coastline 
7. David Joseph Company 
AREA SOURCES 
1. Paved Roads 
2. Highway Vehicles 
3. Ships 
4. Unpaved Roads 
5. Industrial Fuels 
6. Forest and Agricultural Fires 
* Temporarily closed down (December 1979) 
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Table 8-4 
SUMMARY OF MICROSCOPIC ANALYSES* FOR 1977 HI-VOLUME FILTER SAMPLES 
Station No. 
1 
Health Center 
1105 East Kennedy Blvd. 
Tampa, Florida 
63 
Coast Guard Station 
Davis Island 
Tampa, Florida 
92 
Hwy 41 and Hwy 60 
Tampa, Florida 
103 
Fire Station #6 
311 South 22nd Street 
Tampa, Florida 
Summary of Findings 
1. Reentrained dust from paved roads 
and cement manufacture were the 
major particle sources. 
2. The presence of secondary (sulfate) 
aerosol and sea salt spray were 
associated with emissions from the 
incinerator. 
1. Reentrained dust from paved roads, 
cement manufacture, and steel manu-
facture were the major particle 
sources . 
2. Fugitive emissions from clinker 
handling, raw starting materials 
for cement manufacture, and coal 
stockpiles were also primary sam-
ple components. 
1. Reentrained dust from paved roads 
and steel manufacture were the 
major particle sources. 
2. Secondary aerosols associated with 
the incinerator emissions were found. 
1. Reentrained dust from paved roads, 
cement manufacture, steel manu-
facture were the major particle 
sources. 
2. Fugitive emissions from coal 'stock-
piles and grain handling operations 
were present in samples. 
3. Secondary aerosols associated with 
the incinerator were present. 
*Graf, Jan L., lIT Research Chemist, I~icroscopic Studies of Hi-Volume 
Filter Samples for Stations 1, 63, 92, and 103", September, 1978 
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Municipal Incinerator closed down on December 31,1979, and that Florida 
Steel Corporation is presently under a Compliance Order to correct its 
particulate problem. 
In view of the above, the Florida Department of Environmental Regulation 
proposed in its SIP a request for an 18-month extension in the submittal 
of a plan for particulate control in Hillsborough County. 
That plan has been developed by the Hillsborough County EPC staff 
and submitted to DER. I t contains a commi ttment to study non-tradi-
tional sources and to develop and promulgate necessary rules and regu-
lations to control emissions from these sources. I t is estimated that 
the state TSP standards ( secondary Federal standards ) will be attained 
in Hillsborough County by Januray 1, 1985. 
State Implementation Plan Revision for Ozone 
The SIP revision for ozone was adopted by the Hillsborough County 
Env ironmental Protection Commission on March 26, 1979 and was condi-
tionally approved by EPA on July 23, 1981. The actions required by the 
revised SIP are to become effective on December 24, 1981 with attainment 
of the federal standard of 120 ppb by December 31, 1982. The reductions 
of reactive volatile organic compound ( RVOC ) emissions necessary for 
projected attainment of the standard are from stationary source controls 
and the 'Federal Motor Vehicle Control Program (FMVCP). 
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CHAPTER 9 
METEOROLOGY 
Topography 
Hillsborough County, located on the west coast of central Florida, has a 
land area of 1040 square miles. 
A few elevations of 150 to 175 feet occur in the extreme east sections 
of Hillsborough County. Terrain slopes gently upward from the bays to 
the east, but not sufficiently to create significant air drainage into 
Tampa. Hillsborough and Tampa Bays, to the west, are very shallow. 
Temperatures of water in Tampa and Hillsborough Bays do not differ 
sufficiently from average land air temperatures to result in a tempera-
ture differential large enough to generate a localized sea breeze or 
land breeze effect. The size of these bodies of water is not large 
enough to modify the air temperatures significantly in coastal Hills-
borough County. 
A temperature contrast large enough to generate sea and land breezes 
does exist between the water temperature in the Gulf of Mexico and the 
air temperature over adjacent land masses. 
Climate 
The climate of Hillsborough County is that of semi-tropics. On an 
average, about 90 days a year there will be some late afternoon con-
vective activity, often with thundershowers. The most active months for 
convective activity are June, July, August, and September. Most of the 
annual precipitation (about 30 inches) occurs during the same period. 
Spring and fall are generally dry periods. The possibility of a hur-
ricane affecting Hillsborough County is greates~ in June and October. 
Fogs occur frequently during the winter and early spring period. 
Snowfall is negligible and freezing temperatures are infrequent. The 
o 60 0 " annual temperature varies about 20 from a mean of near ~n 
January to 80 0 plus in August. 
The climate of Hillsborough County can be approximated by 
tical data compiled for Tampa International Airport and 
Force Base (Tables 9-1 and 9-2). 
Effects of Weather on Air Pollution 
the stat is-
MacDill Air 
A" " " h a be transported diffused, ~r pollut~on released ~nto the atmosp ere my' 
settled out washed out or modified photochemically. More than one of 
h ' , " " Moreover such meterolog-t ese processes may occur at any g~ven t~me. "'" " 1 
" " "I " " " g depth d~lutlOn potent~a , ~cal factors as atmospher~c stab~ ~ty, m~x~n , 
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\,() 
OJ 
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION 
ABS MAX TMP (Fl 
MEAN MAX TMP (Fl 
HEAN MIN THP (Fl 
ABS MIN TMP (Fl 
MEAN NO DYS TMP • DR GTR 90(FI 
MEAN NO DYS TMP • DR LES 32(FI 
MEAN NO OYS TMP • DR LES O(F) 
HEAN DEW PT THP (F) 
HEAN REL HUM (PCT) 
HEAN PRESS . ALT (FT) 
MEAN PRECIP (IN) 
MEAN SNOW FALL (IN) 
MEAN NO DYS PRCP • DR GTR 0.1 IN 
MEAN NO DYS SNFL • OR GTR 1.5 IN 
MEAN NO DYS W/OCUR VSBY LES 1/2 HI 
MEAN NO DYS TSTMS 
P FREQ WNO SPO • OR GTR 17 KTS 
P FREQ WND SPD • OR GTR 2B KTS 
P FREQ LES 5000 FT AID LES 5 HI 
JAN 
85 
70 
52 
23 
0.0 
0.7 
0.0 
51 
7't 
-174 
2.60 
0.0 
5.6 
0.0 
5.7 
FEB 
87 
71 
Sit 
22 
0.0 
0.5 
0.0 
53 
73 
-14ft 
2,70 
0.0 
5.7 
0.0 
3.2 
Table 9-1 
MAR 
92 
76 
58 
31 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
55 
7Z 
-112 
2.70 
0.0 
S.B 
0.0 
2.7 
APR 
93 
81 
62 
38 
0.4 
0.0 
0.0 
59 
70 
-85 
2.00 
0.0 
4.8 
0,0 
1.6 
MAY 
96 
86 
6B 
52 
8.0 
0.0 
0.0 
66 
71 
-56 
3.00 
0.0 
6.1 
0.0 
0.6 
JUN 
98 
89 
72 
59 
16.It 
0.0 
0.0 
70 
74 
-41 
7.20 
0.0 
9.8 
0.0 
0.0 
JUL 
98 
89 
74 
61t 
20.6 
0.0 
0.0 
72 
78 
-83 
8.70 
0.0 
11.3 
0.0 
0.1 
AUG 
97 
90 
74 
66 
21.0 
0.0 
0.0 
73 
79 
-56 
8.60 
0.0 
11.2 
0.0 
0.2 
1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 7.0 15.0 20.0 19.0 
3.5 It.6 4.9 5.3 2.1 1.8 0.6 0.6 
0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24.7 23.5 22.2 17.3 13.6 13.3 11.7 13.4 
SEP 
96 
88 
7Z 
54 
14.3 
0.0 
0.0 
7Z 
79 
-37 
6.30 
0.0 
9.2 
0.0 
0.6 
11.0 
2.5 
0.3 
19.1 
OCT 
95 
83 
66 
42 
3.0 
0.0 
0.0 
64 
76 
-72 
2.80 
0.0 
4.7 
0.0 
1.2 
3.0 
3.0 
0.1 
16.5 
NOV 
90 
76 
58 
29 
0.1 
0.2 
0.0 
57 
74 
-141 
1.70 
0,0 
3,2 
0,0 
2.6 
DEC 
86 
71 
53 
19 
0.0 
0.1t 
0.0 
52 
75 
-171 
2.30 
0.0 
5.1 
0.0 
4.1t 
ANN 
9H 
81 
64 
19 
83.8 
1.8 
0.0 
62 
75 
-97 
50.6 
0.0 
82.5 
0.0 
22.9 
1,0 1.0 85.0 
2,1 3.It 2.9 
0,0 0.0 0.1 
18,6 23.6 18.1 
Climatological Data For Tampa International Airport (Extracted from United 
States Air Force Environmental Technical Application Center's Worldwide 
Airfield Climatic Data Summaries) 
POR 
(YRS) 
58 
5~ 
56 
58 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
o 
7Z 
12 
72 
12 
12 
61 
12 
12 
12 
'D 
\.() 
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION 
ABS MAX TMP IF) 
MEAN MAX TMP IF) 
MEAN MIN TMP IF) 
ABS MIN TMP IF) 
MEAN NO DVS TMP • DR GTR 901F) 
MEAN NO DVS TMP • DR LES 3ZIF) 
MEAN NO DVS TMP • DR LES OIF) 
MEAN DEW PT THP IF) 
MEAN REL HUM (PCT) 
HEAN PRESS ALT (FT) 
HEAN PREeIP (IN) 
HEAN SNOW FALL lIN) 
MEAN NO DVS PRep. OR GTR 0.1 IN 
HEAN NO DVS SNFL • OR GTR 1.' IN 
MEAN NO DVS W/oeUR VSBV LES lIZ HI 
MEAN NO DVS TSTMS 
P FREQ WND SPD • DR GTR 17 KTS 
P FREQ WND SPD • OR GTR 28 KTS 
P FREQ LES 5000 FT AID LES 5 MI 
JAN 
83 
69 
n 
32 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
'1 
75 
-189 
2.08 
0.0 
3.9 
0.0 
5.4 
1.1 
3.9 
0.0 
24.7 
FEB 
85 
72 
56 
31 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5It 
75 
-1'9 
3.05 
0.0 
4.7 
0.0 
3.2 
, 1.9 
4.7 
0.1 
25.2 
Table 9-2 
MAR 
86 
75 
,9 
37 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
'6 
72 
-127 
3.53 
0.0 
4.9 
0.0 
2.5 
2.6 
4.9 
0.0 
20.8 
APR 
93 
81 
65 
48 
0.3 
0.0 
0.0 
60 
69 
-100 
2.05 
0.0 
3.6 
0.0 
1.0 
4.2 
3.8 
0.0 
15.1 
HAV JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV 
96 98 98 96 97 93 90 
87 89 90 90 89 83 76 
71 75 76 76 75 68 60 
'8 68 70 68 65 43 34 
7.9 13.8 20.4 20.3 15.2 2.5 0.1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
66 71 73 73 72 64 '8 
70 73 75 76 77 72 73 
-71 
2.76 
0.0 
4.3 
0.0 
0.2 
5.9 
1.1 
0.0 
10.1 
-'6 
4.13 
0.0 
7.0 
0.0 
0.2 
13 .1 
0.9 
0.0 
11.1 
-97 
7.17 
0.0 
10.7 
0.0 
0.0 
19 '.3 
1 . 0 
0.0 
10.9 
-71 
6.50 
0.0 
11.0 
0.0 
0.4 
18.2 
0.5 
0.0 
10.0 
-52 
'.88 
0.0 
9.9 
0.0 
0.2 
12 .1 
1.3 
, 0.2 
14.6 
-88 
2.89 
0.0 
4.2 
0.0 
0.8 
2.8 
1.4 
0,0 
12.0 
-156 
2.17 
0,0 
3,3 
0,0 
2.3 
1.1 
1.5 
0,0 
15.4 
Climatological Data For MacDill Air Force Base, Florida (Extracted from 
United States Air Force Environmental Technical Application Center's 
Worldwide Airfield Climatic Data Summaries.) 
DEC ANN 
86 98 
70 81 
53 66 
20 20 
0.0 80.' 
0.4 0.' 
0.0 0.0 
'1 62 
7't n 
-186 ' -llZ 
2,30 44.5 
0.0 0.0 
3.6 71.1 
0.0 0.0 
3.3 19.' 
0.7 83.0 
2.0 2~3 
0.0 0.0 
21.1 15.9 
POR 
(VRS) 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
o 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
diffusion wind speed and wind direction, cloudiness, sunshine, precip-
itation, ~emperature, and relative humidity may contribute substan~ially 
to the local air pollution potential. Each of these factors w1.ll be 
discussed next. 
Stability 
Vertical air pollution dispersion is affected by the rate of change of 
temperature with height. This rate of change is commonly called the 
lapse rate. 
When the temperature decreases rapidly with height, the air is unstable 
and pollutants are carried aloft and mixed through a deeper layer. 
High concentrations of air pollution do not persist near the ground 
under unstable consitions. Brief high concentrations can occur when 
unstable conditions first appear. Stack emissions are brought to the 
ground through large scale vertical eddies generated during the onset of 
instability. 
An inversion exists when air temperature increases with height. 
Vertical mixing and pollutant dispersion are restricted during periods 
of stability or with an inversion. Pollutants may be present in high 
concentrations during periods when they are trapped near the ground. 
When surface air is cooler than the air aloft, inversions and stable 
conditions result. Air pollutants emitted above an inversion remain 
aloft until the inversion is broken by surface heating. 
In a thoroughly mixed layer of dry air the temperature decreases with 
height at the rate of 5.4 degrees Fahrenheit per 1000 feet - a condition 
of neutral stability or a "lapse" condition. A more rapid decrease of 
teaperature with height is an unstable or super-'adiabatic condition . 
A stable condition exists when the temperature decreases less rapidly 
with height than the lapse. When the temperature is constant with 
height, the layer throughout which this occurs is called an isothermal 
layer. An inversion 1.S the most stable condition (Figure 9-1A). 
Wind causes mixing of the surface layer and affects stability. High 
winds are associated with instability and low winds with stable 
conditions. 
The movement of air from cool surfaces to warmer surfaces increases 
instability, while the movement of air from warm surfaces to cooler 
surfaces increases stability. 
Stability also depends upon wind direction, since different air masses 
moving into an area have inherent characteristics of stability. 
The stability of the air over an area at any time thus depends collec-
tively upon the wind direction, wind speed, path of the air mass, 
cloudiness, t~me of day, and season of the year. Stability can be 
determined uS1.ng actual temperature measurements made by instruments on 
a balloon, helicopter, or on a high tower. 
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Lacking actual temperature soundings, the daily variation of temperature 
is an indirect · indicator of stability in the same air mass. A wide 
variation between minimum and maximum temperatures indicates that an 
early morning inversion was replaced by an afternoon unstab~e. condition. 
A small variation is an indication of a near neutral cond1t1on through 
most of the day. 
Effects of various stability classes on stack plume behavior are illus-
trated in Figure 9-1B. 
Morning fumigation conditions occur when pollutants aloft in stable 
layers are mixed downward by turbulence resulting from surface heating. 
Ground level pollution concentrations are increased considerably during 
fumigation for periods of one to two hours. 
Nighttime inversions (due to radiational cooling) are less frequent in 
eastern than in western Hillsborough County due to the warming effect of 
the Gulf of Mexico. 
More inversions occur 1n fall and winter, 
longer and there is less surface heating. 
spring decrease inversion frequency for that 
Mixing Depth 
largely 
Higher 
period. 
because nights are 
wind speeds during 
The depth of a layer of .air near the surface which is subjected to 
vigorous vertical mixing is defined as the mixing depth. The existing 
mixing depth depends partly upon both surface temperature and lapse 
rate. The mixing layer is shallowest at the time of daily minimum 
temperature and deepest at the time of maximum temperature. Air pollu-
tants are thoroughly mixed throughout this mixing layer. For any single 
wind speed, the greater the mixing depth the greater the volume of air 
available to mix with pollutants, and the lower the resulting pollutant 
concentrations. 
Atmospheric Dilution Potential 
The mixing depth is shallowest during the night and early morning, and 
deepest during the afternoon at the time of maximum temperature. 
Average wind speed through this layer is a measure of the concentrations 
of air pollutants which could be expected to occur within the mixing 
depth. L~ght win?s result in high air pollution levels, stronger winds 
are assoc1ated wHh lower air pollution. Layer wind speed is often 
referred to as IItransport wind speed ll • 
Winter had the least potential for dilution of air pollutants. Spring 
had the greatest potential for dilution, while fall and summer ranked in between. 
Diffusion 
Dispersion of a1r pollutants from a source can occur through both the 
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horizontal and vertical directions. The combination is termed dif-
fusion. Periods when wind direc tion varies cons iderab ly are times of 
strong dispersion horizontally. Periods of steady wind-direction are 
times of slight dispersion horizontally, and higher concentrations of 
air pollutants can result. 
Strong vertical dispersion occurs during 
winds, and clear skies during daylight. 
coupled with stability, inversions, low 
nights. 
periods of instability, high 
Slight vertical dispersion is 
winds, cloudy days and clear 
Combinations resulting ~n the best diffusion are associated with lowest 
air pollution levels. 
Wind Direction and Wind Speed 
Wind directions must be considered when specific sources and pollutant 
sampling stations are being evaluated. 
The prevailing wind direction is the direction most frequently recorded 
during the period of examination. Seasonal and hourly wind roses depict 
the frequency of wind directions and speeds. 
It should be noted that wind directions are reported ~n tens of 
degrees from which the wind was blowing. 
Wind direction determines the parts of the city or county that may be 
affected by the transport of pollution from known single sources or 
areas. Wind speed, along with stability, governs the degree of dilution 
of the effluent before it reaches a given location downwind from the 
pollution source. 
An annual wind rose shows average frequency of wind directions and 
speeds (Figures 9-2 & 9-3). Bars indicate directions from which wind 
is blowing. Annual prevailing wind directions in Hillsborough County 
are from north through east. Light winds result in highest air pollu-
tion concentrations, especially underneath inversions. Surface winds 
equal or less than 7 mph are considered to be especially significant. 
They result in the least mechanical turbulence, the greatest stability, 
and the highest air pollutant concentrations. 
Cloudiness 
The presence of only a few clouds at night permits greater ground 
radiation and lower temperatures and also results in greater stability. 
Few clouds during the day permit greater insolation and greater insta-
bility. The most nighttime cloudiness occurred during September, and 
the most clear daytimes occurred during May. 
Sunshine 
Sunshine affects daytime stability. It also aids in producing photo-
chemical smog when reactive contaminants are present in the air. 
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Figure 9-2 
N 
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WIND ROSE 
1980 
TAMPA, FLORIDA 
Scale: 1" 3 percent 
calm · 1-3 4-6 7-9 ~ 10 knots 
• Figure 9-3 
N 
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5-YEAR WIND ROSE 
1976-1980 
TAMPA, FLORIDA 
Scale: 1"::: 3 percent 
calm 1-3 4-6 7-9 2: 10 knots 
Solar radi~tion is measured ~irectly in langleys. A langley denotes one 
gram calorl~ p~r square ce~tlmeter and is the average of both direct and 
diffuse radlatlon on a horlzontal surface. 
Cloudiness, 
percent 0 f 
However, in 
units. 
in terms of average daytime sky cover, and statistics of 
possible sunshine are indicators of sunshine levels. 
Tampa, solar radiation is measured directly in langley 
Precipitation 
Precipitation has a twofold effect on air pollution. The raindrops may 
wash some pollutants out of the air by impaction; or the raindrops may 
be formed around some of the smaller particles, which act as conden-
sation nucle i. 
Thunderstorms, which naturally cause heavy precipitation, help wash out 
air pollutants. They are also associated with unstable conditions, 
which mix air pollutants through deeper layer, and stronger winds, which 
also assist in mixing and diluting air contaminants. Temporary stable 
lapse rates are set up near the ground as a result of surface cooling 
after rainfall, but such stability persists only briefly unless cloudy 
conditions prevail. 
Temperature 
Temperature changes cause variations in stability conditions, as dis-
cussed under the "Stabili ty" section. Air temperature variations 
relative to Gul f 0 f Mexico water temperatures result in sea breezes, 
which in turn help control thunderstorm frequency. Both of these 
factors - sea breezes and thunderstorm frequency - help control air 
pollution in Hillsborough County. 
Temperature ranges also catalyze or retard the production of ~econ~ary 
reactions between air pollutants, and may help to cause smog sltuatlons 
during periods of stagnation. Summer would be more fa~orabl~ for s~og 
air pollution because of the interacting effects of l1ght WInds, "h~gh 
temperature, high moisture, early morning inversions, shallow mlXlng 
depths at night, and the use of high-sulfur coal by local power plants. 
Relative " Humidity 
High moisture is conducive to production of secondary reactions between 
air pollutants, and it is these secondary reactions that cause smog 
formation. Most high relative humidity readings occur dUrIng the late 
summer and early fall. 
Visibility 
"t f "r This measurement is 
"Visibili ty" is a measure of the clarl y 0 al. " d 
t h " h k n objects can be perceIve. he greatest distance in miles at w lC now t h If f the 
This distance must be attained or surpassed througho~ a t i:ted by 
horizon circle, not necessarily continuous. Visibility IS res r 
air pollution, in addition to natural causes. 
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Sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide are contributors to visibility 
restrictions. Since air quality standards are often stated in terms of 
visibility reduction, frequency of vis~bility in selected ranges is of 
special interest. Aesthetic values offended by restricted visibility 
are especially important to the tourist industry, and to population 
growth trends. 
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CHAPTER 10 
SAMPLING-STATIONS & STATISTICS 
Scope "of - Sampling 
Air pollutant sampling was conducted in Hillsborough County at 152 
sampling stations during 1980 (Table 10-1). At least III ,485 samples 
were calculated or analyzed (Table 10-2). These measurements of air 
quality were conducted primarily by the Hillsborough County Environ-
mental Protection Commission. Other public agencies and some industries 
conducted similar coverage. A complete list of air sampling stations 
and locations is presented in Table 10-1. Percent of each year when air 
pollutants were sampled and types of air pollutant sampling at each 
station are shown in Table 10-1. Eleven types of air pollutants were 
sampled. Some pollutants were sampled by several methods. Details of 
methodology are expanded under the appropriate chapter headings. 
The number of air pollution samples for each type of air pollution 
during 1980 1S presented in Table 10-2. 
Grid System for Location 
Each air sampling station was pinpointed within Hillsborough County 
in Table 10-1 using a Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate grid 
system with units in kilometers. This permits direct calculations of 
distances and directions between points. It can also be employed in air 
quality modeling. A map at the end of the Air Section of this book 
shows locations of all sampling stations (Figure 10-1) operating during 
1980. 
Air Pollution Summaries 
Computer mapping of air pollution data was performed V1a SYMAP. 
dimensional plotting utilized SYMVU. These are included under 
priate chapter headings. Annual averages for each pollutant are 
in Table 10-3. 
SAROAD Numbers 
Three 
appro-
listed 
Local station numbers are generally used in the text. SAROAD numbers 
assigned to these stations by EPA are listed in Table 10-4 for refer-
ence. Retrievals of raw data and summaries can be obtained from DER 
Tallahassee or from EPA Atlanta. 
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STA 
NO. 
~-
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
13 
14 gl 15 
19 
21 
22 
24 
27 
28 
29 
31 
47 
49 
50 
51 
54 
55 
58 
59 
60 
63 
64 
----'DUST 
FALL 
U.T.M. Jmon-
GRID th1y 
EAST NORTH 
5 .20 92.22 
60.77 92.78 
49.60 82.00 
63.26 102.51 
65.10 93.10 
74 . 52 91.45 
88.96 100.18 
58.75 66.68 
57.32 88.801100 
56.95 89.45 75 
51.55 90.45 
56.72 90.281 100 
86.87 64.58 
44.33 97.35 
63.20 74.85 
59.44 73.83 
62.34 71. 72 
54.83 79.23 
87.00 115.00 
45.22 112.68 
56.50 114.30 
67.91 67.23 
50.15 95.13 
66.26 74.79 
65.32 85.65 
62.28 87.48 
52.30 100.55 
66.65 82.32 
56.98 90.05 
63.80 82.70 
-.----r-==--
. SUL- SUL- SUSP. 
FA- FATES PAR-
TION TICU-
LATES 
mon- 24-hr 24-hr 
th1y 
- 100 8 16 
100 
100 
92 14 
100 
92 16 
83 8 16 
100 15 16 
100 
100 
83 12 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
83 
92 
92 15 
83 
100 
100 
14 
100 
100 
100 16 33 
92 
Table 10-1 
AIR POLLUTION SAMPLING TYPES 
AND PERCENT OF YEAR SAMPLED 
1980 
SULFUR-- NITROGEN NI- OZONE 
DIOXIDE DIOXIDE TRIC 
OXIDE 
cont 24-hr cont 24-hr cont cont 
bub- bub-
bIer bIer 
--
16 16 
16 
15 
89 25 25 
30 24 
92 85 
--- - - - --
CAR-
BON 
MON-
OXIDE 
cont 
77 
LEAD 
24-
hour 
LOCATION 
16 Health Center, 1105 E. Kennedy 
Adamo & 39th St., Tampa 
7609 Westshore, Tampa 
Water Plant,Whiteway Dr.,Temple T 
Dog Pound, Orient Rd. 
Rainbow Trail, Brandon 
8 Water Plant, Baker St., Plant Cty 
8 Fire Sta., Shell Pt. Rd., Ruskin 
Davis Island Airport 
Davis Is., Chesapeake & Danube 
Fire Sta., Neptune & Church Tampa 
Columbia & Bering) D.I. 
Hwys 674 & 39 
Hillsborough & Memorial, Tampa 
Adamsville, W. of Hwy. 41 
Apollo Beach, Holiday Inn 
Apollo Beach 
MacDill AFB, Sewage Plant 
Central Phosphates, Inc. 
Keystone Park 
Lutz School 
Webb's Sun City Water Plant 
Maint. Yd. Tampa Airport 
County Barn, Hwy. 672 
Progress Village Sewage Plant 
TECO Subatation, E. of Hwy 41 
Honeywell Plant, Tampa 
River Cove, Alafia River 
8 Davis Island Coast Guard Stn. 
E. of Hwy. 41, Alafia River 
STA 
NO. 
66 
68 
69 
70 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
-" 
78 
-" 79 
-" 
81 
82 
85 
86 
89 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
110 
DUST-\SUL 
FALL FA-
TIO 
U.T.M. 
GRID 
\mon-
thly 
mon 
thl 
EAST 
63.52 
60.42 
57.38 
86.95 
50.55 
54.57 
58.32 
58.30 
65.30 
58.41 
54.35 
57.14 
65.07 
56.40 
62.13 
46.80 
56.60 
62.15 
62.10 
51. 74 
64.10 
63.54 
65 . 07 
67.10 
68.83 
71.50 
72 .26 
58.82 
51.67 
NORTH 
83.26 
89.34 
91.40 
113.30 
86.15 
89.89 
88.75 
90.55 
89.15 
99.52 
95.71 
92.15 
93.08 
91.00 
89.30 
58.70 
93.40 
92.55 
86.10 
92 .65 
81.90 
80.22 
59.83 
61.65 
63.41 
61. 75 
58.94 
91 . 92 
95.12 
100 
100 
100 
100 
92 
100 
100 
92 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
7 
9 
10 
9 
10 
-SiJL':"-"SUSP. 
FATES PAR-
TICU-
LATES 
24-hr 24-hr 
,---.~ 
8 30 
16 
14 
12 
6 1 
8 16 
20 
AIR POLLUTION SAMPLING TYPES 
AND PERCENT OF YEAR SAMPLED 
1980 
(Continued) 
SULFUR NITROGEN NI- OZONE rcAR-
DIOXIDE DIOXIDE TRIC BON 
OXIDE MON-
OXIDE 
cont 24-hr cont 24-hr cont. cont. cont. 
bub- bub-
bler bler 
85 
25 28 
29 30 
14 
14 
15 92 
-LEAD 
24-
hour 
LOCATION 
Hwy:- 41, 1 ML W. of Gibsonton 
22nd St. Causeway Drive-In 
Seddon Island, North Tip 
Hwy. 39, 2 Mi S. of County Line 
Gandy Blvd/S. Manhattan Tampa · 
Bayshore Boulevard, Tampa 
Hookers Point, Tampa 
Hookers Pt. on Hwy 556, Tampa 
Hwy. 676 & 78th St., Tampa 
Park Dr./Crenshaw St., Tampa 
Armenia Ave./Francis, Tampa 
906 Jackson Street -, Tampa 
13 Orient Rd. 1/2 Mi. N. of Hwy 60 
TECO-North Tip of Davis Island 
TECO-22nd St. Cswy/Hwy 41 
TECO-County Line, Ft. Lonely 
St. Elizabeth Hospital, Tampa 
8 Hwy. 41 & Hwy. 60 
8 ICWD Hall, Hwy. 41 South 
Cypreso & Dale Mabry 
Gibsonton (Ohio Avenue) 
Palm & Lula, Gibsonton 
Lightfoot Rd. & 301 
Dug Creek Rd. & 301 
1 Mi. E. on Bishop Road 
7 Mi. N. on Hwy. 579 
N. of Manatee Line on 579 
Fire Station #6, 311 S. 22nd St 
_ Hillsborough Couununity College 
-> 
-> 
N 
AIR POLLUTION SAMPLING TYPES 
AND PERCENT OF YEAR SAMPLED 
1980 
(Continued) 
r----.-------- DUST- 'SiiL':SUL':--SUSP":-r-SULFUR NITROGEN NI- OZONE 
- FALL FA- FATES PAR- DIOXIDE DIOXIDE TRIC 
TION TICU- OXIDE 
LATES 
U.T.M. mon- mon- 24-hr 24-hr cant 24-hr cant 24-hr cant. cant. 
STA GRID thly thly bub- bub-
NO. EAST NORTH bIer bIer 
113 55.56 69 . 04 f-- 33 
114 59.86 104.87 
115 57.66 89.01 8 22 87 15 
116 61.92 71.50 15 16 90 
117 63.69 82.70 14 16 16 
118 54.08 85.41 11 11 95 15 
119 50.28 91.00 74 
120 58.48 93.52 94 94 92 
121 56.41 92.00 
122 57.12 92.15 
123 65.20 74.81 3 3 
302 64.83 94.36 16 
303 63.35 93.78 15 
304 63.70 92.05 16 
305 65.06 91. 97 16 
306 65.98 93.99 15 
401 38.31 71.77 
501 50.00 58.00 
701 88.15 64.25 14 11 
702 85.85 62.85 15 13 
703 89.20 71.55 17 14 
807 57.20 87.40 13 30 29 
812 65.10 74.80 14 
817 60.20 72 .50 14 31 28 
911 94.70 72.75 7 8 
912 92.00 69.75 16 16 
913 94.30 64.80 16 16 
._'-
CAR-
BON 
MON-
OXIDE 
cant. 
79 
67 
8 
LEAD r-' 
24-
hour 
~" I LOCATION 
E. G. S1mmons Park 
USF Medical Building 
8 Hooker's Point 
Apollo Beach 
Gardinier Park, Riverview 
6 Ballast Point 
Beach Park 
HCEPC - 1900-9th Avenue 
Hillsboro Building 
Seminole School 
Eisenhower Jr. High Schoo 
Fla. Steel - Orient Road 
Fla. Steel - 60th St.S. a 
Fla. Steel - 404 60th St. 
Fla. Steel - Hills. Util. 
Fla. Steel - 1955 E. Blvd 
Pinellas County Health De 
County Line Rd. Manatee C 
2 1/2 Mi. S. of Brewster 
2 1/2 Mi. W. of Brewster 
2 1/2 Mi. N. of Brewster 
TECO-Yacht Club, Davis Is 
1 Mi. E. of Big Bend 
TECO - Big Bend 
AMAX, N. End Property 
AMAX, E. End Property 
AMAX, S. End Property 
1 
f B'way 
S. 
STP 
partment 
ounty 
land 
POLLUTANT 
CARBON MONOXIDE 
DUSTFALL 
LEAD 
NITRIC OXIDE 
NITROGEN DIOXIDE 
Continuous I-Hour 
Sodium Arseni te 
OZONE 
SULFATION 
SULFUR DIOXIDE 
Continuous I-Hour 
Federal Ref. 24-Hour 
SUSPENDED PARTICULATE 
Total Hi-Volume 
Sulfates 
TOTALS 
Table 10-2 
NUMBER OF AIR POLLUTANT SAMPLES 
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA 
1980 
NO. OF SAMPLING DURATION 
STATIONS I-HOUR 24-HOUR 
5 28421 
3 
9 312 
1 8295 
1 8269 
11 875 
2 13954 
50 
6 47170 
17 1181 
35 1960 
12 447 
152 106109 4775 
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I-MONTH TOTALS 
28421 
33 33 
312 
8295 
8269 
875 
13954 
580 580 
47170 
1181 
1960 
447 
613 111497 
Table 10-3 
AIR PARfu~TER ANNUAL AVERAGES 
1980 
(1) (2) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (2) 
Carbon Lead Nitric NITROGEN Ozone Sul- SULFUR Total 
Mon- Oxide DIOXIDE fates DIOXIDE Sus-
STA oxide 24-hr 24-hr pended 
NO. cont. bubbler cont. bubbler Solids 
1 0.35 10.79 1.25 78.96 
5 42.05 
7 13.07 42.52 
8 0.12 8.24 2.53 46.65 
9 0.13 8.68 4.58 41.89 
15 51. 78 
50 46.28 
54 20.50 4.37 2.48 
58 24.89 1.50 55.67 
63 0.41 0.19 21.69 11.57 7.93 72.02 
81 7.89 
82 0.48 10.47 71.95 
85 29.18 6.05 60.66 
86 32.17 4.82 71.49 
89 32.94 
92 0.72 11.16 80.34 
93 0.15 9.32 5.04 55.87 
94 33 . 33 
103 80.65 
110 1. 21 23.05 
ll5 0.17 17.31 11.37 7.48 68.00 
116 9.50 4.73 41.35 
117 9.59 4.09 60.89 
118 0.09 16.51 10.40 5.61 54.59 
119 20.38 
120 0.82 23.24 20.07 
121 1. 70 
122 1. 89 
123 10.15 46.97 
(1) - Arithmetic mean (2) - Geometric mean 
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HCEPC HCEPC 
NO. SAROAD NO. NO. 
1 10-4360-002 73 
3 10-4360-004 74 
4 10-4360-033 75 
5 10-4440-001 76 
6 10-4360-005 77 
7 10-0370-001 78 
8 10-3660-001 79 
9 10-1800-003 82 
13 10-4360-032 87 
14 10-4360-031 91 
15 10-4360-030 92 
19 10-4360-029 93 
21 10-1800-008 94 
22 10-1800-009 95 
24 10-1800-011 97 
27 10-1800-014 98 
28 10-1800-015 99 
29 10-4360-034 100 
47 10-1800-017 101 
49 10-1800-018 102 
50 10-1800-019 103 
51 10-4360-006 110 
54 10-1800-021 113 
55 10-1800-022 115 
58 10-1800-023 116 
59 10-4360-007 117 
60 10-1800-024 118 
63 10-4360-035 119 
64 10-1800-054 120 
66 10-1800-056 121 
68 10-4360-009 
69 10-4360-010 
70 10-1800-058 
Table 10-4 
1980 SAROAD NUMBERS 
ASSIGNED TO HCEPC STATIONS 
' SAROAD NO. SAROAD NO. 
10-4360-012 10-0370-001 
10-4360-013 10-1800-003 
10-4360-014 008 
10-4360-015 009 
10-1800-059 011 
10-4360-016 014 
10-4360-017 015 
10-1300-082 017 
10-1800-062 018 
10-4360-020 019 
10-1800-064 021 
10-1800-066 022 
10-4360-022 023 
10-1800-065 024 
10-1800-072 029 
10-1800-068 054 
10-1800-071 056 
10-1800-069 058 
10-1800-070 059 
10-1800-073 062 
10-4360-024 064 
10-4360-044 065 
10-1800-081 066 
10-4360-051 068 
10-1800-084 069 
10-1800-083 070 
10-4360-053 071 
10-4360-055 072 
10-4360-052 073 
10-4360-056 081 
082 
083 
084 
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HCEPC HCEPC 
NO. SAROAD NO. NO. 
7 10-3660-001 8 
9 10-4360-002 1 
21 004 3 
22 005 6 
24 006 51 
27 007 59 
28 009 68 
47 010 69 
4.9 012 73 
50 013 74 
54 014 75 
55 015 76 
58 016 78 
60 017 79 
56 020 91 
64 022 94 
66 024 103 
70 029 19 
77 030 15 
87 031 14 
92 032 13 
95 033 4 
93 034 29 
98 035 63 
100 044 110 
101 051 115 
99 052 120 
97 053 118 
102 055 119 
113 056 121 
82 10-4440-001 5 
117 
116 
.401 
Figure 10-1 
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HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA 
1980 
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I 
WATER QUALITY 
INTRODUCTION 
The Hillsborough County Environmental Protection Act charges the Envi-
ronmental Protection Commission with the function of establishing, 
operating and maintaining a continuous program for monitoring water 
pollution. A county-wide water quality surveillance network has been 
designed to provide accurate data and information as to whether the 
requirements of the Act are being complied with and whether the level of 
water pollution is increasing or decreasing throughout the county. 
Publication and dissemination of information to the public concerning 
water pollution is also a function of the Hillsborough County Environ-
mental Protection Commission. 
Salt water sampling has been conducted routinely by the Hillsborough 
County Environmental Protection Commission in Tampa and Hillsborough 
Bays since 1972, when mid-depth samples only were collected. Samples 
for selected parameters were collected at surface, mid-depth, and 
bottom starting 1975. Fresh waters have been sampled routinely since 
1973. 
A summary of water sampling 1972-1980 shows the progress achieved: 
Year Stations Parameters Analyses 
(Total) (Max. ) (Total) 
1972 50 42 13 ,000 
1973 70 21 12,500 
1974 73 38 20,900 
1975 73 42 29,431 
1976 86 37 33,172 
1977 87 34 25,421 
1978 76 39 29,698 
1979 78 53 32,739 
1980 78 55 34,131 
Correlations between various parameters determined their potential 
Correlations between various parameters determined their potentialrol 
interdependency and assisted in predicting possible pollution control 
mechanisms. 
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This broad base of water data obtained during 1972-1980 provides useful 
background data for eventual development, revision and enforcement 
a f regulations, standard effluent limi tation plans, or programs estab-
lished under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972. 
Effective planning requires an adequate water quality data base. 
This report provides a first approach to this primary objective. Data 
has been transmitted monthly to the State of Florida and to Federal 
Storet water quali ty systems for inclusion in data banks available to 
all agencies or the general public. 
Use of this data for research is encouraged, with the hope that special 
findings will be made available back to this Agency. 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL -WATER QUALITY 
Introduction 
Methods of determining "General" water quality at each sampling station 
were explored, and pertinent parameters were narrowed down to four 
as follows: 
1. Average Total Coliform Bacteria 
2. Average Turbidity 
3. Average Chlorophyll a 
4. Average Biochemical Oxygen Demand 
These four parameters are different measures of water quality which 
affect "Body Contact and Recreation" use of bay waters. Measurement 
methods and uni ts are di fferent for each of these four parameters, 
such that they cannot be added directly to determine "General" water 
quality. 
Rankings 
Sampling averages for each parameter were ranked from lowest to highest 
(1-54), with the similar rankings assigned to tied average parameters. 
Lowest ranking numbers were considered "best" water quality while 
highest ranking numbers were considered "worst" water quality. 
Rankings for each parameter at each water sampling station were then 
added to obtain a "sum of four rankings" at each station. These "sums 
of four rankings" were then ranked again from lowest to highest to 
obtain "rank sums" ranking for overall general water quality, reflecting 
the addi ti ve four parameters used as input. This" rank sum" ranking 
was called the "Water Quality Index". 
General Water Quality Map (Figure 1-1) 
Dur ing 1980, as in previous years, areas of the Bay with the worst 
general water quality were McKay Bay, Hillsborough Bay, Old Tampa Bay 
northeast of the Courtney Campbell Causeway and the Largo Inlet area of 
Old Tampa Bay. The general water quality improved toward the south with 
most of Tampa Bay showing excellent water quality. 
Trends in Water Quality (Figure 1-2) 
General water quality trends are presented for Shell fish Harvesting, 
Swimming, Dissolved Oxygen, Chlorophyll !, Salinity and Turbidity 
from 1974 through 1980. Trends were plotted separately for Upper Old 
Tampa Bay, Old Tampa Bay, Hillsborough Bay, Upper Tampa Bay and Lower 
Tampa Bay. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SOURCES OF WATER POLLUTION 
General 
Water pollution can come from a point source or a non-point source. A 
point source is usually a sewage treatment plant or an industry which 
discharges waste through a pipe, whereas a non-point source is usually 
storm water runoff which flows over the land and washes whatever is on 
the land into a body of water. Point sources of water pollution are 
broken down into two categories: 
(1) Domestic wastewater treatment plants. 
(2) Industrial wastewater t~eatment plants. 
Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plants 
The Water Engineering Department of the Environmental Protection Com-
mission has established a routine monitoring program for the domestic 
wastewater treatment plants in Hillsborough County. The monitoring 
program includes both plant inspection and effluent sampling. 
Treatment plants with design capacities of less than 0.1 million gallons 
per day (MGD) are inspected quarterly. Plants between 0.1 and 0.5 
MGD are inspected monthly while plants over 0.5 MGD are inspected 
bimonthly. 
Treatment plants of less than 0.1 MGD are grab sampled at least semi-
annually while those 0.1 MGD or more are machine sampled at least 
quarterly. These inspection and sampling schedules are minimum require-
ments and certain plants may be inspected or sampled more frequently 
as necessary. 
Each wastewater treatment plant must possess a current, valid Florida 
Department of Env ironmental Regulation permi t to construct, modi fy, 
al ter or operate a water pollution source. As an approved local en-
vi ronmental program, the Env ironmental Protection Commi ssion rev iews 
and processes these permit applications in Hillsborough County. Each 
plant must be constructed and operated according to guidelines set forth 
in Chapters 17-3, 17-4, 17-6, 17-16 and 17-19 of the Florida Administra-
tive Code. Accordingly, each plant must meet the Technology Based 
Effluent Limitations of 90% removal of Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) 
and Total Suspended Solids (TSS) while discharges to surface waters may 
be required to meet more stringent effluent limitations as defined by 
Water Quality Based Effluent Limitations. 
Sewage treatment plants located in Hillsborough County are listed in 
Table 2-1. Information regarding location, plant type, method of 
effluent disposal, etc. is available from the Hillsborough County 
Environmental Protection Commission's Water Engineering Department. 
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SUMMARY 
There were 160 active. Wastewater Treatment Facilities as of January 
6, 1982. These cons 1St of 140 extended aeration plants 12 contact 
stabilization, 4 trickling filters, 4 advanced wastewat~r treatment 
facilities, 1 sand filter, and 1 activated sludge facility. 
A breakdown of disposal method showed that 12 discharge, 12 use spray 
irrigation, 135 use percolation/evaporation ponds, and 7 use alternate 
approved methods. 
INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS 
The Water Engineering Department of the Environmental Protection Com-
mission reviews all applications for a permit to construct or operate a 
water pollution source for industries in Hillsborough County. The 
permitted industries are sampled and inspected on a routine basis. 
Industrial sources fall into 21 categories as follows: 
1. Secondary Lead Smelters 
2. Bulk Storage Facilities 
3. Chemical Plants Manufacture/Distribution 
4. Citrus Processors 
5. Cooling Water Discharge (Thermal) 
6. Egg Processors 
7. Frozen Vegetable Processors 
8. Fertilizer Chemical Plants (Nitrogen and Phosphate Based) 
9. Glass manufacturing 
10. Incineration 
11. Laundry Operations 
12. Meat Packing 
13. Metal Plating Industry (Electroplating) 
14. Petroleum Handling and Storage Facilities 
15. Phosphate Mining and Beneficiation 
16. Seafood Processing 
17. Steam Power Generating Facilities 
18. Washing Facilities (Fruits and Vegetables) 
19. Washing Facilities (Miscellaneous) 
20. Water Production 
21. Concrete Batch and Cement Plants 
Available data concerning industry, type, descriptions Of. p~ocess, 
design capacity, average daily flow and the effluent . ch~racter1st1cs are 
available from the Environmental Protection Comm1ss1on. Table 2-2 
provides an alphabetical listing of the industrial sources in Hills-
borough County as of October 1,1981. 
SUMMARY 
There were 99 active Industrial Wastewater Point Sources as of Janu~ry 
1, 1980. A breakdown showed that 40 are Discharging and 59 are Non-D1s-
charging. 
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Table 2-1 
Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plants 
(Alphabetical Order) 
COMPANY 
A & A Mobile Home Park 
Adamo Acres (Hills. Utility) 
Alafia Mobile Home Park 
Alafia River Campers Resort 
Amax (Big Four Mine) 
Apollo Beach 
Bahia Beach Inc. 
Bayshore Palms 
Bearss Park 
Bearss Plaza 
Bloomingdale 
Branch Ranch Rest Forbes & Thonotos 
Brandon East (Southern Utility) 
Brandon Motor Lodge 
Brandon Swim & Tennis 
Brandon Trailer Park 
Brandon-Valrico Hills Ute Corp. 
Brewster Phosphates 
Briarwood MHP (Joe Edwards) 
Buckhorn Elementary 
Bullfrog Creek Mobile Home Park 
Camelot Mobile Home Park (PAKA) 
Carousel Village 
Carrollwood Village Reg(Hills Cty) 
Cast Crete Corporation 
Cedarkirk Camp 
CF Industries 
Chapparal Mobile Home Park 
Charlie's Mobile Home Park 
Cherry Creek 
Chatteau Forest (Mercer's) 
Chloride Metals (CONNREX Corp.) 
Chula Vista 
Citrus Park Elementary 
Coffee Cup Restaurant 
Cork Elementary 
Colonial Coach 
Country Road Park 
Crawford's 3B Mobile Home Park 
Crenshaw Lake 
Crofts Mobile Home Park 
Dav Pam Mobile Home Park 
Days Inn of America 
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PERMITTED 
FLOW(MGD) 
.005 
.271 
.022 
.020 
.005 
1.00 
.035 
.010 
.015 
.008 
.100 
.010 
.0955 
.010 
.005 
.015 
.1 
.015 
.035 
.015 
.010 
.022 
.0075 
2.50 
.005 
.010 
.015 
.010 
.015 
.160 
.020 
.009 
.025 
.0075 
.003 
.010 
.055 
.012 
.005 
.005 
.017 
.045 
.025 
Table 2-1 (continued) 
Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plants 
(Alphabetical Order) 
COMPANY 
Double Branch 
Dover Elementary 
East Bay High School 
East Bay Raceway 
East Brandon Estates 
Eastside Water Company 
Eastwood Estates 
Feather Rock 
Florida Cities Water Company 
Florida Steel Corporation 
GAF Corporation 
Gardinier 
Gibsonton Elementary 
Grandview Mobile Home Park 
Green Acres Campground 
Groves North 
Happy Travaler RV & Campground 
Harmony Ranch (Big 'T' MHP) 
Hawiian Isles 
Hidden Creek 
Hide-A-Way Campground 
Hillsborough Correctional Inst. 
Hillsborough River State Park #1 
Hillsborough River State Park #2 
Hillsborough Trailer Park (Lorenzo) 
Holiday Palms RV Park 
Hooker's Point (City of Tampa) 
Jellystone Park 
King Richard's Court MHP 
Knights Elementary 
KOA-HWY 92 
Lake Highlands 
Lake Magdalene Juvenile Home 
Lakeshore Villa 
Lakewood 
Lamplighter MHP 
Leeds 
Lee's Mobile Home Park 
Light & Life Camp 
Little Manatee Isle MHP 
Little Manatee River MHP 
Livingston MHP 
Lowe's Nursing Home 
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PERMITTED 
FLOW(MGD) 
.004 
.007 
.045 
.0075 
.060 
.25 
.030 
.080 
.453 
.020 
.003 
.012 
.0075 
.020 
.045 
.215 
.0025 
.020 
.080 
.010 
.03 
.006 
.0095 
.015 
.0075 
.01 
60.000 
.030 
.045 
.015 
.01 
.060 
.006 
.025 
.175 
.0961 
.003 
.025 
.030 
.030 
.020 
.010 
.0175 
Table 2-1 ( continued) 
Domest ic \ astewater Treatment Plants 
Alphabetical Order) 
COMP ANY 
Lutz Elementary 
MacDill AFB 
Mango Elementary 
McDonald El ementary 
Mt. Taho Village 
Neptune Mobile Home Park 
Nine Eagles 
Nistal Trailer park 
Nitram 
Oakhill Village 
Oakside Mobile Home Park 
Oakview Estates 
Orange Park MHP 
Pantry Pride 
Paradise Village (Defiance) 
Paradise Village MHP(Marlof) 
Pebble Creek Village 
Pinecrest Elementary 
Plant City AWT 
Plant City Park & Sales 
Pleasant Living MHP 
Presidential Manor 
Prevatt's MHP 
Progress Village ( Southeastern) 
Providence Baptist Church 
Ray Mar Mobile Home Park 
River Oak AWT 
Riverhaven Mobile Home Park 
Riverlawn Trailer Park 
Riverside MHP 
Riverview Elementary 
Riverview Shopping Center 
Rozier Machinery Inc. 
Ruskin Elementary 
Ruskin Neighborhood Health Center 
Ruskin Tomatoe Growers 
Ruskin Vegetable Corp. 
Seaboard Coastline RR 
Seaboard Utilities 
Seabreeze Restaurant 
Seffner Juvenile Home 
Shady Palms Boarding House 
Shady Shore MHP(Hidden Pines ) 
Silver Dollar Ranch & Trap Club 
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PERMITTED 
FLOW(MGD) 
.0124 
1.20 
.0086 
.015 
.020 
.020 
.15 
.005 
.005 
.0156 
.012 
.070 
.011 
.003 
.040 
.077 
.100 
.012 
8.000 
.015 
.025 
.096 
.005 
.260 
.0075 
.0062 
4.67 
.0099 
.005 
.030 
.0105 
.010 
.01 
.012 
.0035 
.0065 
.0065 
.004 
.820 
.005 
.006 
.005 
.012 
.010 
Table 2-1 (continued) 
Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plants 
(Alphabetical Order) 
COMPANY 
South Hills. County Regional WWTP 
Southeastern Wire Mfg. 
Southern Pine MHP 
Spanish Main (Resort Organization) 
Speer Mobile Home Park 
Spencer Mobile Home Park 
Springhead Elementary 
Strawberry Squares 
Sun City 
Sunlake Park SiD 
Sunrise Mobile Home Park 
Sunset Plaza Shop. Center 
Southwest Florida Water Management Dist. 
Tampa Bay Downs & Turf 
Tampa Bay Properties (Sun Belt) 
Tampa Electric (Big Bend) 
Tampa Electric (Gannon #1) 
Tampa Electric (Gannon #2) 
Tampa Livestock 
Tampa Yatch Club 
Thonotosassa Elementary 
Town & Country Trailer park 
Trak Microwave 
Trapnell Elementary 
Turkey Creek Elementary & High School 
Twin Oaks Plaza 
University South Florida Apts. 
USF Interim (City of Tampa ) 
Valrico Hills MHP (Bargo) 
Villa Grove Mobile Home Park 
Villa Maria Mobile Estates 
Wildwood Acres (Woodcrest Apts.) 
Willaford Mobile Home Park 
Wimauma Elementary 
Wimauma Trailer Park 
Windemere (Barrington Si D) 
Windward Knoll MHP 
Windward Oaks MHP 
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PERMITTED 
FLOW(MGD) 
1.500 
.004 
.0045 
.035 
.015 
.0035 
.0058 
.027 
.800 
.066 
.025 
.05 
.003 
.012 
.0025 
.0045 
.0045 
.005 
.006 
.005 
.0119 
.012 
.005 
.0086 
.021 
.01 
.015 
3.5 
.0085 
.004 
.012 
.06 
.02 
.009 
.0083 
.26 
.026 
.01 
Table 2-2 
Industrial Water Sources 
(Hillsborough County) 
(Alphabetical Order) 
Agrico Chemical Terminal 
Agrico Rock Phosphorous Terminal 
American Can Company 
American Oil Co. Terminal 
American Petrofina Co., of Texas 
Anheuser Busch 
TECO (Big Bend Station) 
AMAX Big Four Mine 
AMAX Inc. (Coronet) 
Brewster Lonesome Mine 
Canada Dry Bottling Co. 
Cargill, Inc. 
Central Oil Company 
C.F. Industries 
Chevron USA 
Chloride metals 
Cities Service Oil Company 
Citrus Products Company 
COMCO 
Concrete Plant (Bayonet) 
Crystals International 
Davies Can Company 
Del Monte Corporation 
Diamond Products 
Far East Noodle Company 
Fleet Transport 
Florida Agglite 
Florida Mining & Material 
(Joyner Concrete Div.) 
Florida Rock 
Florida Rock - 50th Street 
Florida State Fairgrounds 
Florida Veal 
Gardinier, Inc. 
TECO Gannon 
General Portland 
Gibsonton Speed Wash 
Gul f Coast Lead 
Helena Chemical Company 
Hendry Corporation 
Highway 92 Laundry 
TECO Hooker's Point 
Honeywell, Inc. 
HUCO 
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Ideal Cement 
IMC Kingsford Mine 
International Minerals & Chemical Co. 
Kaiser Chemical 
Lykes Brothers 
Marathon Oil Company 
McGraw-Edison Power 
Mid-State Potato 
Mooreland Chemical 
MRI Chemical 
Murphy Oil 
National Oil 
Nitram Chemicals 
Nottingham 
Pak-Tank Terminal 
Peak 0 il Company 
Plant City Ready Mix (Plant City) 
Plant City Ready Mix (Tampa) 
Ralston Purina 
Redwing Carriers Inc. 
Riverview Speed Wash 
Royal Bumper 
Ruskin Laundrymat 
Ruskin Tomato Growers Inc. 
Ruskin Vegetable Corporation 
Salada Foods Inc. 
Schuykill Metals 
Seaboard Coastline 
Shell Oil Company 
Shirley Anne Laundry 
Skipper Road Asphalt Plant (Cone) 
Southeastern Galvanizing 
Southeastern Wire Manufacturing 
Southern Mill Creek 
Southland Frozen Foods 
South State Terminal 
S. T. Tringali Company 
Sucorn Inc. 
Sulphur Terminal 
Sun Oil Company of Penn. 
Superior Sea Foods 
Tampa Water Treatment Plant 
Texaco, Inc. 
Thatcher Glass 
Table 2-2 (Continued) 
Industrial Water Sources 
(Hillsborough County) 
(Alphabetical Order) 
Treasure Isle Inc 
Turkey Creek Speed Laundry 
Twin Oaks Laundry 
Union Carbide 
Union Chemical Division 
Union Oil 
United Tube 
U. S. Army Reserve 
Sol Walker & Company 
Woodward Coin Laundry 
W. R. Grace & Company 
Winn-Dixie Stores 
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CHAPTER 3 
BACTERIA 
Introduction 
During 1980 water samples were collected monthly from mid-depth and 
analyzed for total coliform bacteria and fecal coliform bacteria. 
The analysis of natural waters for bacterial contamination can prov ide 
information concerning the relative degree of water quality, the loca-
tion of pollution sources, the suitability of various waters for swim-
ming and shellfish harvesting, and the effectiveness of pollution abate-
ment programs. 
Consistently high levels of total and fecal coliform bacteria may 
indicate poor water quality and may lead to the identity of point or 
diffuse sources of water pollution. 
Coliform bacteria, although not necessarily harmful themselves, may 
be indicative of the presence of micro-organisms which are harmful 
to humans. The presence of fecal coli form bacteria in water samples 
indicates contamination by feces from warm-blooded animals (human or 
cattle) and may offer a more specific indication of the presence of 
bacteria which are harmful to humans. 
Intestinal wastes from warm-blooded animals regularly include a wide 
variety of genera and species of bacteria, including the coliform group 
and species of the genera Streptococcus, Lactobacillus, Staphylococcus, 
Proteus, Pseudomonas, certain spore-forming bacteria and others. In 
addition to these regular constituents, many kinds of pathogenic bac-
teria and other micro-organisms may be released in wastes on an inter-
mittent basis, varying with the geographic area, state of community 
health, nature and degree of waste treatment and other factors. Such 
pathogenic organisms may include bacterial species of Salmonella, 
Shigella, Leptospira, Brucella, Mycobacterium, and Vibrio comma; a 
wide variety of viruses, including infectious hepatitis, Polio-viruses, 
Coxsakie virus, ECHO viruses, and unspecified viruses postulated to 
account for outbreaks of diarrheal and upper respiratory diseases of 
unknown etiology, apparently infective by the water-borne route; and 
the protozoan, Endamoeba histolytica. 
The coli form group of bacteria which is used as an indicator of bac-
terial pollution occurs not only in human feces but also representatives 
are found in many environmental media, including sewage, surface waters, 
in and on soils, vegetation, etc. The coliform group includes the 
following bacteria: Escherichia coli, E. aurescens, E. freundii, 
E. intermedia, Aerobacter aerogenes, A. cloacae, and biochemical inter-
mediates between the genera Escherichia and Aerobacter. 
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An analysis o~ pres~mptive coliform bacteria measures the general coli-
form group., lncludlng bac.teria of fecal and non-fecal origin while 
the. analysls of fecal coIl form bacteria measures typical Escherichia 
COIl and cl~sely related strains, but does not measure Aerobacter aero-
genes and 1 ts close relatives which are assumed not to b f d · t 
f I 
. . e 0 lrec 
eca orlgln. 
Measurements 
During 1980 t~e waters o~ the Tampa Bay Basin were sampled monthly 
for Total CoIl form Bactena and for Fecal Coliform Bacteria. Water 
sa~p~e~ were collected from mid-depth and analyzed in the laboratory 
utlllzlng the membrane filter method. 
Second Maximum Total Coliform Bacteria (Figure 3-1) 
In an attempt to visually depict the worst conditions which existed 
in the Tampa Bay Basin during 1980, while minimizing the possible effect 
of sampling or analytical errors, the second maximum total coli form 
bacteria concentrations were SYMAPed. 
The highest second maximum value during 1980 was 10,400 colonies per 
100 ml sample at the mouth of the Hillsborough River. Thirtyseven 
stations had second maximum values of 100 or less. 
The SYMAP (Figure 3-1) shows that only one station ( #2 in the mouth of 
the Hillsborough River) had a second maximum value of 3300 or more. 
McKay Bay and a station in Hillsborough Bay at the southern tip of Davis 
I slands had a second maximum value between 1100 and 3300 as did one 
station in Old Tampa Bay northeast of the Courtney Campbell Causeway. 
The remaining stations throughout the bay had second maximum values less 
than 1100. 
Total Coliform Bacteria (Figure 3-2) 
In an attempt to visualize the more typical bacteria concentrations 
within the Tampa Bay Basin, rather than the worst conditions, a SYMAP 
(F igure 3-2) is presented which depicts water areas which exceeded 
various total coliform bacteria concentrations during two or more months 
of the year. 
Only one station (#2 in the mouth of the Hillsborough River) exceeded 
10,000 colonies per 100 ml sample. One station in Old Tampa ~ay nor~h­
east of the Courtney Campbell Causeway exceeded 2 , .400 colonl~s; ~hlle 
McKay Bay and a station off the southern tip of D~V1S Island~ ln ~llls­
borough Bay exceeded 1,000 colonies. These statlOns have hlstoncally 
had high bacteria counts. 
As the SYMAP (Figure 3-2) shows, most of the Bay was relatively free 
from excessive bacterial contamination during 1980. 
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Fecal Coliform Bacteria (Figure 3-3) 
In an attempt to visualize areas of the Bay subject to fecal coli form 
contamination, a SYMAP (Figure 3-3) is presented which depicts water 
areas which exceeded various fecal coli form concentrations during two 
or more months of the year. 
During 1980 only one station (#2 in the mouth of the Hillsborough River) 
exceeded 2400 fecal coli form colonies. One station in Old Tampa Bay 
northeast of the Coutney Campbell Causeway exceeded 1000; while McKay Bay 
and the southern tip of Davis Islands in Hillsbourgh Bay exceeded 200 
fecal coliform colonies. 
The remainder of the Bay was relatively free of excessive fecal coliform 
bacteria. 
Inadvisable Swimming Areas (Figure 3-4) 
One of the most harmful results of bacterial contamination is the ren-
dering of public waters unsafe for swimming. According to the Rules 
and Regulations of the Hillsborough County Environmental Protection 
Commission, bacterial contamination exceeding 1000 colonies per 100 ml 
sample indicates water which is unsafe for body contact, such as swimming. 
A SYMAP (Figure 3-4) is presented which shows "Number of Months Swimming 
Was Inadvisable" due to excessive total coliform bacteria during 1980. 
Water areas having bacterial contaminations greater than 1000 per 100 
ml for 7 or more months of a year have the darkest shading, while those 
areas displaying concentrations which did not exceed 1000 during any 
month of the year have the lightest shading. 
There were no stations during 1980 that were unsafe for 7 or more months. 
Station ff2 in the mouth of the Hillsborough River was unsafe 5 or 6 
months; while station #62 in Old Tampa Bay northeast of the Courtney 
Campbell Causeway was unsafe 3 or 4 months. 
The public beaches on the southeast shore of the Courtney Campbell 
Causeway and at Pinic Island Park were safe for swimming all year. 
As the SYMAP (Figure 3-4) shows, most of the Bay was safe for swimming 
during most months of 1980. 
Shellfish Harvesting (Figure 3-5) 
Shellfish (oysters and clams) are filter-feeders and have the ability 
to fil ter out and store harmful bacteria found in polluted waters. 
Shell fish should be consumed only if they have been harvested from 
relatively clean, pollution-free water. A total coliform bacteria count 
exceeding 70 colonies per 100 ml sample indicates water from which 
shellfish should not be harvested or consumed. 
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A SYMAP (Figure 3-5) is presented which shows "Number 0 f Months Shell-
fishing was Hazardous" due to excessive total coli form bacteria during 
1980. 
Hillsborough Bay and Old Tampa Bay northeast of the Courtney Campbell 
Causeway were the darkest shaded areas (hazardous during 7 or more 
months) • Nine stations were safe for shellfish harvesting all twelve 
months of 1980. 
Tributaties 
During 1980, of the 24 tributary stations sampled, 15 averaged greater 
than 1000 total coliform bacteria colonies per 100 ml sample. Three 
stations averaged greater than 10,000 colonies. Nineteen stations had a 
second maximum total coli form count greater than 1000 with 4 stations 
exceeding 10,000. The tributaries with the highest average total coli-
form concentrations were Sweetwater Creek (44,450 colonies per 100 ml), 
Turkey Creek (24,008) and Delaney Creek (13,491). The Tributaty with 
the lowest average was channel "A" (241 colonies per 100 ml). 
Seven stations averaged greater than 1000 fecal coliform bacteria. Two 
of these stations averaged 10,000 or more. Twelve stations had 1000 or 
more fecal coliform for their second maximum value, while three of these 
stations exceeded 10,000. The tributaries with the highest average fecal 
coli form concentrations were Sweetwater Creek (36,466 colonies per 100 
ml), Turkey Creek (19,375) and Delaney Creek (7316). The Tributary with 
the lowest average was channel "A" (125 colonies per 100 ml). 
Fecal Coliform to Fecal Streptococcus Ratio - General 
Fecal streptococci are consistently present in the feces of all warm-
blooded animals and in the environment associated with animal dis-
charges. Evidence indicates that fecal streptococci do not occur in 
pure water or virgin soil but may be present in substantial numbers 
on vegetation. The fecal streptococci do not multiply in water and are 
not considered pathogenic. One valuable application of the fecal strep-
tococcus indicator system in stream pollution investigation has been 
through correlation with the fecal coli form group. It has been deter-
mined that fecal coli form bacteria are more numerous than fecal strep-
tococci in the feces of man with a fecal coliform to fecal streptococcus 
ratio always greater than 4.0. Similar ratios are common to domestic 
wastewaters. Conversely, fecal streptococci are more numerous than fecal 
coli forms in the feces of farm animals, dogs and rodents. The fecal 
coli form to fecal streptococcus ratio is less than 0.7 in feces from 
those animals and from separate stormwater systems and farmland drainage. 
Ratios falling between 4.0 and 0.7 are not quite so certain. To be 
sure, a ratio of 3.5, for example, would be more suggestive of pollution 
representing predominantly human origin; and a ratio of 0.9 would be 
more suggestive of animal origin. A truly "gray-area" of interpretation 
of these ratios is in the range 2.0 to 1.0. When the ratio is in this 
range, it frequently represents signi ficant mixtures 0 f both human 
and animal contribution, or the source of pollution may be somewhat 
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remote! and due to diffe~e~ces in the rates of disappearance of the two 
bacter1al groups, the or1g1nal numerical relationships have been obscured. 
Cons~quently, if ~ sa~pling station had a high fecal coliform concen-
tra~10n, a. de~erm1nabon of the fecal coli form to fecal streptococcus 
rabo may 1nd1cate, for example, whether the fecal coli form originated 
from a sewage treatment plant discharge or from pasture land runoff. 
Fecal Coliform to Fecal Streptococcus Ratio - Data 
Fecal coliform to fecal streptococcus ratios (FC/FS) were determined for 
eleven tributary stations during 1980. For each of those stations, the 
percentage of samples with ratios within the ranges of 0.7 or less, 0.7 
to 4.0, and 4.0 or more were presented in Table 3-1. FC/FS ratios were 
not calculated for those samples which had fecal coli form counts less 
than 100 colonies per 100 mI. 
Of the eleven tributary stations that were sampled for fecal streptococ-
cus during 1980, only Sweetwater Creek (#104) and Rocky Creek (#103) had 
ratios of 4.0 or more. Thirty percent of samples from Sweetwater Creek 
had ratios of 4.0 or more, while Rocky Creek had eight percent in that 
r~nge. These ratios indicate contamination from human sewage, espe-
cially in Sweetwater Creek. 
The Tampa Bypass Canal (11109) and the Hillsborough River at Columbus 
Avenue (#137) had a relatively high percentage of ratios between 0.7 and 
4.0 indicating a mixture of runoff and sewage. The rest of the tributa-
ries had a high percentage of ratios 0.7 or less indicating that the 
fecal bacteria resulted from pastureland runoff. 
Conclusions 
Since 1972 Hillsborough Bay and upper Old Tampa Bay northeast of the 
Courtney Campbell Causeway have consistently displayed excessive bac-
terial contamination. The bacterial pollution in Hillsborough Bay 
has been the result of discharges from the City of Tampa Hooker's Point 
Sewage Treatment Plant, a primary plant which discharged over 40 million 
gallons per day into upper Hillsborough Bay. During early 1979 the 
conversion of the Hookers Point Plant to advanced waste treatment was 
completed and it was hoped that there would be a corresponding improve-
ment in the bacteria levels in upper Hillsborough Bay. However, during 
several months of 1979 the City of Tampa sewage collection system over-
flowed into the lower Hillsborough River which flows into upper Hills-
borough Bay. Consequently, the lower Hillsborough River and upper 
Hillsborough Bay were highly contaminated by bacterial pollution during 
1979. During 1980, the area within upper Hillsborough Bay a ffected by 
bacterial contamination was considerably reduced from the previous years. 
The only station with excessive bacteria counts . more than tW? months.of 
the year was station #2 in the mouth of the H1llsborough R1ver. H1gh 
counts at that station may have resulted from ove~flows of sewage . from 
the City of Tampa sewage collection system. The .h1ghest to~al col1form 
count at station #52 just south of the Hookers P01nt plant d1scharge was 
500 colonies per 100 ml, considerably reduced from the 1972 value of 
79,000. 
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Table 3 - 1 
FECAL COLIFORM TO FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS RATIOS (FC/FS) 
STATION NUMBER 101 102 103 104 107 108 109 110 113 114 137 
Percent of Samples with Fecal 
Coliform 100 or More per 100 ml 83 25 100 83 100 58 58 42 92 75 
Percent of FC/FS Ratios 
0.7 or less 90 100 84 70 100 86 57 100 100 100 
Percent of FC/FS Ratios 
Between 0.7 and 4.0 10 0 8 0 0 14 43 0 0 0 
Percent of FC/FS Ratios 
4.0 or More 0 0 8 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 
For each station during 1980, the percentage of samples with FC/FS ratios within 
the above ranges. (FC/FS ratios were not calculated for those samples with fecal 
coliform counts less than 100 per 100 ml). 
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The bacterial pollution in upper Old Tampa Bay has been the result 
of several Hillsborough County sewage treatment plants. Hillsborough 
County has constructed an AWT plant in the area and has taken some 
of the old plants off line resulting in reduced bacterial contamination 
as compared to previous years. However, bacterial contamination is 
still too high and will not be sufficiently reduced until the remaining 
old plants are also taken off line. In addition, the bacterial contamin-
ation in upper Old Tampa Bay was aggravated by poor tidal flushing 
resulting from the Courtney Campbell Causeway. The Florida Department 
of transportation has plans for improv ing tidal flushing in upper Old 
Tampa Bay in the future. 
The tributaries continued to have high bacteria counts, particularly 
during the rainy season. Bacterial contamination resulted from storm 
runoff and domestic waste discharges in urban tributaries while rural 
tributaries were contaminated primarily by pastureland runoff. 
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CHAPTER 4 
NUTRIENTS 
General 
Nutrients are those substances in a body of water which promote and 
maintain the growth 0 f plants and animals. These substances are mea-
sured because abnormal amounts can contibute to excessive growths 
which may create a chain reaction of detrimental effects on the eco-
system. Fish kills, odors, discolorations, turbidity, shell fish 
poisoning, sedimentation, flooding, and navigational problems are but a 
few of the problems effected by nutrients. 
The substances required for algae and other aquatic plant growth can 
be placed into two categories: the macro nutrients and the micronu-
trients. Phosphorous and nitrogen are in the macronutrients category 
along with carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, sulfur, potassium, magnesium, and 
sodium. The micronutrients are calcium, iron, manganese, copper, zinc, 
molybdenum, vanadium, boron, chloride, cobalt, and silicon. 
Phosphorous and nitrogen in their various 
cipal nutrients of ecological concern. 
on total phosphate, nitrate nitrogen, 
Kjeldahl nitrogen. 
chemical forms are the prin-
This report contains data 
ammonia nitrogen and total 
Phosphorous and nitrogen are considered the more important nutrients 
to be measured because these substances most often have been found to 
be the limiting factors controlling excessive plant growth. 
Phosphate (Figure 4-1) 
During 1980 total phosphate averages ranged from a high of 1.42 mg/1 
in the mouth of the Alafia River to a low of 0.16 mg/l near Egmont Key. 
The eastern shore of Hillsborough Bay, in the vicinity of the Alafia 
River, and Le Gardinier-U.S. Phosphoric Products, Inc., had the highest 
values between 1.0 and 2.0 mg/l. The rest of Hillsborough Bay, Old 
Tampa Bay, and upper Tampa Bay averaged between 0.5 and 1.0 mg/l while 
lower Tampa Bay averaged less than 0.5 mg/l. There were no stations 
during 1980 with averages of 2.0 mg/l or more. 
Phosphate-Tributaries 
Within the tributaries, Delaney Creek had the highest average phosphate 
concentration of 8.42 mg/l. The Alafia River stations also had rela-
tively high values as follows: North Prong 7.40 mg/l, South Prong 2.23 
mg/l, Bell Shoals 4.44 mg/l and the mouth of the Alafia River 1 .42 
mg/l. The Alafia River stations have historically had high phosphate 
concentrations resulting from phosphate mining and processing opera-
tions in Polk County and eastern Hillsborough County. Delaney Creek has 
not historically had high phophate concentrations and the cause of the 
high value in 1980 is unknown. 
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The lowest total phosphate average was 0.22 mg/1 in Cypress Creek, a 
tributary to the Hillsborough River. 
Phosphate Trends 
The SYMAP for phosphate during 1980 was similar to previous years with 
high values in Hillsborough Bay and low values in lower Tampa Bay near 
the mouth of the Bay. However, during 1980 there were no stations with 
concentrations of 2.0 mg/l or more and the area of Hillsborough Bay with 
values from 1.0 to 2.0 mg/l was reduced compared with 1979. 
A comparison of average phosphate concentrations in the Tampa Bay 
Basin from 1972 - 1980 (Figure 4-2) shows a generally decreasing trend 
with 1980's average being about 0.7 mg/l. 
Nitrate Nitrogen (Figure 4-3) 
Nitrate enters the water from land runoff, industrial and domestic 
waste, rainfall, and from the chemical-biological oxidation of other 
forms of nitrogen, such as ammonia, nitrate and protein. 
Beginning in March, 1980 a Technicon Auto-Analyzer was used to measure 
the nitrogen species. 
In 1980, as in prev ious years, nitrate concentrations throughout the 
Tampa Bay Basin were low. The highest geometric mean concentration 
was found in the mouth of the Alafia River (0.084 mg/1). The lowest 
geometric mean was 0.015 mg/1 found at three stations in Tampa Bay. 
The SYMAP (Figure 4-3) shows relatively high values (0.04 mg/l or more) 
in McKay Bay, Hillsborough Bay and in Old Tampa Bay northeast of the 
Courtney Campbell Causeway. The rest of the Bay had geometric means 
between 0.02 and 0.04. 
Because nitrogen was the limiting nutrient in the Tampa Bay Basin, 
the nitrate concentrations within the Bay were di fficult to interpret 
by themselves. Relatively low nitrate concentrations could result 
either from low nitrate input or from high nitrate uptake by plants. 
Consequently, nitrate concentrations and chlorophyll concentrations must 
be considered together to acquire a proper interpretation of nitrate 
data. 
In areas of the Bay with relatively high chlorophyll concentrations, 
much of the nitrate is probably in the form of phytoplankton. There-
fore, the ni trate concentrations in these areas may appear to be low, 
thereby masking a significant input of nitrate, such as a sewer plant 
discharge (for example, the Largo Inlet). Areas of the Bay with rela-
tively high nitrate and chlorophyll concentrations (such as Hillsborough 
Bay and McKay Bay) should indicate areas of high nitrate input. 
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Nitrate Nitrogen -- - Tributaries 
The tributary with the highest geometric mean nitrate concentration 
(54.~17 mg/1) was Delaney Creek at U.S. 41. This extremely high concen-
trat_lOn was the _ r~sult of an industrial discharge from Nitram, Inc., 
a nl trogen ferbl1zer processing plant located upstream from the sam-
pling station on Delaney Creek. 
Other tributaries with relatively high nitrate concentrations were 
the North Prong of the Alafia River (3.880 mg/1), the Alafia River at 
Bell Shoals Road (2.953 mg/1), Turkey Creek (2.216 mg/1) and Pemberton 
Creek (1.298 mg/l). The relatively high values in the Alafia River 
were probably the result of discharges from fertilizer chemical plants 
in Polk County, while the high concentration in Turkey Creek may have 
resulted from dairy farm operations. 
The relatively high nitrate average which occurred in Pemberton Creek 
during 1979 and 1980 can be explained by a phenomenon which occurred at 
the Plant City sewage treatment plant, which discharges to Pemberton 
Creek. The Plant City sewage treatment plant has achieved advanced 
waste treatment in recent years by routing its effluent through a water 
hyacinth pond thereby providing nitrogen removal. In 1979 the water 
hyacinth population in the pond was killed, perhaps by a toxic indus-
tr ial discharge, resulting in a decreased level of nitorgen removal 
before discharge to Pemberton Creek. 
It is interesting to note that while the nitrate average for Pemberton 
Creek, which flows into Lake Thonotosassa, was relatively high (1.298 
mg/l) , the nitrate average for Lake Thonotosassa was quite low (0.061 
mg/l). This can be explained by comparing the nitrate and chlorophyll 
a data. Lake Thonotosassa had the highest chlorophyll a average of 
the freshwater stations sampled (60.90 ug/1) indicating -algae bloom 
conditions. Indeed, Lake Thonotosassa has had a history of algae 
blooms; consequently, the relatively high nitrate levels introduced i~to 
Lake Thonotosassa from Pemberton Creek were taken up by the exceSSlve 
algae population of the lake. 
Channel "A" had the lowest ni trate mean of the tributaries sampled 
(0.039 mg/l). 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (Figure 4-4) 
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen is a parameter which is_ frequ~ntly use? as 
an indicator of sewage and industrial waste pollutlon. KJelda~l nltro-
gen includes nitrogen from ammonia, amino acids, ~olyp~ptlde~ ~nd 
proteins. Most of those forms of nitrogen are of b~ologl~al ongln. 
Ni trogen is released from its organic form as ammoma _ W_hlCh beco~es 
ammonium ion in water. Some ammonium ion may then be oXldlzed stepwlse 
to nitrite and nitrate. 
During 1980 geometric mean Kjeldahl nitrogen concentrat_ions throughout 
the Tampa Bay Basin ranged from a high of 0.726 mg/l ln McKay Bay to 
0.218 in lower Tampa Bay. 
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The SYlvlAP (Figure 4-4) shows that McKa ba . 
geometric means of 0 5 /1 Y Y and HJ.llsborough Bay had 
between 0.4 and 0.5 mg·/lmg u or mTore. Most of Old Tampa Bay had means 
. • pper ampa Bay was between 0 3 and 0 4 mg/l 
whJ.le lower Tampa had means of less than.0.3 mg/l. • • 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen - Tributaries 
W~thin the tributaries during 1980 the highest geometric mean Kjeldahl 
nJ.~rog~n (28.79 mg/1) was measured at Delaney Creek and U 5 41 
ThJ.s h~gh value can be . attributed to the industrial waste disc·harg~ 
from NJ.tram, Inc., a nJ.torgen fertilizer processing plant located 
upstream from the sampling station. 
Th~ second highest val~e was recorded from Turkey Creek (2.19 mg/l). 
ThJ.s value, al though hJ.gher than other tributaries, was considerab ly 
reduced from the 1977 value of 12.77 mg/l. The reduction probably 
:esulted from Lykes Brothe~s Meat P.acking Plant ceasing its discharge 
J.nto Turkey Creek. The KJe~dahl mtrogen which does occur in Turkey 
Creek may be the result of daJ.ry farm operations. 
The lowest geometric mean Kjeldahl nitrogen value was measured in 
the upper Hillsborough River (0.25 mg/ 1). 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen - Trends 
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen concentrations during 1980 were higher than 
previous years probably resulting from the change in the analytical 
method used (Technicon Auto-Anal yzer was put into serv ice in March 
1980 ) . ' 
Conclusions 
During 1980 relatively high nutrient and/ or chlorophyll concentrations 
were found in waters which received domestic waste, industrial waste, or 
urban runoff. Although the City of Tampa Hookers Point sewage treatment 
plant was converted to advanced waste treatment during 1979, Hills-
borough Bay continued to have relatively high nutrient and chlorophyll 
concentrations. Those relatively high concentrations resulted from the 
discharge for many years of only primarily treated sewage, the overflow 
discharge for several months during 1979 of untreated sewage from the 
City of Tampa sewage collection system, the discharge of urban runoff 
and discharges from the Alafia River and Delaney Creek. 
Within the tributaries, the Alafia River had high phosphate concen-
trations primarily due to phosphate mining and processing activities 
in Polk and eastern Hillsborough Counties. Delaney Creek had extremely 
high nitrogen values due to the industrial waste discharge from Nitram, 
Inc. a nitrogen fertilizer processing plant. Pemberton Creek had 
high' nitrate values due to discharge from Plant City's sewage treatment 
plant. 
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Waters within the Tampa Bay Basin and its tributaries will continue 
to have excessive nutrient and chlorophyll concentrations and the 
problems associated with over-nutrification until industrial and domes-
tic waste sources provide advanced waste treatment and urban runoff is 
controlled. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CHLOROPHYLL 
General 
Chlorophyll analysis is an indirect measure of the quantity of plank-
tonic algae present in a body of water. This algae may in turn be 
an indicator of eutrophication. The population or quantity of plank-
tonic algae in the waters of the Tampa Bay Basin may frequently have a 
direct or indirect relation to the occurrence of fish kills, odors, 
discoloration of waters, water clarity or other phenomena. 
Measurements of chlorophylls a, b, c, and total chlorophyll were deter-
mined from 1972 through 19811. - Anal yticall y, chlorophyll a was the 
pigment which was most precisely and accurately determined -: Conse-
quently, chlorophyll a was included in the discussion while the other 
pigments were simply listed in the data. Chlorophyll a is not a true 
indicator of biomass since some planktonic species contain no chloro-
plasts and when chloroplasts are present, they vary in number, size 
and pigment content per cell. Light, nutrients and other factors 
also influence the quantity of chlorophyll per cell so that their 
horizontal and vertical distribution in a body of water becomes impor-
tant. Despite these variables and limitations, chlorophyll determina-
tions are felt to be a useful indicator of relative phytoplankton 
population. 
Measurements (Figure 5-1) 
During 1980 chlorophyll a concentrations averaged from 36.74 ug/l in 
McKay Bay to a low of 4.16 ug/1 near Egmont Key at the mouth of Tampa 
Bay. 
Areas of the Bay that averaged 20 ug/l or more included McKay Bay and 
Hillsborough Bay. Old Tampa Bay was split with,the western half 
averaging 15 to 20 ug/l and the eastern half averaglng 10 to 15 ug/l. 
Chlorophyll levels decreased to the south with stations near the mouth 
of the Bay averaging less than 5 ug/l. 
Tributaries 
Tributaries which displayed high chlorophyll a concentrations were 
Lake Thonotosassa at the mouth of Flint Creek (6U.90 ug/1), Sweetwater 
Creek (35.78 ug/l) and the Tampa Bypass Canal (,30.66 ug/1). Lake 
Thonotosassa receives treated domestic and industnal, waste from P l~nt 
City as well as agricultural run-off. Algae blooms ~lth resultant flSh 
kills have been common in Lake Thonotosassa durlng warm weather. 
Sweetwater Creek has been channalized, receives urban runoff and may 
receive sewage overflows. The Tampa Bypass Canal has been a source of 
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numerous complaints from residents concerning algae blooms and fish 
kills • . In~ustrial waste, domestic waste, storm water runoff and the 
channellzatlon of the Palm River and Six Mile Creek all have contributed 
to the poor water quality which ex~sts in the Tampa Bypass Canal. 
The lowest average chlorophyll ~ was measured from the South Prong of 
the Alafia River (2.98 ug/l). 
Trends 
The SYMA: for .chlorophyll ~ ~uring 1980 was similar to that of previous 
years wlth hlgh concentratlons occurring throughout McKay Bay and 
Hillsborough Bay. 
Average chlorophyll a concentrations throughout the Tampa Bay Basin 
decreased from about ~ ug/l in 1979 to about 15 ug/l in 1980 (Figure 5-2). 
Algae Blooms 
An algae bloom is an excessive growth of a microscopic plant. During 
1980 algae continued to cause numerous problems wi thin some portions 
of the Tampa Bay Basin, some tributaries and some lakes within Hills-
borough County. Turbidity, odors, discolorations of the water and fish 
kills have frequently been caused, directly or indirectly, by algae 
blooms. 
Dinoflagellates, which are microscopic, single-celled algae, frequently 
cause algae blooms in Tampa Bay. The dinoflagellate species of greatest 
concern locally is Ptychodiscus breve (formally Gymnodinium breve), 
a toxic red tide organism which has plagued the west coast of Florida 
and Tampa Bay for many years. 
In 1971 Tampa Bay experienced a major red tide outbreak which killed 
millions of fish throughout the Bay. In 1972 and 1973 no red tide 
blooms were detected. In 1974 outbreaks occurred all along the west 
coast of Florida from Port Charlotte to Clearwater. This outbreak, 
however, was not as severe or damaging as the 1971 outbreak. In 1975, 
1976 and 1977 the red tide organism was not detected in Tampa Bay. 
In 1978 a red tide outbreak occurred on the west coast of Florida 
with low concentrations of Ptychodiscus breve being detected in lower 
Tampa Bay during September and October. How.eve~, . concentratio~s in 
Tampa Bay were not high enough to cause slgnl flcant flSh kllis. 
Red tide was again detected in lower Tampa Bay during 1979 and 1980; 
however, concentrations were low and no fish kills occurred. 
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Figure 5-2 
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During 1980 species of dinoflagellates and other algae were 
detected as follows: 
MONTH 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
LOCATION 
Tampa Bay 
Tampa Bypass Canal 
McKay Bay 
Tampa Bypass Canal 
Hillsborough Bay 
Channel "A" 
Rocky Creek 
Little Manatee River 
Old Tampa Bay 
Sweetwater Creek 
Hillsborough Bay 
Sweetwater Creek 
McKay Bay 
Sweetwater Creek 
Tampa Bypass Canal 
Tampa Bay 
McKay Bay 
Alafia River 
Tampa Bypass Canal 
Tampa Bay 
Channel "A" 
McKay Bay 
Sweetwater Creek 
Hillsborough River 
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SPECIES DETECTED 
Ptychodiscus breve detected 
Bloom of Gymnodinium splendens 
Bloom of Gymnodinium splendens 
Bloom of Gymnodinium splendens 
Bloom of unidentified diatom 
Bloom, of Gymnodinium splendens 
Bloom of Gonyaulax · sp. 
Bloom of Gonyaulax sp. 
Bloom of Gonyaulax digitalis 
Bloom of Gymnodinium sp. 
Bloom of Gymnodinium splendens 
Bloom of unIdentified diatom 
Bloom of Gymnodinium splendens 
Bloom of Prorocentrum sp. 
Bloom of Prorocentrum sp. 
Bloom of Asterionella japonica 
Bloom of Prorocentrum sp. 
Bloom of Gonyaulax diacantha 
Bloom of Prorocentrum micans 
No blooms detected 
Bloom of Ptychodiscus breve 
Bloom of Prorocentrum gracile 
Bloom of Peridinium sp. 
Bloom of Gymnodinium sp. 
Bloom of Prorocentrum triestinum 
CHAPTER 6 
OXYGEN RELATIONSHIPS 
In the delicate balance of nature ~hich exists in an estuary such 
as Tampa Bay, dissolved oxygen can be a limiting factor of critical 
importance. To support a balanced ecosystem the waters of the estuary 
must contain sufficient quantities of dissolved oxygen to sustain 
animal metabolism. 
Variations in dissolved oxygen are a function of discharge of soluble 
organic material, oxygen demand and rate of uptake of benthic deposits, 
photosynthesis and respiration by plankton, water temperature, re-aera-
tion, and freshwater input and tidal exchange. 
Our ing 1980, 
total organic 
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), dissolved oxygen and 
carbon (TOC) were measured at each sampling station. 
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) 
Biochemical oxygen demand is a measure of the amount of decomposable 
material in the water. When this material is decomposed, dissolved 
oxygen in the water is utilized by saprotrophic organisms. Therefore 
this decomposition can exert a demand on the dissolved oxygen wi thin 
the water and thereby reduce the dissolved oxygen available for aquatic 
qnimql metabolism. 
Rules and Regulations 
According to the Rules and Regulations of the Hillsborough County 
Environmental Protection Commission, the dissolved oxygen of waters 
shall not be arti ficially depressed below the values of 4 mg/1 or 7m~ 
saturation. Biochemical oxygen demand shall not be altered to exceed 
values which would cause dissolved oxygen to be depressed below the 
limits listed above and, in no case, shall it be great enough to produce 
nuisance conditions. 
BOD Measurements (Figure 6-1) 
During 1980 BOD ranged from an average of 5.37 mg/ 1 in McKay Bay to a 
low of 1.01 mg/ 1 near the mouth of Tampa Bay. 
The SYMAP (Figure 6-1) shows that only one station, 1158 in McKay Bay, 
averaged more than 4 mg/ l BOD. Only two stations in Hillsborough Bay 
averaged between 3 and 4 mg/l. The remainder of the stations in Hills-
borough Bay averaged between 2 and 3 mg/ l with one station less than 2 
mg / l. The stations in Old Tampa Bay generally averaged between 2 and 3 
mg/l with some stations less than 2 mg / l, while most of Tampa Bay 
averaged less than 2 mg/ l. 
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BOD - Tributaries 
Within the tributaries the highest average BOD was measured in Turkey 
Creek ( 6.83 mg/ l ) . Other high BOD's were measured in Lake Thonotosassa 
at the mouth of Flint Creek (6.71 mg/l) and Sweetwater Creek (5.54 
mg/ l ) • 
The South Prong of the Alafia River had the lowest BOD average of 1.07 
mg / 1. 
BOD Trends 
The general pattern of BOD distribution throughout the Bay in 1980 was 
similar to previous years. However, a substantial improvement oc-
cured in Hillsborough Bay during 1980 resulting from the City of Tampa's 
new Hookers Point Advanced Waste Treatment Plant. 
Dissolved Oxygen 
Dissolved oxygen saturation in Hillsborough County waters, depending 
on temperature and salinity, is around 7 or 8 mg/1. Dissolved oxygen 
will vary diurnally. Higher values occur during the day due to photo-
synthesis and lower values are evident at night due to respiration in 
the absence of photosynthesis. An area with a high BOD could be ex-
pected to have a dissolved oxygen concentration below saturation. An 
area under going an algae bloom could be expected to have a wildly 
fluctuating diurnal cycle of dissolved oxygen with values higher than 
saturation during the day and values lower ' than saturation at night. 
Consequently, dissolved oxygen values around 7 or 8 mg/1 would indicate 
normal conditions; while values significantly higher or lower may 
indicate a stressed environment. 
Dissolved oxygen concentrations may also vary vertically in the water 
column. Dissolved oxygen may be highest near the surface where atmos-
pheric oxygen can be introduced into the water; while concentrations 
on the bottom may be low due to organic decomposition resul ting in a 
stressed environment for benthic organisms. 
Dissolved Oxygen - Measurements ( Figure 6-2 through 6-4) 
During 1980 dissolved oxygen was measured at the surface, mid-depth, and 
at the bottom at each station in the Bay. 
The SYMAP of the surface measurements ( Figure 6-2) shows that most of 
the Bay averaged 7.0 mg/ l or more dissolved oxygen with several stations 
between 5.0 and 7.0 mg/ 1. The station with the lowest average dis-
solved oxygen was the mouth of the Hillsborough River with 5.1 mg/l. 
East Bay and McKay Bay had relatively high averages of 9.5 and 9.1 
respectively indicating algae bloom conditions. 
At mid-depth the SYMAP ( Figure 6-3 ) indicates that about half the 
stations averaged 7.0 mg / l or more while the other half averaged between 
5.0 and 7 . 0 mg/ 1. The mouth of the Hillsborough River had the lowest 
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mid-depth average of 5.1 mg/l while the mouth of the Alafia River was 
also relatively low with a value of 5.6 mg/l. There were no stations 
that averaged significantly higher than saturation at mid-depth. 
On the bottom the SYMAP (Figure 6-4) shows that most of the Bay averaged 
between 5.0 mg/l and 7.0 mg/l while some stations averaged 7.0 or 
more. Onl~ one station, 1154 in East Bay, averaged less than 5.0 mg/l. 
That stabon had an average of 4.4 mg/l. Interestingly, that station 
also. had the h~g~est . average dissolved oxygen at the surface indicating 
vert~cal strat~f~cat~on with algae bloom conditions near the surface and 
organic decomposition on the bottom. Stations 112 at the mouth of the 
Hillsborough River and 1t74 at the mouth of the Alafia River also had 
relatively low average dissolved oxygen with values of 5.2 mg/l and 5.1 
mg/l respectively. 
Dissolved Oxygen - Worst Condition (Figure 6-5) 
Dissolved Oxygen, when limited for cnly a very short time, can cause 
signi ficant effects on the aquatic ecosystem.. An entire community 
of aquatic organisms can be decimated after only a few hours of oxygen 
depletion. Population shifts may occur after periods of oxygen stress, 
favoring facultative anaerobes or pioneer communities. In an attempt 
to visually depict the worst conditions which existed in the Bay during 
1980, while minimizing the possible effects of sampling or analytical 
errors, a SYMAP is presented of dissolved oxygen on the bottom using 
second minimum values (Figure 6-5). The station with the lowest second 
minimum dissolved oxygen value was #54 in East Bay at the 22nd Street 
Causeway. That station's value of 1.5 mg/l was the only value less than 
2.0 mg/l. Four other stations had values between 2.0 and 3.5 mg/l, 
McKay Bay, mouth of the Hillsborough river, mouth of the Alafia River 
and Hillsborough Bay off Ballast Point. 
Dissolved Oxygen - Algae Bloom Conditions (Figure 6-6) 
An algae bloom can trigger a wildly fluctuating diurnal cycle of dis-
solved oxygen with concentrations significantly above saturation during 
the day and significantly below saturation at night resulting in an 
unstable environment. Since the sampling stations were sampled during 
the day, dissolved oxygen concentrations significantly above saturation 
may indicate algae bloom conditions and may warn of impending low 
dissolved oxygen concentrations at night with resultant fish kills 
or benthic die-off. 
In an attempt to visually depict dissolved oxygen values indicative 
of algae bloom conditions, while minimizing the possible effects of 
sampling or analytical errors, a SYMAP is presented of dissolved oxygen 
at the surface using second maximum values (Figure 6-6). Station #54 in 
East Bay at the 22nd StreetCauseway had the highest second max~mum 
dissolved oxygen value at the surface (13.8 mg/ l). Two other ~tat~ons 
were also above 12.0 mg/ l, 118 in Hillsborough Bay near the Alaf~a R~ver 
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Figure 6-4 
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Figure 6-5 
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